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Professor Robert O. Evans
The National and University Colors
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees, including the Candidates for Degrees
from the College of Law, College of Medicine, and College of Dentistry
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Business and Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Architecture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Allied Health Professions
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Library Science
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Social Professions
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Business and Economics
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Faculty of the College of Architecture
The Faculty of the College of Allied Health Professions
The Faculty of the College of Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Library Science
The Faculty of the College of Social Professions
The Directors and Faculty of the Community Colleges
The Faculty and Staff of Other University Units
The Deans of the Colleges and Administrative Officials
The Vice Presidents
The Official Guests
The Governor and the Board of Trustees
The President of the University of Kentucky
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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises cf the ODe hundred and eighth annual commencement are enacted
today at the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each
year on campuses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the
graduates' years of study and preparation for responsibility.
The following description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the Coliseum
through the south entrance. It is led by the University Marshal and followed by the
Color Guard carrying the National and State Rags and the University banner. The
University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, emblematic of the endorsement of the
State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the candidates march behind the
identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their
degrees.
The order of march is as follows:





The candidates for degrees:








College of Allied Health Professions
College of Home Economics
College of Library Science
College of Social Professions
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of
Kentucky march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges and
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to
the platform the Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various colleges, honorary
degree recipients, alumni award recipients, University of Kentucky Research Foundation
faculty research award recipients, Philip D. and Elsie O. Sang award recipient, Sullivan
award recipients, the Vice Presidents, guests, state officials, and finally, the President
of the University. The Trustees of the University can be identified by their blue gowns
with white panels. They wear blue caps with blue tassels.
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ACADEMIC ATTIRE
All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University
officials,faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The
basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different
degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards) and hoods of various
hues draped down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelors' and Masters' degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, with
the exception of those who already hold Doctors' degrees and are privileged to wear
gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of the National
Anthem, and prayers, men in academic regalia are requested to wear their caps. The

















The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn
closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like
the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of
its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is
designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The
gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars
(usually black but sometimes other colors depending on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate
color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution-blue
and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes
more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the
person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the
wide panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The
colors of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine,
and purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctors' degrees are purple for laws,
white for letters, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has
been conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his honorary degree
consists in his being formally invested with the hood.
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ALMA MATER"
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we 'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
'" Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave




Otis A. Singletary, President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Francis Scott Key)
INVOCATION Reverend Bob W. Brown
Trinity Baptist Church
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS President Singletary
GREETINGS-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION Mr. George Atkins
REMARKS Professor Holman Hamilton
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dean Art Gallaher
















College of Allied Health Professions
Dean Marjorie Stewart
College of Home Economics
Dean Lawrence Allen
College of Library Science
Dean Ronda S. Connaway
College of Social Professions
Dean Wimberly Royster
Graduate School
Dean George W. Hardy III
College of Law
Dean D. Kay Clawson
College of Medicine
Dean Merrill W. Packer
College of Dentistry
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF
ALUMNI GREAT TEACHER AWARDS AND
RESEARCH FOUNDATION FACULTY AWARDS President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF
WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Singletary
Professor Holman Hamilton, University Orator
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Singletary
Professor Hamilton
ALMA MATER (Carl A. Lampert)
BENEDICTION Reverend Wally Rendel
Southern Christian Church
RECESSIONAL
Professor Arnold Blackburn, Organist




Smith Dudley Broadbent, Jr.
Juanita Morris Kreps
Benjamin Hudson Milner







o Degree awarded August 6, 1974
U Degree awarded December 21, 1974
000 Degree not previously awarded will be conferred May 10,
1975, if all requirements are met
Graduate School
Dean: Wimberly Calvin Royster
Doctor 01 Philosophy
Arthurs, Alfred David G., Montreal, Canada
Major: Educational Psychology and Counseling
Dissertation: "The Effect of Instruction in General Semantics on the
Social Adjustment of Graduate Students and Senior Citizens"
Atanackovic, Teodor M" Lexington
Major: Engineering Mechanics
Dissertation; "Some Flows Satisfying No Slip and No Shear Boundary
Conditions"
Averitt, Janice Walker, Winchester
Major: Diplomacy






II, Bellstrom, Stephen Kyrk4, Cincinnati,
I Major: FrenchDissertation: "Blaise Condrars' Moravagine:
Baldwin, William Talbott, jr., Paris
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Desirability and Feasibility of
Interest Payments on Commercial Bank Demand
Initiating Explicit
Deposits"
Barnett, Douglas Eldon Qo Qo, Walnut Ridge, AR
Major: Entomology-Systematics
Dissertation: "A Revision of the Nearctio Species of the Genus Scaph-
oideus (Homoptera: Cicadellidae)"
OR
Image, Theme, and Symbol"
Beltran, Antonia Garcia, Bayambang, Philippines
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "College Students' Educational-Personal Needs and Academic
Achievement"
Bhattacharya, Amit, Calcutta, India
Major: Mechanical Engineering (Biomedical)
Dissertation: "Modification of Cardiac Function by Heart Synchronous




Dissertation: "Concepts of Character in the Novels of Carlos Fuentes"
Bland, Richard A., Rogers, AR
Major: History
Dissertation: "Politics, Propaganda, and the Public Printing: The Ad-
ministration Organs, 1829-1849"
Burris,Walter Hoy", Gainesboro, TN
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Amino Acid Availability of Isolated Rumen Microbes as
Affected by Protein Supplement"
Bussey, Charles Jack, Bowling Green
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Lost Opportunity of 185S"
Chang, I-ChenH, Taiwan, China
Major: Chemical Physics
Dissertation: "Prediction of the Geometries and Force Fields for Molecules
in Electronically Excited States"
Chao, Thomas K., Taipei, Taiwan
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "The Spatial Distribution of Urban Land Values in the
City of Taipei, Taiwan, China, 1964-1972"
Chu, Chi-HungH, Lexington
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Minority Representation in the Malaysian Legislature"
Clark, Jerry Eugene", Lexington
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Shawnee Indian Migration: A System Analysis"
Corley, Mary Coulson"", Richmond, VA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Alcoholism as a Stigmatizing Condition: Professional Re-
sponses"
Couch, Ronald Chalmer, Jeff
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Distribution and Excretion of the Trichloromethylsulfenyl
Fungicides in Rats and Their Effects on Isolated Liver Nuclei, His-
tones, Nonhistone Nuclear Proteins and DNA"
Cox, Gary Sherman, Louisville
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Kentucky Legislative Interim Committee System 1968-
1974"
Cusumano, Vincent", Springfield, IL
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "An Economic Interpretation of Local School District Be-
havior: The Effects of Intergovernmental Grants on the Provision of
Educational Services in Kentucky"
Dandekar, Kishor Atmararn, Bombay, India
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Sodium Salicylate on Elimination Kinetics of
Anionic and Quaternary Ammonium Compounds"
Davis, Charles Lockhart, Lexington
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Toward an Explanation of Mass Support for Authoritarian
Regimes: A Case Study of Political Attitudes in Mexico City"
Del Fierro, Alfonso c., Jr.H, Philippines
Major: Sociology-Demography
Dissertation: "Rural-Urban Migration and Differential Fertility in the
Philippines"
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Duncan, John Calbratth" ", Louisville
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "The Impact of Public Opinion of Representational Role
Orientations"
Edling, Robert Joe, Grand Junction, CO
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Vortex Velocity Prediction with Emphasis Directed Toward
Vortex Tube Sediment Trap Design"
El-Difrawi, Ahmed Abdel-Hamid", Cairo, Egypt
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Fast Neutron Irradiation Effects on Drift Mobility of Holes
in N-Type Germanium and Silicon"
Elliott, Mark Roweo, Atlanta, GA
Major: History
Dissertation: "Tbe Repatriation Issue in Soviet-American Relations, 1944-
1947"
Ellis, William Elliott"'''', Richmond
Major: History
Dissertation: "Edgar Young Mullins: Southern Baptist Theologian, Ad-
ministrator, and Denominational Leader"
Enoch, Harry Garfield, Mt. Sterling
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Role of Selenium and Molybdenum in the Metabolism
of Formate and Nitrate in Escherichia Coli"
Fitch, Carroll Bruce, Jr. 00, Lexington
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "El Cavallero Del Cisne-A Critical Edition"
Flatt, Don F. 000, Morehead
Major: History




Dissertation: "Phase Transformations in Beta III Titanium"
Garrison, Charles E. ". Greenville, NC
Major: Sociology
Dissertation; "Pre-College Variables Affecting College Student Church
Attendance"
Goerke, Thomas Peter", Waukesha, WI
Major: Animal Science
Dissertation: "Embryo Survival in Ewes Heat Stressed During Early
Placentogensis"
Gorodetzky, Charles William, Boston, MA
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "Drug Receptor Interactions of Morphine and Nalorphine:
Competitive Dualism Versus Receptor Dualism"
Guimaraes, Christine V. L., Maadi, Cairo, Egypt
Major: Diplomacy
Dissertation: "Program Loans as a Device to Influence Brazil's Economic
Policy Decisions During tbe Decade of the Sixties"
Hager, Paul Calvln" ", Berea
Major: Higher And Adult Education
Dissertation: "The Prediction of the Educational Choice of College
Women"
Hamilton, James Lewfs" ", Irvine
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Changes During Curing of Burley Tobacco"
Hartwig, Charles Walter, Jonesboro, AR
Major: Diplomacy
Dissertation: "Health Policies and National Development in Kenya"
Hausner, Anthony Frank, Huntington, WV
Major: Social Psychology
Dissertation; "New Methods to Assess the Behavioral Consequences of
Delinquency Treatment Programs"
Ince, Nurhan Mehmet, Ankara, Turkey
Major: Diplomacy
Dissertation: "Problems and Politics in Turkish Foreign Policy, 1960-1966.
With Emphasis on Turkish-United States Relations, the Cyprus
Question, and the Leftist Movement"
Jones, James Edwin, Jr.4, Mayfield
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "A Study of the Dispersion of Sulfur Dioxide. from the
Paradise Steam Plant"
Kelly, Alfred Brown", Whitewater, WI
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "An Abstract of the Minimum Resource Decision Criteria to
Attain a Specified Income Level for Kentucky Beef Producers"
KIotter, James Christopher, Booneville
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Brecklnridges of Kentucky: Two Centuries of Leader-
ship"
Koontz, John William", Richmond, IN
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Galactose and Arabinose Metabolism in Pseudomonas"
Krueger, David Welter", Paducah
Major: History
Dissertation: "Party Development in Indiana, 1BOOw1B32"
Lanier, David Dele" ", Amite, LA
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Personality and Attitudes of Kentucky Police Officers"
Leonard, David joseph", Cleveland, OH
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "A Study of Sexual Knowledge, Sexual Attitudes, and Se-
lected Personality Dimensions of Groups of Graduate Students in
Non-Medical Helping Professions"
Lieb, Sandt" ", Jupiter, FL
Major: Animal Nutrition
Dissertation: "Effect of High Calcium Intake on Phosphorus Metabolism
and the Availability of Various Phosphorus Sources in Equine"
Lowenberg, Carla Yvonne" 00, Lincoln, NE
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation; "Identification and Fulfillment of Needs of the Elderly on
Skye, Scotland-A Social Network Analysis"
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Luszczynska, Laura B.f!f!, Orono, ME
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Cesar Vallejo: El Poema Y El Mundo"
Maddox, Robert Franklin <l<l,St. Albans, WV
Major: History
Dissertation: "Senator Harley M. Kilgore and World War II"
Makiya, Cornelia Thompson" ", Frankfort
Major: French
Dissertation: "Charles Sorels Pol,yandre, Historie Comiaue Microcosm of
the Noblesse de Robe"
Mattingly, Charles F., Springfield
Major: Agronomy
Dissertation: "Isolation and Characterization of Nullihaploids and Nulli-
somics from Monosomic Nicotiana Tabacum Lines by Anther and
Tissue Culture Techniques"
McConnell, Sherrill Redmon", Louisville
Major: History
Dissertation: "Debunker: The Life and Writings of W. E. Woodward"
Meegan, William John, New York, NY
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between Self-Presentation and Psycho-
logical Deficit as Measured by Reaction Time in Good and Poor
Premorbid Schizophrenic Patients"
Merriam, Jay Steuartf!~, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthesis and Characterization of Some 1, 3, 2-Diaza-
borolins"
Metivier, Ernest Donald<lf!, Rumford, ME
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Socio-Economic and Environmental Quality of Residential
Areas in Lexington, Kentucky"
Miller, Michael David, Lexington
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Precision Neutron Activation Analysis of Lunar and Geo-
logical Samples"
Mitchell, Stanley Ray, Bridgman, MI
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Investigations in 1,6_Napthyridine Chemistry"
Morey, Dolores Huth", Connellsville, PA
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Individual Differences .. Revisited a Study of Relation-
ships Between Personality Variables and Cognitive Styles"
Munro, John Ker, J1'.<I<'>,Oak Ridge, TN
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Contribution to a Microscopic Approach to the Real Part
of the Optical Potential"
Murad, Betty Jean, Ashland
Major: Education
Dissertation: "A Study of the Effects of a Teacher Education Program on
Dimensions of Teacher Trainees Professional Ideology, Attitudes
and Values"
Murdock, Steven Harold, Milnor, ND
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Ecological Expansion in Southern Appalachia: A Theoretical
and Empirical.Assessment"
Navarro, Enrique, Caracas, Venezuela
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Petrogenesis of the Eclogitic Rocks of Isla de Margarita,
Venezuela"
Nelson, James Wilburf!f!, Lincoln, NE
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "The Purification and Characterization of the Mutant B-
Galactosidase from E. coli Mill"
Nerviano, Vincent John, Lexington
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Factorial Structure of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scales: A Critical Reevaluation"
Nett, Paul Edward, Louisville
Major: English
Dissertation: "A Closer Look at the Mind and Art of Edgar Allen Poe"
Newburger, jerold?", Philadelphia, PA
Major: Pharmacy
Dissertation: "The Effect of Ion-Pair Formation on the Oral Absorption
and Biological Activity of a Quaternary Ammonium Compound"
Ong, John Tjoan Ho", Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The effect of Micelization on the Rate of Cupric Ion-
Promoted Hydrolysis of Some Dicarboxylic Acid Harm-Esters and on
the Rate of Penicillin G Degradation in Concentrated Aqueous
Solutions"
Patrick, Thomas Marshall", Lexington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Mature Creditorship and the U.S. Balance of Payments"
Phillips, Lou Ellen", Lexington
Major: Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "Studies of Phenoloxidase Activity During Development in
Schizophyllum Commune"
Politis, Demetrios John, Lexington
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Penetration and Postpenetration Phenomena on Host and
Nonhost Plants Infected by Colletorichum Graminicol"
Price, William John III, Sidney, NY
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Reduction of Attentional Deficit in Schizophrenics Through
Use of Response Contingent Positive Reinforcement"
Pulse, Robert Eugene<lf!, Ekalaka, MT
Major: Animal Nutrition
Dissertation: "Level of Dietary Protein and Growth in Young Horses"
Rahman, Arifur'", Lexington
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Analysis of Solid-Rotor Induction Motors"
Ramsey, James Richard <l", Fern Creek
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Social Return on Selected Programs at the University
of Kentucky"
Hawn, Carroll Davtd?", Wichita Falls, TX
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Victorin-Induced Changes in Carbohydrate Metabolism in
Oat Leaves"
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Register, Jasper Calvin", Valdosta, GA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Family Structure, Maternal Dominance, Educational and
Occupational Achievement: A Black-White Comparative Analysis"
Hoebker, David Lee", Covington
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Personality, Values, Academic and Biographical Correlates
Associated with Prediction of Location of Dental Practice"
Ross, Walter Willard III, Lake Forest, IL
Major: History
Dissertation: "Alexandre Deleyre: A Radical Phtlosophe"
Russell, Phillip Lowell "'"0, Lexington
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "Romantic Attraction and Personality: An Empirical In-
vestigation of Psychological Patterning in Mate Selection"
Rutledge, Pearl Black" ", Danville
Major: Educational Psychology and Counseling
Dissertation: "Effects of Short-Tenn Multiple Treatment Group Counseling
on Social Interaction Perceptions of Isolate-Rejectees in Fifth and
Sixth Grades"
Schlosser, Michael Dennts" ", Akron, OH
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Eutrophy of Ring Endomorphisms"
Schuler, Marilyn verena"", Louisville
Major:· French
Dissertation: "Deed and Idea: A Study of Corneille and Racine in Their
Dramatic Treatment of the Berenice Theme"
Schwertman, Neil C. 0, Georgetown
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "The Analysis and Testing of Hypotheses Using Growth
Curve Data with Missing Observations"
Seale, William Edward, Owensboro
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Factor Elasticities, Marginal Productivities and Returns
to Scale for Selected Grain Farms in the Lower Ohio Valley Region
of Kentucky"
Seligman, Elliott", New York, NY
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effect of Phobic Obervers of Viewing a Model Who is
Similar on a Relevant Dimension"
Shackelford, Jean Anno, Manhattan, KS
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "An Inquiry into the Growth Characteristics of Intermediate
Sized Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas"
Shakhshtr, Shukri Radi, Amman, Jordan
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: Part I: "Studies on the Release of Covalently Bound Car-
boxylic Acid from Polymer Support"
Part II: "Anaerobic Photodecomposition of an Acridan Drug
Through Energy Transfer"
Singh, Bhagwan, Bikaner, India
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Levels of Prostaglandin F2a in Ewe Blood Serum During
the Estrous Cycle, Pregnancy and Following Heat-Stress"
Snarr, Shirley M,oo, Springfield
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Calcium Metabolism in the Chick"
Somes, Grant William, Bloomington, IN
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Some Contributions to Analysis of Data from Matched
Samples"
Stanley, Larry Douglas", Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Historical Development of the Two-Year Colleges in
Kentucky 1903·1964"
Stavchansky, Salomon Ayzenman ° 0, Mexico
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Cross Inhibition of Drug Metabolism by Drug Metabolites.
In Vivo Distribution of llC_Diphenylhydantoin and its Major Me-
tabolite and their Use for Scintigraphic Imaging"
Stewart, Fred Joseph, Kansas City, MO
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Potential for Increased Net Incomes on Small Farms in
Four Eastern-Kentucky Counties"
Sutton, Russell Wayne°fl', Lexington
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "An Econometric Analysis of the Structure of the U.S.
Tobacco Industry"
Tamberino, Edward Ella", Nashville, TN
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Influence of Parental Involvement on Level of Aspiration
in Asthmatic Children Differentiated on an Allergic Basis"
Taylor, Richard Lawrence", Louisville
Major: English
Dissertation: "Roots and Wings: The Poetry of James Wright"
Tieu, Yei Lung, Chu Pei, Taiwan
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Local Buckling of Plates and Sections of Flexural Members
Under Stress Gradient"
Toohey, Robert Eugene, Paris
Major: History
Dissertation: "British Radical Solutions to Imperial Problems 1774-1776"
Trujillo, Vicente, Texcoco Edo de, Mexico
Major: Animal Nutrition
Dissertation: "Protein and Energy Effects on Performance and Carcass
Quality of Swine"
Tuthill, Stuart Brent, Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Evaluating Alternative Path Models: An Application of
Covariance Structure Analysis"
Urbani, Franco, Caracas, Venezuela
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Phase Equilibria and Spatial Extent of Chemical Equilibr a-
tion of Migmatite Rocks from Colorado, U.S.A., and Venezuela"
Walker, Judy Carol, Louisville
Major: French
Dissertation: "The Unity of Cyrano de Bergerac's Imaginary Voyages"
Walker, Roger Deanoo, Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Effect of Epistasis on Several Metric Traits in
Tribolium Castalleltm"
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Weckbach, Lana Sue" ", Covington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Heat Treabnents and Days of Storage on Psy-
chrotrophic Growth and Selected Components of Milk"
Wesley, David Paul, London
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Electron Transfer of Carbanions: Products from the Base-
Catalyzed Reaction Between Various A-Substituted Pluoreues and
Aromatic Nitro Compounds"
Westerman, Philip Wayne, Corydon
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Evaporative Cooling of a Partially-West and Transpiring
Leaf"
Willits, Daniel H."'",Belle Glade, FL
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "A Mathematical Drying Model for Manure Based on the
Concept of a Receding Evaporative Interface"
Winters, John Welter", Richmond
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Opinion Variation as a Measure of Attitudinal Change in
the Supreme Court: A Study of the Opinions of Justice Hugo L.
Black from 1957-1968"
Wolfe, Margaret Ripley", Kingsport, TN
Major: History
Dissertation: "State and Municipal Food and Drug Control: 1908-1920:
The Career of Lucious Polk Brown in Tennessee and New York City"
Wright, Thomas Hampton, Jr., Dillon, SC
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Accumulation and Metabolism of Profluralin in Peanuts
and Soybeans"
Wysocki, Adolph A., Pomona, CA
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Utilization of Bacterial Protein and Absorption of Amino
Acids from the Lower Gut of ponies"
Yager, John Richard", Baton Rouge, LA
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Virus Induced Necrosis Supressed by Victorin"
Zartman, Richard E,H, Springfield, OH
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Transport of Nitrate-Nitrogen to Tobacco Roots"
Doctor of Education
Adams, David Robert, Jonesboro, AR
Major: Business Education
Dissertation: "Organizational Control Structures and Bases of Power in
University Departments and their Faculty Job Satisfaction and Pro-
fessional Output Correlates"
Barber, James A" Memphis, TN
Major: Education Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "A Study of Changes in the Building Principal's Leader
Behavior as Perceived by Superordinates, Subordinates, and Selves
That Result from Instructional planning, Monitoring and Feedback
Processes"
Bryant, Pauline Core", Louisville
Major: Education (Reading)
Dissertation: "Defining Low-Achieving, Inner-City Third-Grade Students'
Preferred Reading Modality Through Prediction Equations and
Computer Simulation"
Chandler, Billy Hugh, Owensboro
Major: Educational Administration
Dissertation: "A Survey and Analysis of Kentucky Public School Principals'
Perceptions of Cruical Professional Negotiations Issues"
Coogle, Faurest EarlH, Louisville
Major: Educational Administration
Dissertation: "Instructional Freedom and the Influence of Organizational
Characteristics as Perceived by Teachers in Kentucky Secondary
Schools"
Crosby, Richard Kenan"", Sherburne, NY
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Effect of Selected Variables on the Vocational Maturity of
High School Juniors Enrolled in Trade and Industrial Programs in
Kentucky"
Dalton, Jon C., Lexington
Major: Higher and Adult Education
Dissertation: "A Theory of Moral Accountability for Administrators in
Higher Education"
Donaldson, Jov", Mobile, AL
Major: Special Education (Mental Retardation)
Dissertation: "Effects of Live, Video, and Audio Presentations by a Panel
of Physically Disabled Individuals on Attitudes Toward Disabled
Persons"
Doyle, Marie T,u, Louisville
Major: Educational Administration
Dissertation: "The Public School Merger Issue in Jefferson County, Ken-
tucky"
Felty, Walter C" Huntington, WV
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Audiovisual Programs in Two-Year Colleges"
Holmes, Marvin Clinton, Falmouth
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Vocational Education for the Handicapped in Kentucky: A
Survey of the Perceptions of Personnel in Vocational Education,
Special Education, and Vocational Rehabilitation"
Kirkpatrick, Dorothy Louise", Richmond
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "A Study of the Competencies for Cooperating Teachers as
Perceived by Selected Groups of Elementary Education, Physical
Education, and Secondary Social Studies Student Teachers"
Kirlin, Elizabeth Anne"", Frankfort
Major: Higher and Adult Education
Dissertation: "A Personality Test Battery for Prediction and Planning
in Graduate Social Work Education"
Major, Ann Goben, Lawrenceburg
Major: English-Education
Dissertation: "The Relationship of a Teacher Characteristic to Student
Written Response to Literature"
Masat, Larry Joe, Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Effects of Contingency Contracts and Standard Contracts
on Special Education Teachers' Inservice Training Workshop and
Followup Design of Instruction"
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Miller, Georgia Blair, London
Major: Business Education
Dissertation: "A Study to Develop a Medel for Data Processing Programs
in the High Schools, Vocational Schools, and Community Colleges
of Kentucky"
Morsink, Catherine Voelker" 4, Lexington
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Development and Evaluation of Reading: An Approach to
Disability: A Study of the Effectiveness of the Read Materials on
the Growth in Reading Achievement of Second Graders in a
compensatory Reading Program"
Patterson, Lawrence Daniel, Briarcliff Manor, NY
Major: Educational Administration
Dissertation: "A Survey and Analysis of Kentucky Principals' Preferred
Role in Professional Negotiations"
Polsgrove, Lewis J,4, LaMarque, TX
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Effects of Success or Failure and Origin of Perform-
ance Standard on Self-Evaluation and Self-Reinforcement in Be-
haviorally Disordered and Normal Children"
Portig, Janet Hilliker, Grand Rapids, MI
Major: Higher and Adult Education
Dissertation: "University of Kentucky Master's Degree Graduates and
Non-Oraduates: A Test of Holland's Theory of Vocational Choice"
Rideout, Billie Wayne", Lawrenceburg
Major: Educational Administration
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relationship of Size of High Schools and
Student Perceptions of Social Climate, Student Alienation, Teacher-
Student Relationships, Student Deviant Behavior and Voluntary
Participation in Extra-Class Activities"
Seaton, Jennie D" Lexington
Major: Higher and Adult Education
Dissertation: "A Study of the Environment of American Medical Associa-
tion Approved, Hospital-Based Programs for Medical Technologists"
Stockham, David H."'",Lexington
Major: Higher and Adult Education
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Attitudes Between Students Living in Co-
educational and Non-Coeducational Housing and a Pre and Post
Assessment of Academic Performance of Coed Residents"
Wade, Charles DouglasU, Frankfort
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Eleventh and Twelfth Grade Dropouts
and Non-Dropouts from Vocational Education Programs"
Wieseman, Robert Anthony" 4, Louisville
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Effect of Simulation Gaming in the Social Studies
Upon Student Racial Attitudes"
Doctor of Business Administration
Becherer, Richard Conrad", Detroit, MI
Major: Business Administration (Marketing)
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Adoption Process Associated with
an Innovative Dental Program"
Clay, Raymond Joseph, Jr. 4, Chicago, IL
Major: Accounting
Dissertation; "An Analysis of Selected Annual Reports as an Input into
the Investment Decision Process of Bank Investment Officers"
Domer, Larry Btcbard" ", Bethany, OK
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation; "Dentist Leader Behavior and Dental Team Effectiveness"
Hanks, George Francis", Rayne, LA
Major: Accounting
Dissertation: "An Analysis Contrasting the Cost Structure of the Present
Burley Tobacco Chane! with a Feasible Alternative"
Maronick, Thomas joseph", Lexington
Major: Marketing
Dissertation: "A Multivariate Analysis of Organizational Climate in the
Channel of Distribution"
Peter, Jerome Paul", Louisville
Major: Marketing
Dissertation; "Consumer Decision-Making; A Comparative Analysis of
Three Behavioral Models"
Riordan, Edward Albert, Birmingham, MI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Salesman-Prospect Dyad for an
Intangible, Unsought Good"
Ryan, Michael john" ", Cincinnati, OH
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Empirical Test of a Predictive Model and Causal Chain
Derived from Fishbein's Behavioral Intention Model and Applied to
a Purchase Intention Situation"
Schaupp, Dietrich Ludwig", Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Management
Dissertation: "A Cross-Cultural Study of a Multinational Company; At-
titudes of Satisfactions, Needs and Values Affecting Participative
Management"
Talbott, John Cotton", Bardstown
Major: Accounting
Dissertation: "Normative Health Care Provider Financing Via the Blue
Cross Reimbursement Formula and the Member-Hospital Contract"
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Specialist in Education
Cornett, Frank Lee, London
Gasper, Theodore Howard, [r., Florence,
SC
Chosal, Mary Ann, Pippa Passes
McInturff, Dorothy Louise, Lexington
White, Shirley Maye, Albany
Witt, Patricia Anno, Maynardville, TN
Master 01 Arts
Adams, Dorothy H., Lexington
Alexander, Alison Fae" ", Huntington, WV
Allen, Timothy W" Jamestown, NY
Aritan, Mehmet Turkefe, Istanbul,
Turkey
Armour, Rayne Sue", West Allis, WI
Arnold, Danny L" Lexington
Arrington, Melvin Slay, Jr. (H), Jackson,
MI
Atkinson, Maureen Lee, Pittsburgh, PA
Ayers, William Bruce, Hulen
Babb, Danny Ray, Bowling Green
Barker, Michael Nelson", California
Barnett, Jerry, Philadelphia, PA
Batts, Robert Andrew" 0-, Fulton
Benton, Marc Gordon 0, Lexington
Berres, Peter Neward, Lexington
Billips, Douglas Alan, Lexington
Birdwhistell, Terry Lynn", Lawrenceburg
Blythe, Marsha Ann, Richmond
Boesen, Stephen B.0, Lexington
Bowman, John Fredrick IIH,
Reynoldsburg, OR
Boysen, Cynthia Marie, Hammond, IN
Briggs, Peter S., Lexington
Brinkerhoff, Hallie KarenH, Lexington
Broberg, William Carlo, Carrollton
Brown, Lewis Ian, Brooklyn, NY
Brown, Suzanne Joy, Louisville
Bryant, Carol Lynne, Topsfield, MA
Busse, Mary Margaret, Owensboro
Byassee, William Sam, Columbia, TN
Caldwell, Rose Marie", Lebanon
Campbell, Norma Prendergast, Lexington
Campbell, Stanley Richard, Berea
Carneal, Foster Blane, Paducah
Cather, Constance Doris, Simsburg, CT
Chapman, Michael Chris", London
Chen, Charles Chao-Ping", Taipei, China
Christensen, Judith Hineso, Lexington
Chu, Chi-hung", Lexington
Clevinger, Donna Lynn, Pulaski, VA
Cogar, William Bennett" 0, Lexington
Colson, Julie Eva, Lexington
Cornett, William Terrell, Whitesburg
Coyle, Carmen Marguerita,
Elizabethtown
Crabtree, Helen H, Corbin
Crews, Catherine Yancey, New Orleans,
LA
Cubine, William Patrick, Louisville
Cummins, Alex Green, Jr.0, Louisville
Curtis, John Vaughan, Louisville
Daugherty, Deborah Ann, Washington
Court House, OR
Davenhall, William Frederick", Lexington
Deitchman, Eric Lee, New York, NY
del Amo, Graciela de los ReyesU,
Lexington
Demoran, Elizabeth Nell, Lexington
deRosset, Frederick G., Lexington
Dever, John Thomasn, Lebanon
Diehl, Deborah Louise, Verona, VA
Dixon, Eva Roi-Annn, Versailles
Dunn, Millie Linda, Raleigh, NC
Eiseman, Miriam Frances, Louisville
Fathera, Howard Christopher,
Murfreesboro, TN
Ferns, Wendy Lorraine", Buffalo, NY
Finch, George ,Williamoo, Boston, MA
Finley, Jane Ackerman", Lexington
Fizdale, Dorie Anno, Los Angeles, CA
Fricelli, Donald John, New York, NY
Fuchs, William Lee, Louisville
Genther, Marilyn Oatl", Cincinnati, OH
Gibbs, John Hobert", Lexington
Gluck, Robert David, Decatur, IL
Crelst, Walter Williams, North Haven,
CT
Griffin, Wesley Raymond, [r., Louisville
Griffith, Christine Elizabeth, Lexington
Griffith, Marvin Hardy, Lexington
Haley, Elizabeth Whitton °0, Lexington
Haney, Robert Warren, Jr.0, Cedartown,
GA
Hardy, Vernon Clayton", Statesboro, GA
Harris, Marilyn Ann, Elizabethtown
Harrod, Carolyn Elaine, Lexington
Hasak, Mary Jennifer, Springfield, IL
Hasak, Paul A., Jr.oo, Lexington
Hathaway, Milton Gifford, Jr., Selma, VA
Hauth, Allan Clerence"", Cleveland, OR
Hawkins, Benjamin Merritt, Columbia, SC
Haynes, Nathaniel BrandonH, Covington
Hitron, Stanley Joseph, Jr., Louisville
Hoerter, Dennis Charles", Jeffersontown
Hope, Dorothy Msrte" ", Fisherville
Howard, Patricia Hedley" 0, Lexington
Howenstine, Barbara Wardoo, Lexington
Hudson, Frieda Diane, Lexington
Hunsaker, John Claiborne Hl ",
Lexington
Ingram, Mark Anthony, Louisville
Isenhour, Janet Augspurger, Lexington
Jackson, Jacquelyn Logan, Lexington
Johnson, Cynthia Joan, Gregory, SD
Jones, James Clyde, Harlan
Joyce, Peter M.", Providence
Katzman, Kenneth Douglas, Louisville
Kearns, Alexandra Laska, Warren, MI
Kellogg, John Robert, Anchorage
Kingsbury, James Andrew" 0, Homer, NY
Kostas, Jeanne, Bowie, MD
Kramer, Harry Frederick, Louisville
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Kurk, Katherine Chenault", Louisville
Lake, Sue CarrolH, Cynthiana
Landolf, Francis Heinhold'", Lexington
Larson, Gerald Delton, Covington
Lewis, Patricia Eloise", Arlington
Heights, IL
Long, Ralph Cliffton, Parkersburg, WV
Loomer, Thomas Alan, Green Bay, WI
Lukas, Ellen Jane, Tipp City, OH
Lyman, James Kelly, Wilmore
MacDonald, Katherine Ann, Fredonia,
NY
MacLennan, Phyllis Elinor", New York,
NY
Mason, Michael Howard 0, Lexington
McCarty, Dennis Joseph, Louisville
Mellen, Patricia Maryoo, Henderson
Miday, Katherine Lee, Frankfort
Miller, David Foster?", Louisville
Miller, Jean Shank" ", Lexington
Moore, William W. 0, Cincinnati, OR
Muns, George E., Richmond
Murphree, John Talley, Nicholasville
Narang, Hira Nang", Lexington
Neufeld, Richard Rosso, New York, NY
Nims, William Gregory, Winchester
Noonan, Nancy Brenda, Rockville, MD
Oliver, David Jensen, Shelbyville, MO
Osuamkpe, Brantley R., Nigerian
Patchel, Jennifer Leppert", Lexington
Pauer, Gyula, Lexington
Paulin, Philip Edwin, Stillwater, OK
Pearson, Ronald Blair", Lexington
Penning, James Michael", Lexington
Perkins, Dorothy W.", Natick, MA
Petty, Sam StoweH, Lafayette, IN
Pfeifle, William G.°0, Lexington
Price, Henry Hill, Lexington
Ralston, Charles Alan, Lexington
Rankin, Samuel Harrison, Monticello
Reemes, Philip Arnn"", Pine Bluff, AR
Reynolds, Ronald Kenton, Lexington
Roberts, Pamela Rogers, Lexington
Ross, David Louis", Hobart, IN
Ruehling, Mary Ann, Lexington
Hymph, Patricia Huth ", Nashville, IN
Saylor, Annie Victoria", Coldiron
Scully, Steven Thomas, Auburn, AL
Seymour, James Eldred, Jr., Lexington
Sharpe, Gerry Frank, Danville
Shepherd, Donald Morgan", Louisville
Sims, Edward Norman, Jr. 0, Louisville
Singleton, Carl S.0, Danville
Smathers, Michael Flerning ", Jackson
Smith, David A. L.H, Lexington
Snopel, Paul Stephen, Lexington
Solemou, Jose Luis, Miami, FL
Stevens, Helen Lynne", Harlan
Strang, John V., Kirtland, OH
Struck, William WebsterO, Louisville
Susen, Paul Anthony, Lexington
Tanner, Nancy L.0, Henderson
Trachte, Kent Charles, Depere, WI
Tyler, Ronald Cene", Lowes
Valentine, Robert Andrew, Bowling
Green
VanNiewerburgh, Paul4-, Plainview, NY
Villines, Gerald Lee, Henderson
Weckbach, Linda Kay, Covington
Whicker, Marcia Lynn", Winston Salem,
NC
White, Kathryn n.«, Jasper, GA
White, Nicholas Irvin, Frankfort
Widdis, Michael Joseph, Southgate
Wiggins, Linda Ericksen", Lexington
Wille, Daniel Edward, Chattanooga, TN
Woods, Martha Marie, Lexington
Wright, Nanette Fitzpatrick, Louisville
Wyss, James Darrell?", Nicholasville
Yanik, Harry Joe, Lexington
Master of Science
Amundsen, John Lyddane, Cherry Hill,
NJ
Andre, Charles Lee, Sturgis
Ang, Loreta Chew4-4-,Philippine Islands
Atkins, Charles Henderson, Gadsden, AL
Backstrom, Kurt Alan", North Versailles,
PA
Bain, James Allen, Dallas, TX
Beckes, Leland Kirk, Lexington
Blair, Joyce Arlene, Richmond
Blasi, Michael Joseph, Louisville
Boyd, Charles H., Lexington
Bruckner, Geza G.4-4",Versailles
Buckles, James Dean, Chrisney, IN
Cantrell, Rayford Stephen u, Hamilton,
AL
Carney, Kevin Michael, Buffalo, NY
Chowanaprecha, Prasong, Thailand
Church, Alan Shaw, Branford, CT
Cioch, Frank Anthony, Frankfort, NY
Cochran, Joseph Lawton, Hustonville
Cook, Jerry D., Topmost
Cool, Steven Lynn", Lexington
Covert, Linda Lee, Louisville
Coy, Elizabeth Annu, Richmond
Cranley, Paul Edward"", Cincinnati, OH
Damasco, Mamerto D. "", Malabon, Rizal,
Philippines
Davie, Alfred Reeves, Hopkinsville
Deister, Walter James, [r."", New
Orleans, LA
Dolkart, David Ross, Evanston, IL
Draper, Barbara Jo, Midland, TX
Dreckman, George Thomas, Louisville
Duvall, Dennis Lee" 4",Louisville
Faulkner, James Robert, [r.,
Bennettsville, SC
Foree, John Baird, Campbellsburg
Fox, Stephen Thomas, Lexington
Gibbons, Patrice Helene, Havertown, PA
Gibbs, John R., Shelbyville
Goldberg, Ira B., Philadelphia, PA
Graham, George Martin, Birmingham,
AL
Graham, John W., Edenton, NC
Greenberg, Jeffrey King, Miami, FL
Hall, Larry W., Georgetown
Halvorsen, Linda Lee, Springfield, VT
Harms, Thomas Michael", Medina, OH
Hartle, Catherine Ann, Clarion, PA
Heel', Lettie Mehan", Lexington
Hempel, Hugo Oscar IV, Lexington
Herald, Freddie, Lexington
Hetterman, John Leslie 4-, Crittenden
Hill, Gary Martin u, Hendersonville, NC
Hodges, Linda Carol, Covington
Hong-Ngam, Chalwat" ", Khan Kaen,
Thailand
Hopkins, John Walter, Middletown, OH
Hostetter, James M., Jr., Lexington
Johnson, Robert Stafford, Ashland
Jones, Robert AllenH, Erlanger
Jordan, David Charles" ", Brookville, IN
Kindel, Arlene Rnth" ", Berea
Kiser, Robert Irving, Tyler, TX
Kitbamroong, Charass ", Thailand
Kitbamroong, Nongpom Allapach" ",
Thailand
Lageman, Mary Lucille44", Columbus,
OH
Laskarzewski, Peter Michael, New
Britain, CT
Lee, Chin-Chen", Taiwan, China
Lenhart, Stephen Wayne, Louisville
Lewandowski, Stephen Lexington
Lewis, Thomas Clinton II, Greenville
Leymaster, Kreg Allen44-, Cedar Falls, IA
Lieb, Scott W., Brandenburg
Lin, Tom Chen-Tsia, Taiwan, China
Loudermilk, Jack L., Georgetown
Love, Craig Tolliver, Lexington
Lucas, Dale Lee, Worthington
Lumyong, [ulee, Thailand
Mackie, Glenn Ford, Versailles
MacPherson-Stewart, Johnstone Findlay,
London, England
Malpass, Peter Gordon, Lexington
Marks, Celia Lane, Lexington
Martin, Stuart TaylorU, Owensboro
Marty, Mary Jane, Louisville
Mauldin, Laurel Elaine, Cincinnati, OH
McCracken, Glenda Carol", Mt. Sterling
McFarland, Dennis John, Covington
McKinney, Debra Lynn", Louisville
Meier, John Richard", Covington
Mertens, Theodore James, Jr.44,
Lexington
Miller, Dianne Eltzabeths ", Blue Island,
IL
Mitchell, William Michael, Carrollton
Moeller, John R., Louisville
Nagle, David Roy, Lexington
Netherland, William Mark, Campbellsville
Neuman, Douglas M,4-,Lexington
Nickel, David Lee4-4, South Shore
Nooning; Katherine D.'" fie, Lexington
Norton, Hiram Alfred, [r., Grants Pass,
OR
O'Neill, Patrick Michael", Louisville
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Patterson, Cary Gilliam, Columbia
Patton, Robert Michael, Ft. Worth, TX
Phelps, Terry Olenn", Morgantown
Pierson, Carol Jean, Chaska, MN




Porter, Marjorie Ann, Lexington
Quiatchon, Felino Medialdia, Santo
Tomas, Philippines
Ray, Charlie Lear, Mayfield
Reagles, Carol L.4, Bowling Green
Rice, Herbert D. fie4",Louisa
Riggs, Allan Randall, Ft. Thomas
Rison, Allan Thomas, Covington
Roberts, Oliver Wade, Pikeville
Robl, Thomas L. fie, Oshkosh, WI




Rosero, Oswaldo R., Venezuela, S.A.
Ross, Dana Harold, Paducah
Russell, Ronald Wayne, Lexington
Rutemiller, Robert Anthony, [r.,
Ft. Mitchell
Rutledge, Stephen F., Georgetown
Scahill, Terrence Anthony", Ft. Thomas
Schmiesing, Brian Harold, Chokio, MN
Schwartz, Dennis Steven, Phoenix, AZ
Schwartz, Jeffrey Howellu,
Philadelphia, PA
Schwendeman, James Francis, Dayton,
OH
Sizemore, Robert Carlen, Ashland
Skoch, Steven August, Axtell, KS
Slomka, Jeffrey Alan, Claremont, CA
Smathers, Webb Morrow, Jr., Canton,
NC
Smith, Barbara Jane, Cranford, NJ
Smith, Donald Mtchael"", Los Angeles,
CA
Smith, Lynnville Wayne, Waynesburg
Stewart, Dennis FloydU, Somerset
Stocker, Robert Brock, Louisville
Stollenwerk, Kenneth George,
Milwaukee, WI
Stollings, Roger Paul, Ottawa, WV
Suton, Somboon, Thailand
Sutton, Carroll Stuart, Lexington
Swartz, Karen Ruby, Holdrege, NE
Thawinprawat, Sarakit"", Bangkok,
Thailand
Theiss, Jean Ann", Dundee, IL
Thomas, Lyle Parke, Raleigh, NC
Thompson, Mary Loutse" ", Marion, VA
Thomson, Patricia Lynn, Lexington
Thomson, Steven Frank, Lexington
Tyler, Donald Dean, Mayfield
VanNiewaal, Calvin Bay" ", Pella, IA
Westerman, Albert Gene, Muldraugh
Wilbanks, John Ernest" ", Lexington
Willard, John C., Malvern, IA
Wilt, Claudia Anno, Coshocton, OH
Wolfe, Delmar Roy, College Park, MD
Wongkobrat, Arunee? ", Thailand
Yeh, Yeong-Maw, Taiwan, China
Zartoshti, Manouchehr"", Tehran, Iran
Moster of Science in Agriculture
Adedeji, Johnson Olu"", Nigeria
Alvis, Ronald Cray", Marion
Chittenden, Louis WayneH, Salem
Cook, Grady Franklinoo, Murray
Gragg, Joe Dexter, Somerset
Hockensmith, Michael S., Georgetown
Ohpanayikool, Sunida, Thailand
Patiyuth, Somcbet?", Thailand
Quarles, Roger Francis, Frankfort
Ring, Kenneth Stephen, Georgetown, OH
Sandford, Mary Louise", Matawan, NJ
Spalding, William David, Lebanon
Wood, Bruce Wade, Clay
Master of Science in Agricultural
Engineering
Bridges, Thomas Cromwell 0 0, Lexington
Carey, Daniel Irvin, Versailles
Mulphruk, Sutin, Bangkok, Thailand
Rieke, David Michael, Worthington, OH
Hoiansaroj, Chanchai 0 0, Khon Khean,
Thailand
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Asgari, Yadollah, Kerrnanshah, Iran
Barker, Ray Edward, Jr. 00, Somerset
Brink, Robert Eugene, jr., Greenville, PA
Cooper, Richard Leslieoo, Sarver, PA
Drahushuk, Robert Lee, Hudson, NY
Garrison, Kenneth Alan, Newport
Hilton, Glenn Bagley" 0, Litchfield, ME
Kim, Eung Tae, Seoul, Korea
Mazzola, Philip Charles, North
Weymouth, MA
Moore, Howard Francis, Louisa
Nowak, Hobert Thomas, Minneapolis,
MN
Pault, Joseph David, Poughkeepsie, NY
Price, Charles K., [r., Murrysville, PA
Roberts, Kent Bradley", Omaha, NE
Schaaf, David P., Mandan, ND
Schierberg, Gordon Ray, Ft. Mitchell
Schwartz, Paul Leon, Bronx, NY
Shah, Arvind Vtshnudas"", Talegaon,
India
Storm, James Matt, Lexington
Whitley, Mark Douglas, Campbellsville
Zegeer, Charles Victor", Lexington
Zehnder, Anthony Joseph, Jr.0o,
Louisville
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Allen, Rondal Cene" 0, Vine Grove
Black, James Evan III, Lexington
Carr, John Leonard, Raceland
Crigler, Lester Eugene, Shepherdsville
Dave, Prakash Shantilal, Baroda, India
Hamilton, Raymond David, Louisville
House, Barry Cliftcnv ", Elizabethtown
Howell, Joe Kirtley, Island
[sa, She-Tal, Taipei, China
McCourt, Lowell Albert", Frankfort
Montalvo, Ivan Garcia", Quito, Ecuador
Perry, S. Deanoo, Prestonsburg
Poole, Gary Stephen, Dawson Springs
Pyles, Joseph Conrad us, Shelbyville
Rahal, Assaf Sami, Lexington
Smith, David Ellsworth, Lexington
Spruill, James Lee", Columbia, TN
Sterling, Harry Joseph, Jr.oo, Ashland
Sykes, Jackie Carrol, Pikeville
Topmiller, Joseph E., Covington
Whittamore, Willie H., Jr., Richmond
Yost, Michael Irvin, Louisville
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Barnes, Roy Kenneth, Versailles
Battle, Ronald EvansH, Lexington
Cronch, Darell Deanoo, Mayfield
Fite, Ronald Earl°, Toler
Green, Timothy Allenoo, Cincinnati, OH
Huffman, Roy Winfield", Boulder, CO
Lee, David Eugene, Flat River, MO
Osborne, Robert Wayne", Ashland
Pratt, Warren Clark, Hindman
Simi, .Victor Mtchael" ", Lexington
Watson, Victor Julian, Middlesboro
Yeh, Sen-Tyan", Taiwan, China
Moster of Science in Engineering
Mechanics
McGlaun, James Michael, Lamesa, TX
Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
DeBoer, William Morton, Glen Rock, NJ
Gambaro, Stephen Alexander, St. Louis,
MO
Gupta, Mohan Lal °0, Chamba, India
Hajjar, Waleed M., Chicago, IL
Min, Thomas Kungee, Seoul, Korea
Smiley, Billy Carroll, Cynthiana
Trivedi, Gautam, Delhi, India
Wilson, Larry David, Kenova, WV
Young, Chi Tsuenoo, Hong Kong, China
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Master of Science in Metallurgical
Engineering
Blyton, Benjamin Gifford, Lexington
Chia, Kuei-Hwa, Taipei, Taiwan
Hopwood, Theodore II, Lexington
Keshavan, M. K., Lexington
Ullal, Harin Shrtnivas, Bombay, India
Master of Science in Nuclear
Engineering
Portwood, Harry Clayton, Lexington
Reinhardt, John Erle, Louisville
The, Sin Kwang, Lexington
Thomas, James Daleo, Vanceburg
Master of Arts in Education
Adam, Elizabeth Gail, Bloomfield
Adams, Catherine Rose", Springfield
Aitkin, Charlene Howard, Lexington
Alford, Wanda Gayeoo, Waynesburg
Andrew, Sandra Anno, Russell Springs
Arnold, Arlean jeanette'"", Frankfort
Ashurst, John Marion, Wallins Creek
Atkins, Jennifer Lynn", Attalla, AL
Barcelo, Mark Arthur, Wilmore
Barnes, Jim C.00, Milton
Barnes, Lois Jean, Versailles
Bartlett, Mary Elva" 0, Covington
Berezin, Linda A.°0, Miami, FL
Billinger, Carolyn H., Louisville
Binford, Jane Hureo, Louisville
Blakeman, Ruth Cehlbach", Henderson
Boyd, Jerri Lynn, Trenton, NJ
Brangers, Peggy Lynne", Elizabethtown
Brantley, Linda Lee", Lexington
Bridwell, Deborah Ann0-0, Middletown
Brown, Paula Louise, Lexington
Burchell, Marjorie Allen", North
Middletown
Cantrell, Bobby C., Lexington
Carpenter, Linda Jane 0, Paris
Caudill, Rose Leah'' ", Prestonsburg
Cavanaugh, Susie Atlene, Cadiz
Chambliss, Mioko Eya """,Lexington
Chaney, Carletta [une", Somerset
Clark, Mary Kathryn, Gary, WV
Colley, Rosemary W.0, Lexington
Cox, Jane Elizabeth, Owensboro
Cox, Sandra Hawkins", Lexington
Crawford, Tony Douglas", Henderson
Dallaire, Nancy Cummins", Broadhead
Damron, Shayla Rue, Pikeville
Davis, Barbara Delores, Memphis, TN
Davis, Susan MayO-O,Cumberland, MD
Day, Roberta Knox", Ft. Thomas
Devine, Charles Leon 0, Lexington
Doan, Ruth Elizabeth H, Bellevue
Drake, Ralph K, Cynthiana
Dyrda, John Alan, Miami, FL
Eades, Linda w-u,-, Danville
Eads, Ronald Lynn", Lexington
Edwards, Grace Clark, Berea
Ellington, Linda Kottke"', Louisville
Embry, Deborah Mapp, Chattanooga, TN
Evers, Linda M., Middletown, OH
Fallen, Frances Jeannette, Lexington
Fietz, Katherine E., Somerset
Filburn, Robertina, Vine Grove
Floyd, Judy Sharon"", Shelbyville
Flynn, Anne Huth'", Lawrenceburg
Flynn, Maria Jeannette, Madisonville
Foley, Theresa Louise, Russell Springs
Foster, Carolynn Benees ", Louisville
Fraley, Jean Harney", Ashland
Frederich, David John, Atwood, IN
Freeman, Delores Caye", Cumberland
Fremd, [ana Meece", Somerset
Futrell, Judy Vanlvletre'", Hopkinsville
Gaddie, David Wayne, Greensburg
Gardner, Elizabeth Catherine", Loretto
Carnett, Deborah Louise", Hopkinsville
Gibson, Gregory Dee", Bowling Green
Goldsby, Barbara Cail ", Louisville
Grace, Lindsay Lee" ", Brentwood, MO
Graham, John Robert", Lexington
Gray, Laura Ann, Bowling Green, OH
Gray, Michael Dudley", Cincinnati, OH
Greene, Lillis Anne, Greenville, SC
Gregory, Helen Hardy", Louisville
Greer, Patricia, Frankfort
Guagliardo, Janet Block", Louisville
Hainline, Alice Ann, Owingsville
Hall, Delois Allen, Versailles
Hall, Mary Elizabeth, Hebron
Hall, Marylynn, Prestonsburg
Harpe, Sara Elizabeth, Asheville, NC
Harris, Carolyn Wilhite", Monticello
Hatfield, Shirley D. ", Harlan
Hawthorne, Sherrel Lynne", Akron, OH
Hays, Joseph Grant, Shelbyville
Hicks, James Warren", Eatontown, NJ
Higdon, Sf. Mary Sheila", Owensboro
Hodges, Betty R.", Manchester
Hollen, Lynda Cayle", Lexington
Huber, Babette Mann"", Erlanger
Humphreys, Robert Geraldoo, Detroit,
MI
Hurley, Mona Elizabeth°, Paris
Hutchinson, Hope B., Ashland
Jackson, Julia Anno, Dayton, OH
Jacobs, Sarah Dunno, Lexington
Jenkins, Brenda FayeO, Partridge
Jenks, David Barrow, Winchester
Johnson, Kristi Lee, Lexington
Johnson, Manuela Napiero, Lexington
Johnson, Margaret Aliceo, Winchester
Jones, Brenda Forbush, Louisville
Jones, Robert Jameso, Ft. Deposit, AL
Jordan, Carolyn Annl>,Paris
Kaalberg, Gloria J.I>, Lexington
Karandy, Louise Stephanie, Syracuse, NY
Kash, Adrian, Winchester
Kays, Linda Diane, Lexington
Klemenz, Janice Lee", Louisville
Kling, Lyn Barker, Covington
Knight, David Edward, Radcliff
Lacefield, Sylvia Brown, Lexington
Lambert, Susan Schniedman", Miami, FL
Leist, Cathy Wade", Louisville
Leshoure, Sandra [ean", Bessemer, AL
Lewis, Beverly [une", Louisville
Liebman, Joyce Kay, Frankfort
Lord, Deidre jo, Lexington
Lowe, Kathy Arnold", Frankfort
Lowry, Diane Huth'", Lexington
Lucas, Rosetta, Lexington
MacPherson, Alma Certrude", Bardstown
Magedanz, Marjorie M., Lexington
Magedanz, Susan Hawn", Lexington
Martinson, Alice LePage"'''', Lexington
Mason, Nancy, Louisville
McAlister, Linda Faye", Pleasureville
McCane, Melvin Ray, Newport
McNally, Cande'", Grand Rapids, MI
Morgan, Brenda Chilton", New Castle
Moss, Marvin Thomas", Columbia
Munro-Leighton, judith", Chicago, IL
Murphy, Mariangeles Castroviejo,
Somerset
Nelli, Elizabeth Rolfe", Toronto, Canada
Noble, David L.0, Lexington
Olmstead, Beverly Ann0, Glasgow
Partin, Danny Earl, Beattyville
Peterson, Levi, Jr.°0, Hopkinsville
Pile, Sherry Lee", Cecilia
Pohl, Barbara Ann", Louisville
Pope, William David, Winchester
Potts, Robert Francis", Cloverport
Powell, Barbara [ane", Cincinnati, OH
Pratt, Sandra Slone00 , Berea
Pryor, Patty Hughes °, Owenton
Pulliam, Diana Moore", Frankfort
Purdue, Penelope Ann", Park Ridge, IL
Hagains, James Michael0, Lexington
Randolph, Suzanne Martin, Paris
Reed, Marsha Lloyd", Lexington
Reeves, Lyndon Lester", Mt. Olivet
(Posthumously awarded)
Rexroat, Judy B.0, Lexington
Reynolds, Carla TackettO"', McDowell
Reynolds, Robert Franklin"', Lexington
Reynolds, Susan Lovaas, Lexington
Rodgers, Sharron KayeOO,Lexington
Rose, Diana Rae"', Lexington
Sabbatine, Anne Jensen 0, Lexington
Salyers, Winford Francesn, Frankfort
Schiavone, Margaret Ann, Lexington
Schneider, Virginia Edna 0, Fral).kfort
Schworm, Susan Jean"', Winchester
Simpson, Robert Greene 111°, Louisville
S"keese,John Raphaelo"', Berea
Smith, Carol Sueo, Lexington
Smith, Linda PainterO, Alexandria
Smith, Loretta Haggard °0, Lexington
Smith, Penny Kristine"'o, Warsaw
Southard, Mary Katherineo, Mt. Vernon
Sprague, Sarah Cellaro, Harrodsburg
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Sprinkle, Wanda Harmonoo, Perryville
Stafford, Devon Cail", Lexington
Starr, Debra Holmesoo, Lexington
Stevens, Mary Ruth, Georgetown
Stogner, Diana Moore", Oak Hidfge, TN
Storrow, Ruth Ann, Lexington
Sturdivant, Linda Lee, Whitley City
Suitor, Linda Winters", Princeton
Suzuki, Ann Yamashiro, Kauai, HA
Teuton, Janet Ann" ", Stamford, CT
Thacker, Linda Sue", Shelbyville
Thomas, Wanda Jean, Mt. Sterling
Thompson, Charlotte Wurth"'''', Paducah
Thompson, Jessie Anne, Louisa
Thompson, Marilyn [ane ", Georgetown
Wade, Jane Faulkner, Berry
Wagner, CharoJette Jo, Lexington
Wahl, Maria Denise, Louisville
Wakeman, Linda Pauline", Linden, MI
Walker, Barrie jill "", Mt. Prospect, IL
Watkins, Brownie Thornbury, Lexington
Watson, Deborah Kathryn, Louisville
Watson, Susan Carol, Lexington
Watts, Ella Louise, Wheelwright
Webb, Faunice May", Falls Church, VA
Weber, Rita Dianeoo, Ashland
Weeks, Wenda Pritchett, Lexington
Wehri, Elizabeth Clara, Lexington
Weigel, Patricia Baker"', Lexington
Weiter, Ronald Anthony, Louisville
Weytkow, Elaine Carol", Burbank, IL
Wheatley, Kathryn janice", Morganfield
Whitmire, Bill Derrill 0, Lexington
Williams, Richard Charles", Lexington
Wise, William Thomasoo, Maysville
Wiseman, Lynn David, Lexington
Wood, Cora Ann", Elizabethtown
Wright, Charlotte B."", Lawrenceburg
Yingst, Sara Ann, Lexington
Youngblood, Phyllis Bowling""", Mayfield
Zerhusen, Mary Rose, Ft. Wright
Master of Science in Education
Allen, Donald Bruce, Roosevelt, UT
Angel, Marilyn S., Lexington
Ardila, Noeoo, Bogota, Columbia
Augustine, Beverly Cash"', Louisville
Bish, Jerome Daniel, Los Angeles, CA
Brewster, David Andre, Norfolk, VA
Bruenderman, Carol Marie, Louisville
Carnes, Fred Willis, Jamestown
Clifford, Joyce Faye"', Cynthiana
Cook, Verna KayO,Berea
Crowder, John Wayne, Owenton
Dahl, Mary Kathleen, Middlesboro
Emery, Bruce Daniel"', Bristol, CT
Erena, Roberta Theresa, Lexington
Franklin, Richard Wattsn,
Elizabethtown
Freeman, Melinda Ann, Williamsburg
Friedman, Ellen SueO<'>,Great Neck, NY
Caines, Ann Reedn, Wheaton, IL
Gentry, Kenneth Eugene", Mt.
Washington
Gosney, Brenda, Alexandria
Griffith, Ronnie Cene", Lexington
Hall, Jimmy Harvey, Stanton
Hampton, Reba 1:', London
Hard, Harriette EllenH, Lexington
Hunt, Ruth Carol", Prestonsburg
Jones, Patricia Lynn 1:', Mayfield
Kite, Alan J.H, Covington
Kraemer, David Leo, Maysville
Krueger, Peggy Black, Owensboro
Lacefield, Warren Evans", Louisville
McCown, Susan Jol:'l:', Lexington
McFarland, Freddie DonaldI:', Salyersville
McKinstry, Mark George, Lexington
Melnick, Barbara Ellen, Lexington
Morgan, Janice Claire, St. Louis, MO
Nash, Rebecca Burris", Columbia
Nuttall, Gretchen Lorena, Lexington
O'Neill, Charles Dennis, Louisville
Raleigh, Maureeda Lynne", Ovenfork
Rodman, Bobbie Holtzman, Lexington
Ruschell, Bonnie F.I:'~, Estill County
Seabolt, John Patton", Jonesville, VA
Seaver, Daniel Cate", Lexington
Shultz, David Leo", Bremen
Schoettle, Judy Anns ", Croswell, MI
Simpson, Phyllis Ann"", Louisa
Singleton, Patricia Elaine, Louisville
Slinkman, Carole Montgomery", Danville
Smimow, Lynn Rose~~, Louisville
Smith, Anthony Earl" ", Ezel
Steele, William K., [r.", Owingsville
Stevens, Nancy Phyl, Princeton
Stewart, Gary Charles", Lexington
Varble, Margaret B.~~,Columbia
Vaught, Larry Clenn"", Calhoun
Voelker, Julia Damron"", Pikeville
Westbrook, William Gurney lIP',
Columbus, GA
Wilmot, Clyde Lee, Whitley City
Wiygul, Barbara Lee, Lexington
Wohl, Michael Stephen, Louisville
Zaray, Raz Mohammed, Kabul,
Afghanistan
Master of Science in Accounting
Baumgardner, Vicki Leigh, Louisville
Bench, Sally Lane" ", Louisville
Callahan, Richard Alanii:'ii:',Bowling Green
Downing, Lester K, Jr.H, Morganfield
Flanary, Carol Jane, Pikeville
Gatewood, Duard Michaelii:', Frankfort
Kimbler, Daniel Lee, Louisville
Mulligan, Donna Kay, Henderson
Naylor, Jean HunterH, Honolulu, HA
Pritchett, Robert Albert, Frankfort
Ricchiute, David Nicholas~, Lexington
Scheible, Ronald Georgel:', Vine Grove
Singer, Walter Milesflo,Atlanta, GA
Toppin, David Paulflo,Toledo, OH
Wathen, Sharon Elizabeth, Hopkinsville
Master al Science in Library Science
Abbott, Mary R., Covington
Allen, jackie", Felicity, OH
Allen, Stephanie Louise, Lexington
Am, Nancy LynnU, Johnson City, TN
Bargo, Janet Ireneu, Corbin
Bartnik, Nancyu, Lexington
Beaty, Brenda Sue", Dayton, OH
Benton, Claudia Dale", Wheaton, IL
Bieler, Mary Eileen", Warren, NJ
Bowles, David Marvin", Albuquerque,
NM
Brann, Andrew Russell, Covington
Bryant, Margaret Curran, Louisville
Burdick, Robert Martin", Cincinnati, OR
Bums, Lorayne Hadtke'"", Hermann, MO
Byrne, Timothy Laurence", Glendale, AZ
Carr, Mary Faye", Rineyville
Cartmell, Mary janet", Lexington
Cecchi, Elizabeth F., Daly City, CA
Clifford, Verla Marie", Paris
Colson, Kathleen Ann flo"", Louisville
Cook, Nancy Ruth"", Laurens, SC
Courtney, John Michael, Ft. Myers, FL
Croft, Rebecca Helen", Columbus, OH
Culpepper, Ruth Louise, Louisville
Davenport, Susan Lynn", Braselton, GA
Davis, Dale C., Bowling Green
Deuser, Wanda Lea f!",Louisville
Dieterich, Elizabeth Marshall flo,
Winchester
Dt Nardo, Karen Sue", Newark, DE
Dorsey, James Chancellorf ", Norfolk, VA
Ebbinghouse, Carol Price", Rolling Hills
Estates, CA
Farley, Michael Keith, Coal City, WV
Farmer, Lillah Begley" 1:', Winchester
Feinberg, Linda jean", Wilmette, IL
Fendley, Deborah Lee", Paducah
Fitzpatrick, Susan", Alevandria, VA
Fox, Jeffrey Bussell" ", Clearfield
Gaitskill, Pamela Morgan, Lexington
Golden, Gary Allen"", Lexington
Green, Agnes Therese", Versailles
Greene, Carol Marie, Ashland
Hammond, Rosemary Coon, Harrodsburg
Han, Kay Mun, Seoul, Korea
Harris, Barbara Carol?", Lexington
Hathaway, Barbara Leigh, Selma, VA
Heath, Thomas Winston, Lexington
Heil, Helen Balstraz ", Lakeside Park
Hilton, Gail Thompson", Litchfield, ME
Hiser, Karen Faye", Moorefield, WV
Huffsey, Ralph R.I:', Louisville
Hughes, Phyllis Campbell, Berea
Hurt, Charlie Deuel III, Charlottesville,
VA
Immanuel, Rebecca Jane, Hampton, IA
Ireland, Sandra Kayflof!",Lexington




Kennedy, Gail A.I:', Somerset
Kincaid, Judith Diana", Kincaid, WV
Klembara, Nancy Ann", Columbus, OR
Kloek, Darlene Susann, Frankfort
Kulieke, Mark Warren, Highland Park,
IL
Lang, Mary Nancy", Cynthiana
Larson, Robert Keith, Lexington
Lashbrook, John Ernest, Miamisburg, OH
Long, Susan Jane, Edgewood
Lowrey, Donald Hoy", Lexington
Lyons, Marian Lena ". Louisville
Madden, Charlotte, Pippa Passes
Mansfield, Cathy Elizabeth", Lexington
Matchett, William Anthony", Griffin, GA
McCool, Vicki Lee, Louisville
McInnes, Martha AIleenu, Lexington
Metcalf, Kent K, Louisville
Miles, Mildred Lynn", Louisville
Mitler, Louis", Lexington
Moore, Barbara Kay", St. Albans, WV
Mueller, Mary jewel", Ft. Thomas
Nelms, Willie Everette, [r.", Suffolk, VA
Nelson, Barbara Weil", Lexington
Nichter, Alanu, Nicholasville
Novak, Vickie Lynn", Calumet City, IL
Oberhausen, Debra Ann, Louisville
Ohl, John Kennedy", Brackenridge, PA
Package, John Aland, Lexington
Paetow, Jane Ruth, Columbus, OH
Parra, Arturo Vtgtldo" ", San Andreas,
Columbia
Powers, James C. flo,Ashland
Price, Virginia Susan", Lexington
Reynolds, Charlott Kitchen", Portsmouth,
OH
Richards, Barbara Hershey, Orrville, OH
Riddell, Sue Ellen, Corbin
Rolke, Kathleen Ann, Stillwater, MN
Rueff, Lynn Bryden, Lexington
Saillard, Kay Lynn", Lexington
Schein, Anna May", Morgantown, WV
Seavey, Charles Alden" ", Lexington
Shelby, Penny Dtllard"", Lexington
Sibley, Thomas C., Oshkosh, WI
Smith, Jane Fiemtng"", Lexington
Snyder, Michael Gaines, Lexington
Spencer, Elizabeth Catlin flo,Winchester
Spiegler, Cerard", Brooklyn, NY
Stafford, Robert M.", Columbus, OH
Stauffer, Kathleen Ann", LaCrosse, WI
Strickler, Candice Shelton", Berea
Stuhlreyer, Margaret Mae", Cincinnati,
OH
Suedkamp, Mike C., Covington
Swersey, Jeffrey Mark"', North
Woodmere, NY
Taron, Kathryn Jean~, Merritt Island, FL
Thomas, Carol Jeanet, Richmond
Thomas, Martha Skaggsflo,Lexington
Welch, Sandra Hopper, Lexington
Whitehead, Sheryl Anne"", Owenton
Williams, Delmus Eugenef!", Petersburg,
VA
Witt, Sawantha Sherrann"", Highland
Heights
Zaenglein, Priscilla Ellen", Botkins, OH
Zoller, Jean Galloway, Cincinnati, OH
Master of Business Administration
Anderson, Anthony P., Louisville




Brown, George Harry, Jr., Louisville
Byrne, Walter Robbins, Jr.1'>,Russellville
Camuel, Gordon james", Lexington
Caskey, Robert Lee"", Ashland
Courtney, Dan Hamilton, Ft. Myers, FL
Creevy, Mary Estelle", Ft. Thomas
Dobert, Cynthia Penn, Hillsboro, OH
Elliott, Patrick Lee, Paducah
Fischer, Joseph F., [r., Ft. Thomas
Fulkerson, Michael Anthony, Owensboro
Gwynn, Charles Micheal" ", Columbus,
OR
Hayden, Richard Leeflfl, Owensboro
Hesch, Robert Lee, Jr.oo, Ft. Thomas
Johnson, Pierce, Jr. ", Lexington
Kight, Stephen B.", Paducah
Knabe, Eric A.". Lexington
Kouremetis, Michael Manueloo, Versailles
Mudd, Patrick [oseph", Cynthiana
Murphy, Lorraine Ellen, Covington
Oates, Gordon Foster, Jr.'::I4, Louisville
Oliphant, Robert Arthur1'>, Louisville
Parrish, James Anthony, [r.", Bowling
Green
Perry, David Louis, Louisville
Powell, Clifford Keith, Barbourville
Powell, Paul Rodney" (I , Berea
Rock, Danny F., Hodgenville
Schroader, G. David, Louisville
Schuhmann, Dennis JamesH, Louisville
Walters, Charles josephs ", Center Line,
MI
Wertzler, Jon Francis fI , Youngstown, OH
Master of Music
Bechtel, Meredith Lynch, Lexington
Carden, Joy C., Calhoun
Carter, Kenneth Blaine", Georgetown
Chase, Carol M., Lexington
Cline, Sherman Lee, Owensboro
Farrar, Cathy J., Richmond
Harris, Robert Lee, Hebron
House, Mary Lois, Lexington
Jones, Bart Anthony", Georgetown
Lawson, Stephen Henry", Dayton, OH
Melton, Sheila B., Lexington
O'Nan, Shelia Kay4, DeFoe
Rintoul, Marjorie E., Freeport, NY
Roberts, James Perkins, Frankfort
Smith, Philip, Jr., Lexington
Stanley, Bill Thaddeus, Jr., Winston
Salem, NC
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Bartz, Barbara Ann ". Honolulu, HA
Childress, Linda Jewel, Lamb
Craycraft, Annette P, Tollesboro
Dingels, Charlotte Ann", Olivia, MN
Dunsmore, Mary Susan", Danville
Joseph, Irene Yacura" ", Gary, IN
Moore, Sarah Helen 0, Red Oak, NC
Murphy, Elizabeth Ann", Richmond
Pickens, Raenae Lynn, Lucerne, IN
Schmitt, Elizabeth Ann", Louisville
Van Iderstine Laurie, Piscataway, NJ
Master of Science in Home
Economics
Banes, Steven James, Lexington
Barnes, Karen [o, Lexington
Beavers, Rhonda Lee", Barboursville,
WV
Bowersock, Carol Sue, Spencerville, OH
Bozdech, Pauline Marte", Peoria, IL
Carruba, Rosemary G., Stanford
Congleton, Craig Brewer, Richmond
Cutler, Ann P., Lexington
Davis, John Bav"", Lexington
Durham, Jennifer Sue, Lexington
Foster, Carla Gailfl, Bagdad
Johnson, Sandra K.", Hazard
Kook, Hyeran K.'"fI, Seoul, Korea
Kratzer, Constance Joanne, Lexington
Mahon, Janet Leigh", Jonesboro, AR
Maupin, Marsha Hiatt", Richmond
Martin, Christina Alexandria, Lexington
McKitric, Eloise J. fI, Burgin
Morris, Frances Cabron"", Siloam
Springs, AR
Phelps, Kenneth Allen" , Lexington
Sadler, Donna Fay", Louisville
Segrest, Margaret Allene, Lexington
Smathers, Diane Creene", Asheville, NC
Sponcil, Marjorie Kay, Salem, OH
Stivers, Wendellyn Freeman", Rineyville
Tsai, Li-Ju"""", Taipei, China
Wesley, Myrna McGahan, Somerset
Wheeler, Constance Rosemary, Ashland
Williams, Barbara Ann, Lexington
Wilson, Mary", Lexington
Winkler, Darreldean, Irvine
Winkler, Gregory, Altoona, PA
Zegeer, Sharon Ann, Lexington
Master of Science in Medical
Radiation Dosimetry
Bozarth, Marty Glenn 0, Cadiz
Rice, Robert Ewing III, Lexington
Schroader, Kathryn J., Lexington
Smith, Joey Roberts, Owensboro
Wu, Mine-Cheng, Lexington
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Master of Science in Radiological
Health
Beasey, Douglas Buchanan, Lexington
Master of Science in Dentistry
with Specialty in Orthodontics
Biddle, Paul LeRoy, Cincinnati, OH
Jacobs, Joe David, Hobbs, NM
Knight, Judson McClung, Lexington
Phillips, John Runyon, Pikeville
Pritchett, Charles Edward", Indianapolis,
IN
Raddin, Harry Albert, [r., Richmond, VA
Talbott, James Pence, Lexington
Wheatley, Bonnie Daniels, Russell
Williams, Cary Alan", Lexington
Master of Science in Nursing
Abrams, Anna Faye", Lexington
Anderson, Janette Cooper", Cynthiana
Battersby, Marguerite Anne", Lexington
Burford, Judy Cail", Logan, WV
Burnett, Katherine Anne, Louisville
Collins, Patricia M.", Louisville
Detherage, Katherine Smith", Louisville
Diddams, Linda Henricksen", Lexington
Dotson, Jeanne Suzanneflfl, Norton, VA
Harvey, Suzanne Zachary", Nicholasville
Hunter, Nancy Mattingly, Lexington
Hutchison, Linda C.""o, Lexington
Kauffman, Joan Sue", Lexington
Long, Phyllis jane"", Hyden
Mack, Alalia jean", Tampa, FL
Matheis, Carol Elizabeth fI, Louisville
McGill, Joan Helen Shaffer", Lexington
Moore, Mary Kathleen, Lexington
O'Brien, Michele Legris, Mt. Sterling
Oliver, Patricia Faye", Ashland
Randall, Roberta Sue, Salem, OR
Rees, Marilyn Suzanne, East Lansing, MI
Riker, Carol Allyn", Bloomfield, NJ
Sheahan, Sharon L. 0, Paris, IL
Staton, Dora Jane", Metropolis, IL
Syzek, Barbara [can", Lexington
Thieneman, Catherine Miller", St.
Joseph, MI
Throckmorton, Terry Ann", Ft. Wright
Wintergerst, Mary Kevin", Louisville
Wolfe, Margaret Jean, Lexington
Wyatt, Mary Helen, Lexington
Zuidema, Deborah Ann, Versailles
Master of Fine Arts
Battisti, James Vincent, Pittsburgh, PA
Hackley, Larry Oraham"", Amissville,
VA
Hall, Bruce Robert, Dubuque, IA
Jones, Lynne Ann, Louisville
McFarland, Terry Ray, Waverly, TN
Messer, Edith Carol, Henderson
Taylor, Ellsworth L., Lexington
Voss, Dennis Stuart"", Hay Springs, NE
Master of Social Work
Abernathy, Jean Marie, Covington
Adkins, Wilma Carol, Park Ridge, IL
Beaven, William F., Uniontown
Berry, Sonja Yvonne, Lexington
Bowers, Marilyn Virginia, Lexington




Cochrane, Edward Everett, Lexington
Cohen, Arlene Frances, Hicksville, NY
Compton, Virginia L., Hindman
Conner, Sheryl Anne, Morris Plains, NJ
Damron, Minda Sue, Pikeville
Douglas, Eleanor Marie, Memphis, TN
Emberton, Karen Lee, Edmonton
Fields, Audrey Faye", Ulvah
Flynn, [avita Carcia", Lexington
Fowler, Wanda Marie", Springfield
Frederick, Richard Layne, Louisville
Fugate, Mary [udith'", Lexington
Grove, Terry K, Harrodsburg
Hamilton, Nancy Anderson, Paris
Hanner, Charles William, Leitchfield
Harris, Joan Alice, Louisville
Hartman, Douglas Bernard, New York,
NY
Hartman, Sue Earl, Nicholasville
Hayes, Richard, Frankfort
Heth, James Peyton, Lexington
Hubbard, Michael Lawrence, Lexington
Jackson, Richard C., Lexington
Jenkins, Charles Thomas, [r.,
Birmingham, AL
Kauffman, Duane Lee, Lexington
Kaun, Linda Frances, Glendale, CA
Kemper, Geraldine Rae, Germantown,
OR
Kimel, Kris W" Miami, FL
Kipp, Charles William", Dunmore, PA
Marohnic, William James, Nicholasville
Mason, Robert john", Lexington
McKinstry, John W., Lexington
McLevain, Rebecca McCarty, Henderson
McNair, Pauline", Lexington
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McNamee, Sherill Dean, Stamping
Ground
Mosmeier, David Harris, Lexington
Odell, Delmer Douglas, Camden, AR
Osmalov, Michael Jeffrey, Richmond, VA
Parpart, Sr. Elizabeth J., London
Phillips, James Richard, Lexington
Pumphrey, Roy J., Wichita, KS
Queenan, Barry Simmons, Lexington
Helbling, John Shinners, Lexington
Schenk, Janet Katherine, Lexington
Shannon, Geraldine Hine, Lexington
Shepard, Harry Ray, Ashland
Smart, Clarence Hector, Boers Del Toro,
Panama
Smith, Bradford Randall, Arcadia, CA
Smith, Deborah Jane, Pikeville
Smythe, Stuart Wilson, Jr., Ashland
Taylor, Mary Lou, Louisville
Trimble, Lisa Todd, Lexington
Wagner, Elizabeth Anne, Bardstown
Weider, Shennan, Lexington
Wenneker, Sandra Lucille, Lexington
Wilson, Robert Wayne, Somerset
Wolfe, L. C., Lexington
Wright, Patricia Curry, Lexington
College of Law
Dean: George \"'1. Hardy III
Juris Doctor
Alford, William Van Meter, jr., Lexington
Amann, Thomas William l'> l'>, Villa Hills
Amos, Kirtley B., Princeton
Anderson, Steven Earl""', Frankfort
Andrews, Kenneth R., J r.00, Lexington
Arnold, Charles John, Cynthiana
Asfahl, Donald Lee, Louisville
Baird, Charles JusticeOO, Pikeville
Baker, Stephen CapersH, Paducah
Barker, Stephen Lewis, Lexington
Basanta, William Eugene, Louisville
Bentley, Randall Taft, Whitesburg
Bickel, John Edmund, [r., Owensboro
Bland, Thomas Steven, Sonora
Blickenstaff, Susan Lynne, Rochester, IN
Branaman, Mary Elizabeth, Henderson
Bright, Stephen Brooks" ", Danville
Buckley, Jonathan Doran, Lexington
Buttermore, Rodney Everett, Harlan
Carneal, John TylerH, Paducah
Coggins, Frank Edward, Lexington
Colgan, Michael Byrley" #, Pineville
Collins, David Alden", Louisville
Combs, Christopher Swigert, Lexington
Combs, Philip Ray, Erlanger
Cooper, Howard Kent, Jamestown
Cooper, Michael Jon, Paducah
Crittenden, Roger Lee, Frankfort
Curds, Roberta Hern, Benham
Dadds, Harry Leon, Louisville
Davis, Ansel L., Jr.H, Lexington
Davis, Donnie, Lexington
Davis, Thomas W., Greensburg
Dolan, Daniel Raymond, Lexington
Dyche, Robert Wesley III, London
Egbers, Daniel F., Ft. Thomas
Eul;ank, Carol, Covington
Evans, Joe Ashby, Mt. Sterling
Fay, Philip Edward, Bowling Green
Fleming, James Michael", Frankfort
Fletcher, Benjamin Sory IIIo 0,
Hopkinsville
Freedman, Betty Owen, Hopkinsville
Carmer, William Robert, Carrollton
Goad, James Cordon"", Bowling Green
Goeke, Joseph Robert, Ft. Wright
Goin, David IIP#, Frankfort
Goldman, Elisabeth Paris, Lexington
Gore, Charles Philip, Lawrenceville, IL
Graddy, William Henry IV, Versailles
Green, Timothy Tevis" ", Lexington
Harris, Ross" ", 'West Prestonsburg
Harrison, Damon Wilson, Jr.o#-,
Louisville
Harvey, Morris Lane#-\), Benton
Heer, John Edward III\)#, Louisville
Herbert, Marjorie M., Lexington
Hickman, William III, Virgie
Hollon, Alva Adams, Jr.H, Hazard
Holmes, John Hoyt, [r., Ann Arbor, MI
IIood, Ollie Joseph, Harrodsburg
Jackson, James Ronald, Lexington
Jennings, John Robert, Covington
Joiner, Richard Martin, Ann Arbor, MI
Jones, James Rick, Winchester
Keeton, Charles Randy, Ashland
Kennedy, William Morrison, Jr., Louisa
Koenig, David Allen, Ft. Thomas
Kuster, Robert Lemar, Cynthiana
LaBach, William Anderson, Lexington
Lambert, Phelps Lewisu, Henderson
Lavelle, Charles Joseph, Louisville
Lawrence, Charles Patrick, Frankfort
Lear, William M., [r., Lexington
Lee, Joan c., Lexington
LeMaster, A. Davrd" ", Warfield
Lester, Roy David, Lexington
Levme., George J., Louisville
Lindig, Robert C., Mora, MN
Lovell, James Milton, Paris
Lowry, Linda Dianne#<>,Paducah
Major, Lesliel1#-, Louisville
Marvin, Dale Keith, Hays, KS
May, Edward Gerald, Stanford
Mooney, Aubrey Ray##-, Dixon
Nuckols, Alfred Hurst, Jr., Midway
Obradovich, David James, Lexington
O'Hara, Michael Jay#\'>,Covington
Olin, Walter John, [r., Lexington
Pace, Patrick D.\) (l-,Owensboro
Peek, Richard Henry, Jr.H, Smithland
Perry, Roger William, Benton
Peyton, Richard Edward, Louisville
Pierce, Mark Dewayne, Paducah
Plummer, Peter Lee, North Scituate, RI
Poole, Charles Thomas, Lexington
Probus, William Dyer(l-#-,Owensboro
Queenan, Michael Edgar, Lexington
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Reed, William Maynard", Louisville
Reesor, John Forrest, Louisville
Render, Ann Cheatham, Paducah
Riddle, Andrea Sue, Ashland
Roberts, Gerald Victor, Frankfort
Robey, Stephen Patrick" ", Shepherdsville
Rompf, John Henry, [r., Lexington
Rood, William Allen, Lexington
Schultzman, Barbara Louise, Paducah
Scott, Wade Thornton, Lexington
Self, Thomas Linton l1 (I, Elkhorn City
Simon, Wayne JosephH, Lexington
Sitterly, Rebecca Sue, Danville
Smith, George Dennis, Campbellsville
Snyder, James Stewart", Ashland
Southall, John Lee, F;ual:cfOil
Steen, Irene Christiansen, Richmond
Stephens, Henry L., Jr., Bowling Green
Stevens, Ralph Hale", Phelps
Stevens, Terry Keaton(lfl,-,Bandana
Stitz, Robert Coleman, jr., Versailles
Strickler, George Ellsworth, Rockfield
Talley, Damon Ray, Magnolia
Taylor, William Edwards#l1, Covington
Templeton, Robert Lee"", Louisville
Trimble, Allen c., Richmond
Varellas, Sandra Motte?", Lexington
Venters, Daniel Joseph, Grove City, OR
Villier, Ann Carroll, Louisville
Wainscott, Timothy Howard,
Independence
Walker, Robert Lewis#\), Maysville
Washington, Dwight Allan, Dayton, OH
Watson, Henry III, Mt. Sterling
Wells, John Daniel, jr., Lexington
Wells, Marc Alan, Madisonville
Wentz, Richard Eugene, Florence
Wetzel, Douglas Alan, Lexington
Wiggins, Larry Alan"", Lexington
Williams, Arnold C., Gadsden, AL
Williams, Bobby Doyle, Hindman
Williams, David Lee, Berea
Williams, George Philip, Louisville
Williamson, Thomas Lynn't ", Fulton
Wohn, Robert A., Jr.(I-(I-,Georgetown
Woods, Ernie Leeu, Somerset
Woods, Jeffrey Andrew, Cassopolis, MI
Youngblood, Wayne Baxter\), Mayfield
Zaluski, Joseph johns ", Lexington
Zerhusen, James Albert, Lakeside Park
College of Medicine
Dean: D. Kay Clawson
Doctor of Medicine
Adams, William Earl, Jr., Paducah
Appleman, James Edgar II, Augusta
Arnold, Richard Wood, Cynthiana
Baer, Jill Minette, Belleville, IL
Barnett, Bill Earl II, Pikeville
Beilman, Kenneth Medley, Louisville
Bianchi, Barbara Ann, Evarts
Borst, George Carl III, Ashland
Bowden, Charles Markham, Jr., Houston,
TX
Bronstein, Alvin Charles, Paducah
Bruning, Walter O. IV, Louisville
Buchanan, Jack Willard, Jr., Winchester
Butler, Daniel Forrest, Ashland
Campbell, Duncan Rogers, Elkton
Carter, William Leaphart, Versailles
Chrest, Jonathan Leonard, Lexington
Clapp, William Hamlett, Clinton
Cooper, Robert Wayne, Whitley City
Cox, Stephen Michael, Owensboro
Crouch, Richard Hollins, Glasgow
Dalton, Waller Lisle, Louisville
Daniell, Fredric D., Jr., Horse Cave
Delaney, Gary Allen, Lexington
Demos, Jon Stanley, Lexington
Dillon, Michael Carnahan, Anchorage
Donehue, William Charles, Tuscarawas,
OR
Dubick, Marc Nathan, Lexington
Feldman, Marc Maynard, Shaker
Heights,OH
Fields, Larry Stephens, Grayson
Foley, William Joseph III, Lexington
College of Dentistry
Dean: Merrill W. Packer
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Anderson, George Alfred, Maysville
Bays, Clyde Eugene, Jr., Jackson
Bevins, Brent Curtis, Honolulu, HA
Brooks, Dwyte Edward, Las Vegas, NV
Brown, Joseph James, Louisville
Burch, Bernard Eugene, Jr., Louisville
Bush, Francis Marion, Bardstown
Campbell, William Michael, Fulton
Canty, Rickey Allan, Clinton
Chapman, Kenneth Wayne, Louisville
Chapman, Steve Alan, Mayfield
Clagett, Dan Ray, Elizabethtown
Collins, Donald Ray, Prestonsburg
Combs, Stephen Daniel, Whitesburg
Cooper, Lindsey Wade, Louisville
Curtis, Robert Howard, Maysville
Dahlen, Dana F., Bass River, MA
Dickerson, Leroy, Cleveland, OR
Dickinson, Walter Reed, [r., Lexington
Forston, Stanley Rodes, [r., Lexington
Franklin, Eugene Hevenner III,
Staunton, VA
Friedman, Howard Ivan, Louisville
Fulkerson, Ronald Lynn, Clarkson
Garrett, Stuart Gardner, Ft. Thomas
Gates, Will Allman III, Louisville
Haeberlin, James Richard, Louisville
Halbleib, Ross Alexander, Louisville
Halpin, Michael S., Covington
Hatfield, Danny Ray, Ransom
Hilgeford, Eric John, Ft. Mitchell
Hiltz, Stephen William, Lakeside Park
Hoffer, Thomas C., Covington
Holt, William Walter, Louisville
Holtzclaw, Russell Curtis, Crab Orchard
Hopper, Steven Moore, Owensboro
Johnson, James Lewis, Bardstown
Kiteck, Stephen ;Shain, Berea
Knauer, Kent Alan, Ft. Thomas
Lockett, Fredericka Creech, Bardstown
Long, Robert Lawrence, Jr., Louisville
Mcf'arland, Ronald Melvin, Monticello
McGhee, William Randal, Greenville
McKee, David Earl, Murray
McKee, Dwight List, Chagrin Falls, OH
McMillin, Rodney D., Louisville
McNary, Lawson P., Jr., Hopkinsville
Millett, Adrienne Jessica, Middlesboro
Mills, Jerome H., Morganfield
Morford, Donald Warren, Lexington
Moser, Ronald Joseph, Ft. Wright
Olson, Larry Dean, Louisville
Parrott, Olson II, Versailles
Peisel, Francis James, [r., Louisville
Pellegrino, Thomas Robert, Lexington
Proudfoot, Martin Lewis, Morehead
Pursley, David George, Roslyn, NY
Ray, Carlton Elliott, Dayton, OR
Rayburn, William Frazier, Chicago, IL
Reynolds, Roy D., Allen
Riley, Christine Noble, Clayhole
Riley, John P., Jr., Louisville
Robey, Lawrence L., Zonetown
Rogers, Delmar Michael, Mt. Sterling
Sasse, Frank J., Louisville
Schneider, Arthur Patrick II, Lexington
Schroering, Michael Sheehan, Louisville >:
Scott, Edward Jackson, Frankfort
Scutchfield, Scott Beecher, Martin
Silvey, John Wendell, Louisville
Slaughter, Joseph Clarkson, Mayfield
Stamper, William Joe, West Liberty
Starr, Thomas Pierce, Louisville
Sutherland, James Albert, [r., Bloomfield
Trover, Stephanie Ruth, Earlington
Tucker, Betsy Ross, Earlington
Van Meter, Francis Marshall, [r.,
Lexington
Villier, James Anthony, Louisville
Vire, Clarence Gordon, Monticello
Von Roenn, Kelvin Alexander, Louisville
Wallace, Carmel, [r., Elkhorn City
Weisert, Roderick Francis, Louisville
Wheatley, Samuel Nally, Springfield
White, Steven Devon, Louisville
Wilkes, James Carroll, Lexington
Woods, Robert Dudley II, Lexington
Wyatt, Robert Howard, Lexington
Young, Charles Garnett, Jr., Columbia
Date of graduation for College of Medicine, June 7, 1975
Dixon, Thomas Jay, Erlanger
Eilers, Edward Ralph, Cincinnati, OH
Fredenberg, Herman Charles, Gallup,
NM
Gephart, W. Michael, Carmel, IN
Henderson, Robert Lawrence, Auburn
Higgins, Howard Lindon, Salyersville
Hurt, James Price, Pikeville
Johnson, Lucien Samuel, Vanceburg
Johnson, William Dixon, Lexington
Jones, Jack S., Bowling Green
Lair, Timothy Clark, Stanford
Lemmerman, Keith Joslin, Mt. Healthy,
OR
Molony, Michael Edward, Lakeside Park
Moors, Michael Joseph, Cincinnati, OH
Neeley, Wendell Wayne, Somerset
Newell, Alvinia Betty, Winchester
Nicol, Bruce Richard, Paducah
O'Connor, Rodney Earl, Pittsford, NY
Parker, Stanley Newton, Murray
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Peace, Jimmy Osborne, Bowling Green
Pcpe, Susan Hasse, Heath, OH
Perry, John Jeffrey, Whitley City
Robinson, Rohert Dale, Irvington
Runion, Harleston Earle III, Anchorage
Sanford, Michael Alois, Prospect
Schambnch, Bruce Joseph, Ft. Thomas
Schmidt, Gary Robert, Ft. Mitchell
Selwitz, Stephen Paul, Benton
Smith, David Charles, Bellevue
Smith, Gary Webster, Calvert City
Struss, Edwin Frederick, Louisville
Sutherland, James Boone, Middletown
Thompson, Gary Melvin, Owensboro
Topor, Stephen Theodore, Louisville
Tucker, Steven Ray, Madisonville
Warren, Stephen R., Owensboro
Williamson, Russell Thomas, Inez
Witt, David Richard, Corbin
Wuerth, Charles Louis, Ft. Wright
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean: Art Gallaher
Bachelor of Arts
Abbott, Daniel Earl, London
Abell, Henry Eugenef ", Lebanon
Adams, Jon Kevin, Louisville
Amatulli, Jo Antoinette, Middletown, OH
Anderson, Gregory Ray, Elkhorn, City
Andrews, Sandra Elaine, Lexington
Arlet, Joan B. <'H>, 'Washington, D.C.
Armentrout, Delane Lynn, Vienna, WV
Armistead, Peter Scott, Berea
Arnold, Caroline D., Madisonville
Arnold, Sharon Kayu, Lexington
Ashby, Kenneth H., jr., Hopkinsville
Ashcraft, Rosalie, Brandenburg
Aten, Susan Diane, Lexington
Atkinson, Teresa Carol, Paducah
Attas, Gail Treat", Lexington
Baldridge, Franklin ThomasH,
Tomahawk
Ballard, Timothy Edward, Bloomfield
Banks, Donald Keith, Whitesburg
Bard, Alex Warren, Louisville
Bardelli, Dona Alice, Watchung, NJ
Barker, John Travis, Owensboro
Bauer, Michael Kim, Madisonville
Bauereiss, Arthur Eugene, Placentia, CA
Bauman, Sharon Jean, St. Louis, MO
Beamer, Robert GordonH, Blacksburg,
VA
Beck, Bradley J., Cincinnati, OH
Beck, Rodney Alan, jr., Louisville
Below, Walter Roman, Bay Village, OH
Bendzsa, James Robert, Lexington
Bennett, Karl Michael, Valley Station
Berman, David R..:>, Louisville
Berry, James Donald, Louisville
Biggerstaff, Paula Denise, Lexington'
Biggerstaff, Ronnie Gay':>,Whitesburg
Bittner, Nancy A., Mobile, AL
Blais, Dennis Michael, Peabody, MA
Blankenship, Suzanne, Lexington
Bleach, Barry MarklH>,Monticello, NY
Blye, Marlene Victoria", Eustis
Boggs, Larry Brent" 1'!,Big Laurel
Boldrick, Francis Timothy" 1'!, Lebanon
Bolick, Joseph Allen, Lexington
Boling, Carol Yvonne, Hawesville
Bomgardner, Martha-Ann, Wiesbaden,
Germany
Bounington, Craig D., Lakeside
Boswell, Holly Marie, Ft. Wright
Bowling, Dennis RandalllH>, Louisville
Bradley, Carl Hugh", Beech Creek
Bradley, Thomas Ray1'!, Ashland
Brighton, Stephen Louis, Lexington
Briney, Ronald E.1'!, Bardstown
Britton, Marsha Lynn", Ashland
Brock, Marva, Lexington
Bromley, Brett Raymond, Louisa
Brookins, Michael Mark, Valley Station
Brown, Anthony Norman, Gurnee, IL
Brown, Barbara Gayle, Henderson
Brown, Laurie Ann, Louisville
Brown, Rochelle E., Akron, OH
Brockert, Mark Allan, Louisville
Brumfield, Jay Mylor, Lexington
Bruso, Dale Stephen, Virginia Beach, VA
Bryant, Paul Core", Murray
Bunch, Bryan Thomas", Lexington
Burch, Elisabeth Ann, Lexington
Burns, Nancy Lou, California
Burrell, John W., Battletown
Burt, Adele Logan, Frankfort
Bush, James Stephen, Winchester
Bush, Nancy Lou, Greenup
Butler, Maureen Ann, Rocky River, OH
Butler, Patricia Ann, Fern Creek
Cagle, Nancy Lynn", Alton, IL
Campbell, Jeanne Ann, Ashland
Campbell, Nancy Faulkner, Maysville
Cantor, David Marcus", Louisville
Carman, Maureen Donovan" ",
Wilmington, DE .
Carrico, Phillip Anthony, Owensboro
Carson, Frank Ludvik", Key Largo, FL
Casey, Dinah Kathleen, Columbus, OH
Caskey, Wilburn Pike, Ashland
Cassady, Joseph Franklin, Louisville
Castner, Janette Joanne, Middletown, OH
Catinna, Walter Kirkpatricktl-O, Hartford
Chatfield, Timothy Ray, Ashland
Christensen, Nancy Jo1'!11, Cincinnati, OR
Clark, Cynthia Diane, Danville
Clarke, Steven Frank, Lexington
Clifford, John Robert, Ir., Louisville
Cohen, Ronald Alan", Cincinnati, OH
Cole, John William, Harrodsburg
Coleman, Mary Margaret, Louisville
Collins, Ellis Dean, Somerset
Collins, Franklin Arthurtl-O, Forest Park,
CA
Collins, John Lawson, Jr.1'!, Arlington,
VA
Colucci, Jacqueline Munson ". Louisville
Compton, Roy Lyle II, Lexington
Congleton, Barbara Bennett", Lexington




Cook, Evelyn TaylorU, Nicholasville
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Coon, Craig Eliot", Lexington
Cooper, James Donald<J<J,Lexington
Cooper, Michael Lynn, Williamsburg
Corbin, David Woodford", Butler
Cordon, Anna Louiseu, Calvert City
Corum, Catherine Louise, Arlington, VA
Cottell, Ann Dixon<J, Smithfield
Cotton, James DirkH, Elizabethtown
Cottrell, Kathryn R.<J,Charlevoix, MI
Courchene, Catherine Ann, Cincinnati,
OR
Covington, Bobby William, Irvine
Craig, William B. IIIH, Lexington
Crawley, Bruce Aubrey, Lexington
Crissey, Sharon Annu, Ashland
Crump, Harold Thompson, Nashville, TN
Cubbage, Beverly H., Muldraugh
Culp, Jean Bayer{l-,Corbin
Cunningham, Michael Louis, Villa Hills
Cunningham, Robert Andrew, Winchester
Cuperc, Hamil Michael, New Orleans,
LA
Curtis, Robert Francis, Newport
Dahlenburg, Barbara J., Park Hills
Daniels, Harvey Waymon"", Lexington
Davenport, Gale Marie" 1'!,Trenton
Davis, Lea Brooksu, Midway
Davis, Patricia Douglas1'!1'!,Versailles
Davison, Nancy Eltse" ", Franklin
Day, Mary Alicia, Henderson
Dearen, Doris Lynn, Arlington Heights,
IL
Deitz, Edward Wilder, Lexington
Delafield, Daniel Bruce, Louisville
DeMunbrun, William Cary"". Louisville
Denniston, Dana Carol, Lexington
Dewar, Clare Noonan, Grand Rapids, MI
Dickinson, Raymond King, Lexington
Dickson, Katherine Lynn 1'!"', Middlesboro
Diuguid, Nancy Ellenu, Murray
Dodd, Leslie Eileen 1'!1'!,Bowling Green
Dollase, Bette Jane, Frankfort
Donohue, Patricia Ann"", Louisville
Donovan, Maureen A., Chalfont, PA
Dorsey, Robert Stoll, Louisville
Douglas, Thomas Allen, Jr., Louisville
Douglass, Daniel O'Connellu, Harlan
Dreidame, Jane Dawson", Cincinnati,
OR
Drummer, Kenneth Lee1'!1'!,Lexington
Drury, David Richard", Paducah
Duff, James Cecil, Hamilton, OH
Duff, James Kenneth", Ft. Thomas
Duncan, Jackie Wayne, Henderson
Dunn, Virginia Ellenu, St. Albans, WV
Duvall, Jerry Wayne, Louisville
Edwards, Robert Wood, Florence
Edwards, Terry Ray, Florence
Ehardt, David Thomas", Lexington
Ehresman, David Edward, Veverly
Ehret, Barry Lee, Covington
Ehrig, Mary Helene, Pittsburgh, PA
Eiche, Karen Ann, Louisville
Ellis, Danny Hay" 'IJ,Pleasureville
English, James Carey, Dallas, TX
Enoch, Timothy Dwyer, Mt. Sterling
Erasime, Norbert Michael, Louisville
Ernest, Robert Wayne, Lexington
Estridge, Laura Lynn, Harrodsburg
Evans, Danny Lynn, London
Eversole, Rhonda Lee"''IJ, Lockport
Everson, Anne D., Ft. Knox
Fahey, John Michael", Lexington
Fallon, Eileen Ann, Louisville
Fanner, Dennis Wayne, Muldraugh
Farrell, Orris Augusta, New Orleans, LA
Ferron, Patricia Anne", Paducah
Fields, Clifton Lee, Jr., Lexington
Fisher, Michael Jon'IJ, San Francisco
APO,CA
Fouts, John Douglas, Eden, NC
Fowler, Florence Evelyn, Radcliff
Franke, Elizabeth Ellen, Lexington
Frantz, Vicki Balrnt" ", Louisville
Freibert, Ellen Forrest, Louisville
Fugate, Marion Herman, Adairville
Fuqua, Linda [c, Frankfort
Gafford, Edward Leighman III,
Louisville
Garrison, Ronald Edward, Louisville
Gatton, Rita S., Louisville
Geoghegan, Joseph Ronald, Bardstown
Gesund, Peter Joseph, Lexington
Gilbert, Carol Ann? ", Pulaski, VA
Gill, Stephen john", Cincinnati, OH
Ginsburg, Edward Paul, Lexington
Goodpaster, Donald James, Lexington
Gordon, Robert Steven, Louisville
Gore, Teresa Anita, Hopkinsville
Gorman, Kathleen Jean, Lake Forest, IL
Graef, Richard Earl, Louisville
Graft, Sherry Forman u, Somerset
Graham, Joan, Birmingham, AL
Graham, William Daniel, Frankfort
Grant, James Wigham, Louisville
Green, Gary Martinu, Lexington
Green, Ronald Mtchnel" ", Lexington
Greene, Margaret Ann, Ft. Monroe, VA
Greenwell, Joseph Jesse, [r., Louisville
Gregory, John Wintford, [r., Coopersville
Griffin, Marianne, Lexington
Grimm, [amiee, Paducah
Grisham, Sharon MarieH, Robards
Gross, Kathleen Marie, LaGrange, IL
Grossman, Deborah Jane, Huntington,
NY
Gudgel, Shelly Annu, Louisville
Guerrant, Barbara Amick", Danville
Gutmann, Robert W.'IJ'IJ,Lexington
Guy, Debbie G., Harlan
Hable, Kevin Joseph, Ashland
Hagan, John Michael, Louisville
Hagerman, Charles David, Ashland
Hagood, Bobby Oscar, Lexington
Hall, Brenda Jo, Rockford, OH
Hamperian, Roger Keith, Williamstown,
WV
Hancock, Diane Louise, Lexington
Hancock, George Louis, Dayton, OH
Handly, Susan Stephenson, Nashville,
TN
Haney, Marlene Noble, Whick
Hanley, Bradford Frank, Kansas City,
MO
Harbett, Cynthia Kay", Lexington
Harding, Walter E.H, Louisville
Hardison, Carol Anne, Richmond, VA
Harris, John wtnsrons ", Paducah
Hart, James Lancaster", Ft. Mitchell
Hassell, Eric Jay<)\), Louisville
Haueter, Barry Leslie, Louisville
Hawes, Sondra Gale, Paducah
Hawkins, Linda Fay, East View
Hawthorne, Joanna Whitmer, Lexington
Hendricks, Deborah, Paducah
Henry, Gary Tilton, Winchester
Hershey, Mary ParriginH, Lexington
Heumann, Lucy Kate'", Louisville
Hevenor, Edward William, Upper Darby,
PA
Hewitt, Lawrence Lee'IJ'IJ,Louisville
Hieronymus, Daniel Spilman, Lexington
Hile, Matthew G., Louisville
Hines, Donna Susan, Somerset
Hockensmith, Janette Lee, Lexington
Hopkins, Nancy~'IJ, Englewood Cliffs, NJ
Horine, Robert Baker III, Lexington
Horton, Glenn john"". Massapequa
Park, NY
HOlton, Robert Lon":", Lexington
Houlehan, Thomas Edward, Ashland
Hudgins, Patricia Lynne, Lexington
Humphreys, Rebecca [ane", Owensboro
Husar, Patrick David, Lorain, OH
Hymson, Marcy Susen"", Lexington
Irwin, Laura Diane, Louisville
Isaacs, John Elbert, Lexington
Jaggers, Joy Elaine, Louisville
James, Vicki Lvnn"", Aurora, CO
Jenkins, Nawanta M., Georgetown
jobe, Timothy [oseph'", Elizabethtown
Johnson, Angela Sue, Louisville
Johnson, Ronalde E., Paducah
Jones, Ann Myra, Greensburg
Joyner, Cynthia", Memphis, TN
Karns, Mary Melinda, Corbin
Kaye, Richard S., Jericho, NY
Kayser, Susan Elizabeth"'<)-, Louisville
Kearney, Katherine McNeill""",
Fayetteville, NC
Keels, Cynthia Kim", Lexington
Keiper, Keith Rick, Bolivar, PA
Kemplin, David Randall, Mt. Sterling
Kendrick, Montie Gregory, Jeffersontown
Kennamer, Julian Emerson", Louisville
Keogh, Pamela Harbord, Lexington
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Kersey, Mary Elizabeth, Lexington
Kester, Robert Welton, Paducah
Kettler, Cynthia Rose, Louisville
Kidwell, Boyd Browning", Bardstown
Kiebler, John Howard, Lexington
Kincaid, Robert Louis, Louisville
Kindel, Frederick William ", Lexington
King, Christopher David, Lexington
King, John Kevin, Park Hills
King, Susan Gail, Columbia, MO
Kinney, Sandra Louise, Lexington
Kirk, Janet Sue, Radcliff
Kizer, James Stanley, Cincinnati, OH
Koosed, Diane Leslie, North Hollywood,
CA
Krafft, Kimberly, Louisville
Krieger, James Edward, Louisville
Kring, Kenneth Lee" ", Carrollton
Krippenstapel, Constance White" ",
Stanford
Lafferty, Chester""", Elizabethtown
Laing, Martha Jean, Oak Park, IL
Lambert, John Randall, Paducah
Lamkin, Clara Kinner", West Liberty
Lampton, Nancy Ekman", Tacoma, WA
Langhelm, Sheila Joyce Ann, Ft. Thomas
Lawrence, Mud Belanger, Lexington
Ledek, Ronald Edward, New York, NY
Ledford, Emily Ray, Somerset
Lehman, Mary Catherine, Mt. Pleasant,
PA
Levering, Leslie Sue, Frankfort
Lewis, Larry Wayne, Cumberland
Lillibridge, Celynda Lee, St. Charles, IL
Link, Robert Young, Franklin
Lisco, John Dana, Great Neck, NY
Little, Miki Jane, Ashland
Little, Stephen Dale'"", Paducah
Lloyd, Terry Lee", Paris
Logsdon, Keith Debow, Westport
Lotz, Carol Beth, Louisville
Lowe, Mary Margaret, Louisville
Luby, Patrick Carey", Lexington
Lunt, Patricia Ann", Coronado, CA
Lynch, Alice Vinson, Mobile, AL
Maclntyre, Dawn Edna, Brick Town, NJ
Mackell, James Edward"", Louisville
Maddox, Christine Ann"", Louisville
Malone, Patrick Michael, Lexington
Mandell, Jocelyn Anne, Erlanger
Maney, Ruth Ann, Lexington
Manning, David Lee, Falls Church, VA
Marks, Teri L. <)<), Lexington
Marshall, David Russell, Lexington
Marshall, John Bell, Jr., Portsmouth, OH
Marthaler, Gregory John, Downers
Grove, IL
Martin, James Brent, Louisville
Martin, Michael Donald, Lexington
Mason, Beverly H.J:/;<)-,Frankfort
Mason, Marryne" ", Ashland
Massengale, Roger Lee, Washington,
D.C.
Massie, David Moncrieff, Lexington
Massie, Stephen Anthony" J:/;, Radcliff
Matthews, James S., [r., Cincinnati, OH
Maury, Kent, Versailles
Mayne, Fred Hollis I)I), Ashland
Mazzoni, James Anthony, Louisville
McAlister, Pauline Cashon, Mayfield
McCafferty, Carolyn [o, Morgantown,
WV
McCarthy, Timothy K, Louisville
McClure, Nancy Fay" ", Jamestown
McCool, John Kevin, Lexington
McCraith, Rebecca Ann°l), Owensboro
McCray, Deborah Lee, Lexington
McCray, Marilyn JoanH, Huntington,
WV
McGee, Joseph Andrew, Bellevue
McGee, Kathleen Ann, Ft. Thomas
McHargue, Melanie Jane, Lexington
McKinstry, John Rothrock, Jr., Lexington
McMeekin, Martha Smith", Lexington
McNally, Marsha Lois, Pittsburgh, PA
McNeeley, Howard Bensley":", Norris,
TN
McNeese, Jon Barry, Lexington
McQuesten, Ossilyn Carol I), Frankfort
Mead, Lawrence Whiting, Owensboro
Mechling, Rebecca JoOO, Cincinnati, OH
Medley, William 0., Bardstown
Meers, Dennis Jerome, Hodgenville
Meier, Larry Allen, Kent, IN
Messer, Flora Kathertne" ", Ashland
Metzmeier, Theodore Edwin, [r.,
Louisville
Millay, Joseph Berkeley", Owensboro
Miller, Donald Edward, [r., Lexington
Miller, Stephen Lynn, Owenton
Mills, Carol Jean, Madisonville
Milstead, Aubrey Wayne, Louisville
Moore, Douglas Loring", Winchester
Moore, Gary Dale, Falmouth
Moore, Melissa Ann, Frankfort
Moore, Thomas Jesse, Ashland
Moore, Tommy David, Ashland
Moradshahi, Carol Jean, Somerset
Morris, Mary Susan, Maysville
Morrison, Thomas Clay, Liberty
Moss, Austin Wayne~, Hopkinsville
Mostowycz, Oksana Marta" ", Lexington
Mullins, Earl Vtctor" ", Lebanon
Murphy, Leslie Delancy"", Huntsville,
AL
Murray, Richard Hall, Lexington
Nalepa, Joseph A."'""',Louisville
Naser, Diane Martin, Louisville
Neichter, William Louis, Louisville
Newton, Mary Cecil, Radcliff
Nicholas, Katherine Elizabeth,
Charleston, WV
Niederman, Nancy Sidney, Plainfield, NJ
Nixon, Neal Dean, Louisville
Noble, Jeffrey Wade, Jackson
Noland, Kevin Miles?", Louisville
Nunley, Jane Ann, Charleston, WV
Oates, Charles Edwin, Louisville
O'Malley, Andrew Marvel, Louisville
O'Mara, William Thomas, Louisville
Omer, Dorothy Holt, Sturgis
O'Neill, Timothy Shane, Louisville
Osborne, Farrell Steven I), Flemingsburg
Owen, Nellie Hammu, Glendale
Owens, Dale Edward, Louisville
Padgett, John Michael, Frankfort
Padgett, Joseph Hazel, Vine Grove
Paige, William Frank, J r.I), Ashland
Parker, Eric Alan, Croton-on-Hudson, NY
Parrott, Pamela Jean, Louisville
Partlow, Maria Gaillard, Louisville
Patchell, Roy Andrew, Lexington
Patterson, John Gordon, Paducah
Pattison, Katherine Susan" ", Detroit, MI
Pearson, Martha Varee, Lexington
Pennington, Leslie Carol, Lexington
Penticuff, Martha Lou, Albany
Perkins, Mary Beam", Louisville
Pesciotta, Elizabeth Ann" ", North
Brunswick, NJ
Peterman, Roger Lee, Southfield, MI
Peters, Michael Francis?", Alexandria,
VA
Phillips, Charles Dill, [r., Palatine, IL
Pinkston, William Edward, Murray
Poole, Donald Franklin, Louisville
Porter, Claud Fillmore, Madisonville
Porter, Stephen Michael", Lexington
Porter, Stuart Howard, Louisville
Porter, Thomas Coleman, Henderson
Qualls, James Benjamin, Madisonville
Quertermous, John Daniel, Jr.,
Owensboro
Quesenberry, Mary Jane, Wabasha, MN
Radunz, Wayne Scott, Louisville
Raisor, Oisela'", Frankfort
RaIl, Elaine, Frankfort
Rankin, Nancy [o, Burgin
Ransdell, Maria Coretti, Elizabethtown
Ratliff, Charles Franklinu, Wayland
Ratliff, Connie Lee" ", Catlettsburg
Raybould, Teddy Paul I)"'",Stanton
Raymond, Jill Patncta" ", Lexington
Redmon, Mark Landon, Louisville
Rees, William Alexander", Ft. Mitchell
Reilender, Paul Eo, Jr."'""'",Lexington
Reynolds, Arthur M., jr.", Bowling Green
Reynolds, Julia Ruth, Ashland
Reynolds, William Nicholas, Ashland
Richardson, Chela G. Eo, Independence
Richmond, John Cleveland, Richmond
Riggs, Mark" I), Ashland
Ritter, Letitia Ann" ", Lexington
Ritter, Linda Sue, Louisville
Roberts, Gilbert E."'"~, Louisville
Robinson, Lizabeth Jane, Valley Station
Rogers, Gene Powellu, Valley Station
Rogers, Marie Strattner ", Lexington
Roper, Robert T. ", Lexington
Ruchman, Renee Ramsey, Lexington
Runyon, Sue Annu, Newark, OH
Schaefer, Carl Edward, Louisville
Schilling, Glenn Lee, Louisville
Schlicht, James O'Hara, Ashland
Schwartzel, Mary Elizabeth, Louisville
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Scott, John Ceary"", Lexington
Sears, Robert Lee, Somerset
Shamloo, Cyrus KOOl"OS(l,-,Teheran, Iran
Shanahan, Dennis Craig, Lexington
Shea, Patricia Maureen" I), Philadelphia,
PA
Shearin, Willard Thomas, New
Providence, NJ
Sheffel, Deborah", Jackson
Sisco, Rose Ellenu, West Prestonsburg
Smith, Candice Lynn, Lexington
Smith, Carolyn Marte"", Dayton, OH
Smith, Paul Reed, Paducah
Smith, Stephen Blair, Ashland
Smith, Steve Benedict, Owensboro
Snyder, Elizabeth LeFeber, Ft. Thomas
Spalding, Guy Clifton III), Louisville
Sprague, Susan [c, Elizabethtown
Staats, Kathryn Elisabeth, Deerfield, IL
Stahlman, Phillip Hatfield, Lexington
Stambaugh, Nancy Allens ", West
Carrollton, OH
Stanton, Mary Pauline I)0, Burlington, NJ
Sterett, Genie Elizabeth I)I), Louisville
Stigler, John Thomas" ", Louisville
Stokes, Nancy Heim, Louisville
Stottlemyer, Gary Lee, Lexington
Stratton, John Leslie(l,-, Lawrenceburg
Straus, Antim Colden"", Louisville
Strunk, George Alexander, Lexington
Stuart, Debra Jean, Glasgow
Sturdivant, Robert joseph?", Whitley
City
Sullivan, Kevin Jon, Evansville, IN
Summe, Suzanne Barbara I), Ft. Thomas
Sutherland, Granville Lewis III) \Ii,
Lexington
Swanson, James Russellu, Beckley, WV
Swartz, Jennifer Annl)l), Independence
Tafel, Barbara Gill, Louisville
Tandy, Caron", Campbellsville
Taylor, Dawn O'Dwyer, Louisville
Taylor, Ronald Bussell", Lexington
Tenley, Sally Jean, Pikeville
Theyken, Barbara Evalen, Elizabethtown
Thomas, Andrea Sue", Louisville
Thomas, Louis Peter, Dayton, OH
Thompson, Charles Randall", Louisville
Thompson, David Tharpe"", Georgetown
Thornton, Marvin Edward, Boulder, CO
Tierney, [aclyn Ann, Brick Town, NJ
Tierney, Sara Lou, Chesterfield, MO
Tinnon, Mack Oakley, Franklin
Todaro, Frank RO, Louisville
Tolliver, Robin Lee", Louisville
Tolliver, Talmage Craig, Louisville
Tongate, Francis Aaron" I), Louisville
Tranjan, Cheri Lvrm"", Owensboro
Tremere, Kathryn Hairden", Santa
Barbara, CA
Turnbow, Christopher Alan, Mayfield
Ulbrich, Brita Andrea, Bad Homburg,
West Germany
Ulmer, H. Nicholas Jr. I), Louisville
Ulmer, Margaret L., Lexington
Ulrich, Nicholas Alanson, Shelbyville




Vaughan, Elizabeth Hondlev"", Glasgow
Vessels, Susan Anno 0, Louisville
Vincent, Jerry Patton, Hitchins
Vogel, Stephen Francis, Cincinnati, OH
Volchok, Paul Lewis, Woodcliff Lake, NJ
Wagers, Alan Charles, Lynch
Wakeham, Jayne Napua", Ft. Knox
Wallace, Jennifer jo"", Austin, TX
Wallingford, Mellanie Lynnette, Trinity
Ward, Thomas Benson, Staffordsville
Warner, Stuart Hunt" ", Lexington
Washington, Stephen Taylor, Paris
Watkins, Lillie Carolyn0, Lexington
Watson, Susan Elise, Frankfort
Webb, David Alan, Vienna, VA
Webb, John Wesley, Flatwoods
Wehby, Michael Daniel, Ft. Thomas
Weinstein, David Scott", Louisville
Wessell, William Carey, Williamstown
Whaley, Allen Bennett, Lexington
Whallen, Steven Alan0, Crestview Hills
Wheeler, Randall Lowell, Ashland
Whelan, Nicholas Leeoo, Bardstown
White, Michael Allan00, Ft. Mitchell
White, Nancye Helen, Charleston, WV
White, Scott Thomas" ", Louisville
Whitehead, Michael Edward", Newport
Wickstrom, Margaret Leigh40, Louisville
Wilcox, Reginald Earl", Ashland
Wilder, Johnny Michael, Harlan
Wilhite, James Russell, Lexington
Wilhite, Robert Montgomery UIH,
Lexington
Wilkie, Kim Martin, Lexington
Willett, Paul Lewis", Louisville
Williams, Anita Gailo, Louisville
Williams, Brenda Ann" ", Louisville
Williams, Danny Dale, Louisville
Williams, Sandra Sue, Charleston, WV
Wills, Monica Ann, Paris
Wilson, Amy Elise, Louisville
Wilson, David Herndon, Lexington
Wilson, Elizabeth Irene, Harlan
Winter, Mary Eyrl, Murray
Wiseman, Susan LynnOO,Lexington
Woellner, Gary Vincent, Lexington
Wahl, Michael Stephen", Louisville
wolfe, Robert Richard, Louisville
Wood, Melissa Anne, Morton Grove, IL




Wright, Charles Huff IV(/0, Louisville
Wright, Cynthia Louise, Oakton, VA
Wright, Rhonda Jean, Elizabethtown
Wylie, John Alan, Frankfort
York, Michael MacKagerOO, High Point,
NC
Youell, Gary Ray, Millersburg
Young, V. Wayne, Lexington
Younger, Edward F. IIIoo, Cinnaminson,
NJ
Youngman, Dean Allen, Owensboro
Yustas, Sue-Ann Mary, Ft. Knox
Zornes, James David, Winchester
Bachelor of Science
Ammon, Thomas Carlo 0, Lexington
Anderson, Mickey Dale, Central City
Bachuss, James Paul, Hartford
Badham, Vernon Cosby IIIH, Frankfort
Baker, Carol JeanH, Alexandria
Ballard, Robert Dale, Lexington
Banks, Roger Sterling, Lexington
Barker, Lawrence Edward, Blackey
Barnett, Ralph Anthony", Louisville
Bergsieker, Jack Floyd, Cleveland, OH
Bierman, Jeffrey AllenH, Sprinfield, IL
Bobrowski, Garth Dwayne, Booneville
Bourque, Michael Wayne" ", Manchester,
CT
Brady, George Todd III, Louisville
Brislin, John Michael, Ashland
Cagle, Donald Wathen, Lexington
Calvert, Randall Lee, Ashland
Cameron, James M.", Solon, OH
Campbell, Richard Stephen, Vine Grove
Carroll, Randolph Wayne, Lexington
Casey, John Patrick, Pittsburgh, PA
Cecil, John Tyler, Owensboro
Clay, Jane Buchanan, Frankfort
Clements, John Robert, Uniontown
Cocke, Michael Richard, Paducah
Collins, Herman Edsel III, Lexington
Collins, John Renwick, Logan, WV
Cook, Ronald James, Valley Station
Cornette, Benjamin Wayne, Pikeville
Cosner, Kenneth Russell, Barboursville,
WV
Cowley, Michael Brookesv" Baltimore,
MD
Crapster, Mary McDaniel, Clarence, NY
Cunningham, Gary Wayne", Maysville
Cuppels, Robert Alan, Coventry, RI
Daly, Rose-Marie, Pineville
Day, Jackie Allen, Pikeville
DeHaven, David Alan, Louisville
Del..acey, Mary Anno, Owensboro
Dempsey, Deborah Sue", Cold Spring
Douglas, Taylor Johns, Lexington
Drake, Debra Jane, Frankfort
Dwyer, Don, Maysville
Eads, William Stuart", Lexington
Embry, John Rex, Newport
Ennis, Laura Ann, Newark, DE
Eskew, George Edward, Jr. (/, Ashland
Estes, Jane Tudor, Lexington
Eubank, John Hadden, Mt. Sterling
Eubanks, Johnny Lee, Somerset
Faulkner, Baird Roscoe, Salem
Faulkner, Dennis Ray, Williamsburg
Faulkner, Roy G., Jr., Louisville
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Ferguson, Rick E., Spring Valley, OH
Fisher, Janet Donna, Prospect
Flannery, Virgil Lance, Martin
Ford, Gerald Randle, Lexington
Fout, }ames Scott, Ashland
Frank, Patrice Anne, Louisville
French, Cheryl Rose, Maysville
Fussinger, Doug Charles'"", Ft. Mitchell
George, Janice Louise, Lexington
Certeisen, Roger Mtchael"", Owensboro
Gibboney, Melissa Jane, Butler
Gibson, Kermit Donald" 0, Ashcamp
Gifford, Patrick W., Eubank
Glover, Mark Owen, Paducah
Grachus, Robert joseph"", Lexington
Grant, Bruce Chapman, Louisville
Gray, Dennis Stuart, Morning View
Groban, Ira Steckler", Columbus, OH
Hall, Estill Thone, Jr., McDowell
Hall, Hubert, Ir"", Whitesburg
Hall, Joyce Ann, Prestonsburg
Hargrove, Kenneth Roger, Wickliffe
Hawke, James Edward", Lexington
Hayes, John joseph", Cincinnati, OH
Hayman, Edward Berkley, [r., Lexington
Hensley, Stephen Lon, Georgetown
Hertelendy, David Williamsu, Louisville
Hickam, Nancy Kirk, Williamsburg, VA
Holbrook, Jack, Soft Sheel
Holman, Bradford Earl, Maysville
Horton, John Dallas, Louisville
Humphrey, James Mark, Louisville
Hunt, Larry Keith, Lebanon
Jacobson, Martin Lee, Lexington
James, Steven Parker", Owensboro
Jones, Kenny Ray, Corbin
Kaldy, Windsor John, Covington
Kaufman, Frank Joseph, Paducah
Keach, Donald Cene"", Henderson
Kenkel, Stephen William, Lexington
Kersey, Donna SueH, Ashland
Kerwin, Kevin Joseph, Ashland
Knight, Kendall F., [r.", Louisville
Knuckles, Clyde Randall, Pineville
Koenig, Daniel John, Ft. Thomas
Lagrew, David Crutcher, [r., Lexington
Lamkin, Howard, [r., Ekron
Lanz, Alwyn Ray, Elizabethtown
Leslie, Hegena Lynn", Lake Worth, FL
Lewis, Roy Frank, Kingsport, TN
Lewis, Terry Wayne, Elizabethtown
Lilly, Willa Anno (I, Booneville
Lorenz, David Ross, Lexington
Lovell, Francis Leon, jr., Louisville
Mains, Wallace Dale, Covington
Marinaro, Michael Dina, Maysville
Markin, Jennifer Sue", Lexington
Martin, Dana Hay", Lexington
Mayfield, Ed Allen", Louisville
Maze, Jennifer Sue, Frenchburg
McCollum, Jeffery Lynn, Pikeville
McCombs, John Corbett, Lexington
McDade, Robert Bailey Tye, Middlesboro
McFadden, Peggy Lou, Lexington
Mclnturff, Leslie Joe, Lexington
McKinney, Mark Anthony, Glasgow
Mindevalli, Ozden Fatma, Ankara,
Turkey
Moore, Barry Carter"'''', Lexington
Mueller, Kathy Ilene", Lexington
Neudecker, Steve Kramer", Owensboro
Noble, Bernard C., Hazard
Nolan, Timothy Francis, J r.0, Springfield
Nuckles, Etta Marrea, Prestonsburg
O'Flynn, Jay Hardy III, Owensboro
Otterpohl, Joseph Anthony, [r.,
Louisville
Overall, Stephen Kent" 0, Ashland
Peden, Harlan Charles IIH, Dixon
Prahl, Fredrick George, Cynthiana
Price, Joyce Ann, Somerset
Purvis, Clifford J., [r., Salt Lick
Quillen, Donald Lee, Cumberland
Radin, Edward JamesH, Johnson City,
NY
Ratliff, Peggy Lee, Elkhorn City
Reams, Robin Adair, Columbia
Redmon, Mary Ann, Louisville
Rhodes, David Kendrick, Louisville
Roark, Robert Steven, Lexington
Roberts, Brian Lindsey" 0, New Lebanon,
OR
Roberts, William Hernan, Lexington
Robinson, Randall Keith, Ashland
Rogers, William Simpson, [r., Trenton,
OR
Roland, Mark Roger, Lexington
Rowland, Randal Wade, Elizabethtown
Royalty, Dale Alan", Danville
Rudert, Cynthia Sue, Ft. Thomas
Schumer, Mary Patricia, Louisville
Shepherd, Raleigh, Jr.H, Gunlock
Shennan, Meta Ellen, Jeffersontown
Shuey, Steven E., Lexington
Slone, Kenneth Morris, Hindman
Snell, Kenney McLeod, Paris
Soderberg, Roger Kenneth, Louisville
Sentz, Michael Alan", Louisville
Steinmetz, Katherine Mary, Ashland
Swlkert, Dian Elizabeth, Ft. Mitchell
Switzer, Deborah Lee, Louisville
Thompson, Robert Michael, Rochester,
NY
Tingle, Donald Ray, Lexington
Todd, Thomas Allen, Lexington
Triplett, Robin Lynn", Pewee Valley
Trover, Michael Loren, Earlington
Vance, James Harvey, Glasgow
Vaught, Barbara Ann, Science Hill
Vose, Charles Stewart(!O, Louisville
Vowels, Roy Stephen", Elizabethtown
Wagoner, Coy Wayne, Sandborn, IN
Warren, Susan KayO"', Lexington
Wathen, Guy Anthony, Louisville
Webster, Davida Faye, Findlay, OR
Weeks, Terry Allan, Greensburg
Welsh, Thomas William, Louisville
Wesley, Glenn William, Burnside
White, Shelby Taylor III, Lexington
Wilson, Ronald Rhea, Paducah
Winkle, Stephen Alan0, Louisville
Zwemer, Jack Everett, Lexington
Bachelor of General Studies
Adams, Thomas Richard, Lexington
Applegate, James Wesley III, Louisville
Arterburn, Luanne C.°0, Louisville
Aubrey, Jeffrey LyleOO, Lexington
Bailey, David Harold, Covington
Baker, David Alan, Paducah
Baldwin, Stuart Roland, Madisonville
Bates, Daniel Lynn, Lexington
Becknell, Charlie Asher, Manchester
Bell, Elizabeth Mitchell, Louisville
Berger, Daniel Steven, Bellbrook, OR
Bewley, William Michael, Louisville
Boatman, Gwendolyn Ann, Lexington
Bolton, Clyde Elmeroo, Russell
Bowling, John Clifton, Hodgenville
Bowman, Stanley Lee, Elizabethtown
Broadwater, James Allen, Fannettsburg,
PA
Brown, John RogerOO, Ashland
Buck, Melissa Lou, Miami, FL
Buck, Royce Wayne, Mayfield
Bugay, Henry Miller, Owensboro
Burris, Johnny Clark, Louisville
Bynum, Regina Culest" 0, Louisville
Carman, William Fairchild, Danville
Cartwright, Larry Steven, Madisonville
Case, Gerald David 0, Owensboro
Chappell, George Lenon, Greenville
Chase, Joseph Randolph, Ft. Knox
Chewning, Samuel Jackson, jr.,
Lexington
Clabaugh, Scott B., Louisville
Clark, Gloria Cornelius, Nashville, TN
Clark, Steven Lee, Rockford, IL
Clay, Charlotte Newlin, Mt. Sterling
Conley, John Richard, Paintsville
Cornish, Elizabeth Anne, Lexington
Gzerwonka, Michael Joseph, Louisville
Danforth, David RalphH, Merrick, NY
DeBord, Randy Lee, Cincinnati, OH
Denny, Patricia Keith", Cincinnati, OH
DeYoung, Daniel Steven":", Crystal
Lake, IL
Dietsch, Steven Lee", Calvert City
Doering, Alan Carl, Grand Rapids, MI
Doerting, Douglas Wayne, Lexington
Donato, Joseph Wade, Lexington
Dosker, Cornelius deRonde IlIn,
Anchorage
Duckworth, Gail Louise, Owensboro
Duffy, Dennis Patrick, Pittsburgh, PA
Dyas, Barry Charles, Covington
Eastridge, Michael Dean, Lebanon
Ehlers, Tom Slick" 0, South Bend, IN
Embry, Stephen Earl, Owensboro
Engle, Robin Lynn, Lexington
Fair, Mary Margaret", Louisville, MS
Falvey, William Dragon, Louisville
Farmer, Larry Don'' ", Lexington
Faulkner, Ronald B., Greensburg
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Flanagan, Charlotte Victor, Wyomissing,
PA
Flynn, Michael David, Jeffersonville, IN
Foard, Jess William", Hopkinsville
Foley, Marvis Edwin, Lexington
Frazee, Janet Lynn"", Bay Village, OR
Freeman, Douglas Wayne", Ashland
Galbraith, Louis Catewood", Lexington
Gastineau, [oby Alvin III, Middlesboro
Gehringer, William Lewis, Ashland
Gilbert, Theresa Colleen, Lexington
Gohmann, William Arthur, Louisville
Golliher, John Robert, Paducah
Gooch, Douglas Kent"", Somerset
Goodman, Richard L., Prestonsburg
Gosney, Stephen Eugene, Butler
Gravitt, Thomas Ossie, Lexington
Green, Stephen G., Louisville
Crevey, Kevin Michael, Hamilton, OH
Grimes, Paul Douglas, Somerville, NJ
Groshong, Philip James, Lexington
Guenthner, Amy Sue, Louisville
Guglielmo, Thomas Anthony, Louisville
Guyette, Robert Francis, Ottawa, IL
Hagaman, John Phillip, Ashland
Haggerty, William Steven", Lexington
Hanlon, Larry Glenn f!, Carrollton
Harris, Terrence John, Louisville
Hawkins, Ronald Delaire, Louisville
Haywood, Michael Arthur, Ashland
Heisler, William Eugene"", Freeport, IL
Hilts, Paul Stewart, Jr.H, Mohawk, NY
Hitchcock, Deborah Lee, Fayetteville,
NY
Hoffman, Stanley Ray, Eubank
Holton, James D., Indianapolis, IN
Horner, Peggy Sue"', Lexington
Howard, Craig Sidney" 0, Elizabethtown
Hutchinson, Laura Ockerman, Lexington
Jacobs, Bonnie PageH, Lexington
Jones, Elizabeth Harriet, Danville
Jones, Ernest Stanley" f!, Pikeville
Jones, J. Christopherf ", Harlan
Keegan, Leone Marotta °0, Cleveland,
OR
Keeton, John Cregg" ", Ashland
Kegley, Michael Douglas?", Louisville
Kegley, Robert Edward"", Lexington
Kelly, Elizabeth Ann, Richmond, IN
Kirk, Jeffrey Lloyd, Owensboro
KJetter, Debra Annn, Louisville
Ligon, Georgi Annan, Madisonville
Lilly, Joseph Lynn, Taylorsville
Lochmueller, Stephen Merten, Tell City,
IN
Long, Ann Wolfe, Campbellsville
Lyon, Anne Malin, Lexington
Martz, Ronald Byron, South Shore
Mattingly, James Frederick, St. Mary
McAloon, Sean Christopher, Radcliff
McDonie, Frances C., Lexington
McEwan, Chandler Scott" 0, Cynthiana
Mesplay, Deborah Lynne, Owensboro
Mielcarek, Gary, Lexington
Miller, Bruce Alan, Louisville
Montague, James Michael, Versailles
Moore, Garrett Mark, Warren, NJ
Morgan, Martin O'Neillu, Lexington
Moss, Donald Walker, Somerset
Mulloy, Hugh Patrick", Butler
Nash, Thomas Reynolds, Louisville
Neyer, Ann Elizabeth, Ashland
Nicholson, Joseph Browne", Winchester
Oliver, Allison Leigh, Hinsdale, IL
Owens, Charles Ronnie", Louisville
Package, John Aland", Lexington
Park, Charles HaP', Franklin
Partin, Sharon Pauletta, Cumberland
Patton, James Hazzard IIIH, Franklin
Perry, Bennie David, Lexington
Picard, Robert Timothy" 4, Lexington
Pile, William D., Louisville
Porter, Stephen Warren, Flatwoods
Potash, James W" Louisville
Puckett, Stanley Allen?", Lexington
Raizk, Janet Emmaline, Wilmington, OH
Rawlings, Gary Don, Danville
Reid, Stephanie Powe1l4ff, Lexington
Rice, Mary Lois, Columbia
Rice, William Brent, Richmond
Rizkalla, Albert John, Cranford, NJ
Roberts, Fred D., Jr., Maysville
Roberts, Teresa Marie" ", Louisville
Roddick, Michael Alann, Lexington
Rogers, James Elmore", Louisville
Rommel, Park Heaton", Cox's Creek
Rose, Robert R., Jr.u, Pembroke
Ruby, Bennett Paul, Louisville
Rutherford, William Emmett, Ashland
Sanderson, Mark Rockne, Paducah
Sawyer, Stephen Shelby, Lexington
Saylor, Thomas Dalen, Corinth
Schaaf, Henry John, Louisville
Schosser, James Arthur, Benham
Schuenemeyer, David Wayne", Louisville
Sears, Alan Edward", Lexington
Sears, Barry Douglas, Bowling Green
Seiferheld, Dennis Frank, Louisville
Seymour, Frank Arthurflfl, Walton, NY
Shely, William Wyatt, Campbellsville
Short, Ronald Lloyd, Liberty
Skees, Jerry Robert, Rineyville
Smith, Dennis Jeffrey, Louisville
Sparks, Nelson Theodore, Ashland
Speer, Andrew Kevin, Louisville
Spruill, Leslie Brinkley, Louisville
Steiner, Laurel Anne, Louisville
Stewart, Vicki Gwendolyn, Louisa
Stimmel, Linda Moeser" 4, Louisville
Stofer, William Cook, Hopkinsville
Stohs, Carolyn, St. Louis, MO
Straub, William Grant, Dunellen, NJ
Swiggett, Sharon jeannette", Lexington
Swope, James B., Louisville
Tancredi, Katherine valerte" ", Euclid,
OH
Thompson, James Robert, Morganfield
Tohill, Thomas Anthony" 4, Somerset
Trace, Donald Eugene, Princeton
Tuttle, David Thomas" 4, Frankfort
Valentine, Dennie Linville, Florence
Valentine, John B., [r., Louisville
Vanhorn, David Badgley"", Lexington
VanNess, Marc Robert, Louisville
Watkins, Daniel Russell", Hazard
Watkins, George Srepben" ", Lexington
Wehle, Michael Jamesflfl, Louisville
Williams, David Lewis, Burkesville
Williams, Donald E., Nicholasville
Wohlleb, Joseph C., Louisville
Wolejsza, William Charles", Lincroft, NJ
Wolfe, Susanne Sublette, Louisville
Wood, Jack Dennis, Louisville
Bachelor of Music
Combs, Mary E., Vincennes, IN
Congleton, Margaret Ann, Beattyville
Harney, Edward Gary, Lexington
Lutes, William Robert, Frankfort
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Nalley, Carol June, Utica
Scott, Gregory Randall, Pikeville
Wyche, Candyce Selley" ", Weston, MA
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
Barnett, Janet Elaine, Lexington
Becknell, Kathleen Conner, Lexington
Burhop, Beverly Annu, Northbrook, IL
Cain, Mark Osage, Paducah
Curran, Lawrence Kevin, Wheeling, WV
Dunn, Custis Fletcher, Belleville, IL
Eakin, Wesley Fay, Washington, PA
Hartley, Jane Van, St. Albans, WV
Hedges, David Henderson, Henderson
Henderson, Gordon Lyon, Lexington
Hoffman, Kay Marlene, New Haven, WV
Jacobus, Alan Mark", Danville
Jones, Catherine AnnH, Harlan
Kirtley, Gary Cleveland, Owensboro
Kuhl, Carey D. fI ", Parkersburg, WV
Loper, William Ernest, Lebanon
McClaskey, Susan Carey, Bloomfield
Midkiff, Phillip Sydney, Walnut Ridge,
AR
Miller, Daniel EugeneU, Paducah
Moran, Sandra Ray, Anchorage
Nelson, Kaye Elaine, Lorain, OH
Overall, Brenda Belt" ", Ashland
Patrick, Tandy Carolflfl, Lawrenceburg
Racer, Joanna Lynn, Nitro, WV
Ratliff, Wallace V., Wayland
Reasor, Ginny Cagel" ", Louisville
Redmond, James RayH, Elizabethtown
Rynerson, Hollie Sue, Winchester
Salter, Brenda Campbell, Richmond
Seymour, Evelyn Marie":", Lexington
Shafferman, Jean Annefl4, Owensboro
Smart, Wilma Anne, Lexington
Snider, Lu Ann, Bloomfield
Thompson, David James4f1, Erlanger
College of Agriculture
Dean: Charles Elmer Barnhart
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
Abner, David Lee, Lexington
Adamson, Albert Melton, Morganfield
Ade, Walter Kevin, Louisville
Akers, Katherine Anne, Grosse Pointe, MI
Albritton, Linda Kay, Midland, MI
Alexander, Charles Gerard, Henderson
Allnutt, Benoni Dawson, ]r.##,
Poolesville, MD
Applegate, Gary Eugene, Maysville
Arms, Randall Ray, Oceanside, NY
Arnold, Thomas Randall, Hopkinsville
Bach, Gregory Leo, Walton
Bailey, Ricky Edward, Maysville
Barber, Esby Keith" ", Lexington
Barnard, Freddie Lynn, Beaver Dam
Barnhart, Norman Robert, Lexington
Bell, David Ballantine, Louisville
Bell, Jessica Cay"", Lexington
Benge, Harold Craig\)\), London
Biagi, James Anthony", Shelbyville
Bicknell, James Michael°o, Irvine
Bishop, Joseph Alan, Lexington
Blaisdell, Amy, Cedarburg, WI
Blaisdell, Bette, Cedarburg, WI
Boice, Michael Alfreds ", Louisville
Botero, Oscar Roberto", Columbia,
S. Africa
Botkin, Robert Newton, Lexington
Brame, David Alan, Hopkinsville
Breeze, David LeRoy, Lexington
Brooks, Ronald Rayoo, Cynthiana
Brown, Margaret Gail, Dayton, OH
Brown, Hexane, Taylorsville
Burdette, Winston Ross, Lebanon
Cantrill, George Dennis, Lexington
Caple, Richard" 0, Shepherdsville
Collins, Larry D., Blackey
Cooper, Elmer David, Maysville
Cooper, James Delbert, Cecilia
Correll, Terry Edwin, Monticello
Courtney, William Henry IIIoo,
Lexington
Cox, John Samuel, Jr.oo, Somerset
Cox, Thomas Orion ° 0, Calhoun
Crockett, Gary Samuel", Somerset
Damm, Svenerik Bertil, Brottby, Sweden
Daniels, Ann Catherine, Louisville
Dartt, Richard Mvron" ", Harrodsburg
Denney, David Haskel, Monticello
Dougherty, Hugh Kendrick, Hopkinsville
Dunn, Lynn ElizabethOO, Prairie Village,
KA
Ebelhar, Wayne Maurice":", Owensboro
Finney, David Michaeloo, Shelbyville
Fischer, William Joseph, Covington
Follett, Barry Brandons ", Mt. Sterling
Foree, Robert Hughes, New Castle
Fox, Gregory Lodge, Newport, CA
Freeman, David Allen, Paducah
Gardner, Carole [ohnson"", Cave City
Gay, Scott Lallier, Lexington
Censheimer, Richard Alan 0, Louisville
Giesecke, John Fredrick" 0, Horse Cave
Goss, Leslee Claire, Lexington
Gray, Terry Lee, Erlanger
Gregory, Henry Hamilton, Springfield
Crigson, Danny Joeoo, Brooksville
Hagan, Michael Kent" 0, Glendale
Hale, Diana Leigh, Owensboro
Hall, Jayne Christopher, Hamlet, IN
Hammonds, Gary Russell, Whitesburg
Hardwick, David Morris, Louisville
Harpring, Kevin A., Louisville
Harris, David Alan, Oldham
Harris, David George, Carrollton
Hart, Thomas Henryo 0, Sturgis
Hayslett, Elmer Clyde II, Burgin
Heinrichs, Terry Lee" ", Cynthiana
Holbrook, Holly Dee"", Catlettsburg
Hoskins, James Donald":", Madisonville
Hoskins, John Cannonoo, Louisville
Huprnan, Harold George, Loretto
Hurst, Donna Kaye, Cox's Creek
Hurter, John David", Owensboro
Jennings, Gilda GailH, Shelbyville
Johansen, Sonja E., Lexington
Johnson, Donald Earl, Mt. Olivet
Johnson, Pamela Gayle, Paris
[uhn, Ruth Mclvlurtry"", Henderson
Keene, Bruce William, Akron, OR
Kelley, John Allen, Fordsville
Kelly, I. Stephen, Crittenden
Kelly, Rodney Daleoo, Georgetown
Kelly, William Rodes, Jr.H, Lexington
Keltner, David Scott, Stanford
Kinnamey, Joseph Hubert, Hopkinton,
MA
Kookendoffer, Elizabeth Ann, Sharpsburg
Kremer, Theresa E.H, Louisville
Landon, Mark K, Jeffersontown
Larkin, Deborah Anne, Lexington
Lehman, Frances Kuhrt, Lexington
LeMaster, Sherry R, Lexington
Long, Katherine Elizabeth, Detroit, MI
Lunderman, Malcolm Howard",
Kettering, OH
Marcum, Larry Wayne'"", Hodgenville
Margrave, Sandra Lee"", Lexington
Martin, Clark Kenya, Hopkinsville
Martin, James Nicholas, Madisonville
Mason, Ronald Glenn, Taylorsville
Mattingly, Joe Paul, St. Mary
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Maupin, Howard Carter "", Albany
McCarthy, Maria Ann, Louisville
McCarty, John Michael, Utica
McConnell, Margaret Jean, Princeton
McCoy, James Lee" ", Stanton
McGlone, James Douglas, Olive Hill
McGlone, Phillip Leeoo, Olive Hill
McLemore, Chris Sargent" ", Beaufort,
SC
Meador, Michael Glen, Guston
Mearns, Roy Gregory, Louisville
Metcalfe, John Allison, Paris
Miles, William Cooper, Bagdad
Mtnagawa, Ethel Kiyde, Radcliff
Mitchell, Martin Estil, Owensboro
Moore, Gary Daleoo, Shepherdsville
Moran, John Michael, Flemingsburg
Morgan, George Henry, New Castle
Nestmann, Robert Nolan, Louisville
Newberry, William McKendree III,
Glasgow
Newcome, Harriotte Ann, Lebanon
Nolan, Jeffrey Wilse, Louisville
Nutini, Elizabeth Piera, Ashland
O'Nan, Dennis Edward III, Sturgis
Osterman, Anthony Dale, Waynesburg
Ousley, Rudolph, Prestonsburg
Payne, William Kemper\), Owenton
Peterson, David Anthony, Loretto
Pfefferman, Vincent A., Alexandria
Provost, Charles Warren, Pittsburgh, PA
Quisenberry, Johnson Stokes, Winchester
Ragland, Ray MartinOO, Leitchfield
Reed, Sally MayO-<>,Wellesley, MA
Reed, William WaIter, Hodgenville
Richards, Esther K., Monrovia, Liberia
Ripato, Michael Hay", Maysville
Roberts, Ben Frank, Paris
Robinson, Paul Walter"o, Lexington
Rogers, Larry Lee, Grayson
Sageser, Ralph Glenn, Shelbyville
Sansom, Larry Moore, Russellville
Santos, Angel D., Dajabon, Dominican
Republic
Samiak, Edwin Drew, Louisville
Sayre, Thomas Hackney" \), Lexington
Schroder, Marcia AnnO<>,Cold Spring
Seastead, Thomas Gordon, Cuyahoga
Falls, OR
Sell, Marvin Jerry", Horse Cave
Selman, William Richmond, St. Matthews
Shelburne, John Bage\)", Shepherdsville
Shirley, Tony Wayne, Taylorsville
Slack, Joseph Edward<><>,Guthrie
Smith, Bruce Allen (I, Paducah
Smith, David Grant, Paintsville
Smith, Larry Hamilton"", Frankfort
Snider, Paul Sidney"", Franklin
Southworth, Douglas Lee e0, Georgetown
Sparks, Donald Lewis, North Middletown
Sparks, Henry Lee, Blaine
Sparks, James Russell, Flat Gap
Stith, Dale Ralph", Guston
Stockton, John Richard, Burkesville
Stone, Marion Lawrence, Nashville, TN
Thomas, Franklin Boyd <I, Herndon
Timmons, Glenn Mark, Lexington
Tucker, Russell Forresr" ", Lexington
Turner, Clyde Allen, Hopkinsville
Wallace, Richard Lee", Carrollton
Warren, George Hampton, Henderson
Wheeldon, Jimmy Lee, Eubank
White, Paula Joyce, Louisville
White, Shannonf ", Sandy Hook
Willett, Thomas A.°0, Morganfield
Williams, Glenn Marvin, Georgetown
Wills, Clay Eugene, Winchester
Wilson, Joe Gregory, Frankfort
Winfield, Sherilyn Lee, Dubois, PA
Wood, Pamela Annette, Arlington, VA
Wylie, Van Scott, Cynthiana
Yeager, Kenneth Gene, Finchville
Yeiser, Beverly Gordon, Jr.o, Winchester
Bachelor of Science in Forestry
Allen, James H. 0, Elihu
Barker, Stephen Gerald, Hazard
Barnett, William Frank, Somerset
Bishop, Roy Alexander, Jr., Middletown
Browning, Sara Ann, Cincinnati, OH
Burke, Rebekah Oene" 0, Stanford
Burunoff, Anthony Lee, Louisville
Clary, Anthony Daleo, Spottsville
Clifton, William Harrison, Owenton
Coleman, Stephen Allison, Owensboro
Dattilo, Glen Francis, Louisville
Denniston, Harold Eugene, [r., Lexington
Duba, Stuart Eugene, Louisville
Ford, Walter" ", Louisville
Ciauque, James Alan, Mt. Gilead, OH
Gray, Dennis Stephen, Vine Grove
Gregory, David Glenn, Lexington
Hambleton, Edward Lee II, Owensboro
Henderson, James Lee, Lexington
Jackson, Lee F.Cl:I'l-,Wellington, OH
Kennedy, Richard Franklin, Henderson
Littrell, Stephen Burge, Somerset
Metcalfe, Rondal Wayne, Lexington
Miller, Joseph Franklin, Lexington
Myers, Arthur Lawrence, Jr., Wilcox, PA
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Park, Richard Scott, Louisville
Parker, Thomas Milo, Radcliff
Paynter, Michael Lewis, Middlesboro
Phelps, Gary Nolan>", Somerset
Ranta, Kirk Ray, Lexington
Ray, Robert William, Pembroke
Robinson, Gene Murrayoo, Louisville
Scott, Harry Walker, Clay City
Sharkey, Eugene Ray, Jr., Lexington
Shepherd, Stephen Tracy, Lexington
Stephens, Gregory Lee, Ft. Thomas
Summers S. Mark, Lexington
Telecsan, Stephen Alan, Louisville
Turner, Don William, Louisville
Yeiser, Jimmie LynnOO, Utica
Bachelor of Science in Landscape
Architecture
Albert, Alan Terry, Jeffersontown
Faulkner, Ralph Frederick, Louisville
Gray, Jerrold Franklin, Lincoln Park, NJ
Ham, Montie Jay, Paducah
Mallory, Charles Joseph, Lexington
Munnell, Charles David, Maitland, FL
Simon, Kenneth Edwin, Lexington
Yartz, John Paul Courtney, Anchorage
College of Engineering
Acting Dean: Roger Eichhorn
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural
Engineering
Cochran, William John, Rineyville
Colliver, Donald Cayle" (:I, Cave City
Gardner, James Steven, Greensburg
McNeill, Samuel G.u, Nicholasville
Patton, Edward Allen""o, Beaver Dam
Scott, Marshall B. (> G, Stanford
Skaggs, Thomas EdwardH,
Shepherdsville
Thacker, Danny Paul, Catlettsburg
Wyatt, Stephen Ray" (:I, Benton
Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering
• Best, James Everett?", Harrodsburg
Burkholder, Earl Franklin, Olive Hill
Caldwell, William Logan, Danville
Donahue, Patrick Michael, Louisville
Dranschak, John FrancisOit, Marion, OR
Hill, John Frederick, Ashland
Jones, David Harrol, Greenville
Jones, Harold Dean IP' (>, Owensboro
Miller, David Dennis, Radcliff
Moore, John Harvey, Louisa
Simpson, William David 44, Louisville
Sizemore, David Marcus, Lynch
Sparks, Dennis Eugene, Greensburg
Stopper, Steven Ray, Cincinnati, OH
Svoboda, Paul Brendt, Versailles
Thomas, Ronald Lee, Rush
'Williams, Richard Edward, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Ahler, Joseph Edward, Frankfort
Akers, James Webster, Lexington
Anderson, Lee Andrew, Lexington
Andrews, Craig David, Parma, OH
Avery, Craig Morgan""", Glendale
Azevedo, William Vernon04, Lexington
Binaei, SiroussH, Lexington
Buckman, Charles W., Jr.H, Louisville
Burden, David Lynn"", Echols
Clifford, 'Warren Leslte"", Elizabethtown
Compton, Robert Gibson, Ft. Thomas
Cyrus, Thomas Jefferson, Louisa
Deaton, William Philip, Jackson
Decker, Dale Steven 04, Stanford
Donahue, Joseph Philip, Bardstown
Dutton, Richard DouglasU, Somerset
Frank, Allan William, Ft. Thomas
Frazee, Kenneth gugene"". Lexington
Fuller, Charles Zachatv"", Cynthiana
Gadberry, William Franklin, Jr.H,
Danville
Garrison, Norwood44, Manchester
Gilkey, James Albert, Hopkinsville
Gividen, Jack JosephH, Sulphur
Greenwell, Henry Christopher, Bardstown
Gross, Albert Williamf!f!, Lexington
Hale, William Coleman III, Mayfield
Halloran, Stephen Richard, Bellevue
Haney, Leslie MerylU, Sturgis
Harmon, Larry Davis, Harrodsburg
Hollar, Stephen Edward, Paris
House, Gary WayneH, Elizabethtown
Hurst, Barry Lynn'":", Somerset
Irvan, William Guy, Hardin
Isaacs, Robert Myers, Lebanon
Jewell, Luther Daniel", Corbin
Juett, Daniel Dallas" ", Lexington
Kattenbraker, Steven Roy, Fairview
Heights, IL
Kendall, Donald Leslie, Ashland
Knowles, Charles Arthur, Elizabethtown
LaBoon, John HamptonH, Pennlaird, VA
Leslie, John Paul, Prestonsburg
Lewis, Don AlanOf!,Louisville
Mattox, William Thomas, Pikeville
McGlone, James C.", Grayson
Meier, Richard F., Becket, MA
Meyer, David, Alexandria
Minton, Eric Paige", Somerset
Morris, Linn Alan" ", Wilmore
Mulloy, Stephen Lindsay¢(!, Lexington
Perry, Donald Hay", Paducah
Plunkett, James Michael, Covington
Potter, William M., Prestonsburg
Powers, Michael Lynn, Frenchburg
Pratt, Paul Leonard, Cumberland
Pullen, Ted AllenH, Somerset
Rachford, John Ralph, Bellevue
Register, Terrell Lee" f!, Madisonville
Reynolds, Billy James, Pikeville
Scalf, William Ray, Jr., Corbin
Schenck, Rtkki D., Louisville
ghnyeghi, Mostafa H, Teheran, Iran
Short, Michael T., Villa Hill
Siggs, Richard Howard", Ft. Myers, FL
Sigler, James David, Jr., Corydon
Smallwood, Robert Cline" ", Danville
So, Djien Hwat"", Indonesia
Taylor, David Scott, Greenville
Ter-Gevorkian, Sarkis" 4, Tehran, Iran
Terrell, Daniel Voiers Ill, Lexington
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The, Hiang Kwang, Indonesia
Todd, Timothy Darriel ", Henderson
Upchurch, James Mitchel, Monticello
Utterback, James PrewittU, Lexington
Wagner, David Michael, Middlesboro
Walton, Bradford, Ashland
Williams, Samuel Roger, Winchester
Wood, Philip Fahey?", Louisville
Yazdanshenas, Bahram, Tehran
Yeager, Robert Amold"", Silver Grove
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Arnsparger, John Malcolm", Lexington
Bentley, Enoch Ardenu, Lexington
Berry, James Mtchael"", Elizabethtown
Blagg, Joseph Dalen, Paducah
Boyd, James Hobson"", Danville
Brock, Shelby Dean, Lexington
Brockman, James Robert, Columbia
Buemi, Joseph Michael, Jr.H, Newport
Casey, Michael Orville, Louisville
Cook, Robert Henry" 4, Ashland
DeWitt, Adolfo, Lexington
Dodd, Jerry Wayne", Knoxville, TN
Dunn, Dennis Ray, Middlesboro
Dye, Robert Tracey" 4, Bowling Green
Fischer, David Joseph, Louisville
Grubb, Richard Williamu, Middlesboro
Hampton, Michael Paul, Crestwood
Hardee, Samuel Dale" ", Elizabethtown
Hardin, Danny DaleH, Lawrenceburg
Haskamp, Carl Gary, Crescent Springs
Henson, Dennis Jay, Burkesville
Leistner, Steven K., Covington
Magruder, Dennis Keith4f!, Lexington
Mason, David Chrisu, Paducah
Millet, Ronald Lee"", Louisville
Partin, Charles Phillips, [r.",
Nicholasville
Rudy, Bruce Anthony, La Porte, IN
Hediford, Johnny, Paintsville
Rosen, Lawrence Alan", South
Williamson
Rupard, Paul Beniey"", Winchester
Simmons, Philip Bussel!"". Lexington
Smith, Randy L.", Henderson
Steinmetz, Edward Joseph, Ashland
Ttlmes, Alfred Lee, Louisville
Varsakelis, Peter, Thessaloniki, Greece
Wand, Martin Austin, Bowling Green
West, Richard Lane, Murray
Wickel, John Anthony, Huntington
Station, NY
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Adams, William Daleoo, Lexington
Baker, Robert Clifton, Madisonville
Baker, Robert Lee, Louisville
Brady, Scott Gordon, Barboursville, WV
Campbell, Clinton Dale" ", Florence
Cae, Keith EdgarO 1>, Louisville
Coleman, Lon Frederick, Ashland
Cotton, David Leeoo, Lawrenceburg
Crawford, John Worthington, Henderson
Culler, David Worthington, Lexington
Drake, Samuel C., Bloomfield
Caitskill, John Thomas, Mt. Sterling
Gardner, Timothy Alan, Prestonsburg
Cassler, Richard Dean, Lexington
Guignon, Mark StephenH, St. Louis, MO
Hobbs, James Woodrow, Elizabethtown
Hook, Larry Owen, Paducah
Klosterman, Harold James III <) 0-, Ludlow
Krimm, David Leslieoo, Lexington
Levy, David Arthur, Lexington
Marshall, Alex Moore, [r., Lexington
Martin, Jed R."', Owensboro
Mcbride, Marvin Alan, Franklin
Mimlitch, Kenneth Harold" ", Allentown,
PA
Mitchell, Joseph Blanc\)\), Owensboro
Morgan, John Douglas, Lynch
Murphy, William EugeneH, Owensboro
Palmer, Jeffrey Lynn, Lexington
Powell, Lester Zeal III-lt\), Louisville
Hahimi, Firouz" \), Tehran, Iran
Rauen, Greg W.-lt'J, Edgewood
Rogge, Charles Allen" ", Avon Lake, OH
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Schneider, Richard Duane, Lexington
Siry, J. Michael, Alexandria
Starnes, Harry Clennv ", Newport
Stinson, Howard Dennis"'l\ Louisville
Thomas, Mitchell Horton"", Ashland
Thompson, Thomas Glenn, Frankfort
Travis, Roy Keith", Benton
Warriner, Doyle Iey"", Russell Springs
Young, Robert Alanu", Louisville
Zachem, John Whitt, Shelbyville
Bachelor of Science in Metallurgical
Engineering
Bozorgzad, Ahmad, Lexington
Magee, Kenneth Joseph, Covington
Schakel, Mark Allen, Lexington
Shanehsaz, Ahmad Ali, Iran
College of Education
Dean: George W. Denemark
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Abner, Donna Hardinu, Owensboro
Adams, Beverly Jean, Springfield
Adams, Sara Hickerson't ", Shelbyville,
TN
Adkins, Donald Lee, Catlettsburg
Ahrens, Chris A.", Louisville
Algeo, Susan Lee, Kettering, OH
Allen, Richard Martin, Loveland, OR
Alvarez, John Harvevs ", Oakland, MD
Amelunke, Patricia Dian, Louisville
Anderson, Charles EricH, Lexington
Anderson, Kerry Lee, Central City
Anderson, Linda Marie, Lexington
Arnold, Cheryl Lynn, Maysville
Ashley, Deborah Keleenv ", Louisville
Aubrey, Sherilyn Sue"", Central City
Azevedo, Luanne Davis, Lexington
Bain, April Dee, Buffalo, NY
Baker, Mary Christine, Lexington
Ball, Ralph Milton H, Louisville
Banet, Vickie Lee, Independence
Banks, Cheryl Collins, Lexington
Barga, Raymond Felix" ", Lima, OH
Barnett, David Bruce't ", Louisville
Barry, Jacqueline Ann, Hannibal, NY
Bauer, Cherie Lvrm"", Tiffin, OH
Bates, Robert Myron, Ashland
Baxter, Nancy Diane, Cynthiana
Beeler, Anna Catherine, Lebanon
Junction
Beisel, John R. (!, Elizabethtown
Bengston, Philip S., Wilmore
Bentley, Ann Trower" ~, Harrodsburg
Berry, Amelia Ann, Ft. Thomas
Berry, Patsy J. Gullett, Lexington
Betsworth, Joyce B., Murray
Bickel, Linda Beard, Louisville
Bishop, Sheldia RaeH, Springfield
Bisno, Lawrence Louis, Louisville
Blackburn, Vickie Carlee't ", Hazard
Blair, Doris Starr" ", Ashland
Blake, Rebecca Ewing.", Catlettsburg
Blanchett, Robert Allan, Bardstown
Blankenship, Andrea Kathleen,
Nicholasville
Blankenship, B. Joy, Louisville
Blanton, Arthur Ray, Jr.~~, Lexington
Boggs, Gilda JaneH, Lexington
Borches, Karen Sue" (!, Covington
Botkin, Janet CaroP''', Lexington
Bow, Ronald Leon", Glendale
Bowen, Patricia Virginia, Columbus, OH
Bowles, Karla Darcy, Maysville
Bowling, Dale Edward, Ashland
Bowling, Linda jo, Jackson
Bowman, Paula J0", Berea
Boyer, Lillian Adele, Lexington
Boyle, Kathy Eileen, Louisville
Brandenburg, John Wilson, Jr.~(:O,
Richmond
Branscum, Allenl>(!, Somerset
Breathitt, Linda Key, Hopkinsville
Brenneis, Charles Herbert, Jr.H,
Swedesboro, NJ
Briggs, Deborah Ann", Florence
Bright, Sara Rebecca l>(:0, Louisville
Broaddus, Charles Anthony, Harrods
Creek
Brown, Alison Leigh, Louisville
Brown, Ann Mtchelle" ", Ashland
Brown, Elizabeth Markell, Wheeling, WV
Bruflat, Annette Marie, Louisville
Bryant, Laurel Lee, Paducah
Buonanno, Denise Elaine, North
Brunswick, NJ
Bunner, Charles David", Perry, OR
Burchett, Kathv" ", Prestonsburg
Burke, Jean Elizabeth, Lexington
Burnam, Emmett Paxton", Winchester
Burroughs, Vicki DianeH, Russell
Burton, Brenda Collins" ", Lexington
Bush, Shelby Thomas IIIH,
Elizabethtown
Bushong, Jim Handall "", Lexington
Bussell, Linda Jean, Maysville
Cabe, Alice June, Lexington
Calvert, John Clinton, Maysville
Campbell, Joan Dee, Owensboro
Campbell, Rose Mountjoy" (:0, Danville
Campbell, Susan Aumack, Hazard
Carey, Michael Thomas, Lexington
Carnahan, Paulrne"", Hazard
Carroll, Catherine Rhea, Madisonville
Case, Monte Earl, Brooksville
Casey, Michael Taylor", Shelbyville
Catron, Pamela Wilkie" ~, Lexington
Chase, Carol Sue, Huntsville, AL
Christensen, Gail Mahoney, Lexington
Clem, Margo, Lexington
Coleman, Barbara Louise ~0, Ashland
Collins, Belva C.~(!, Cumberland
Collins, Paula Kaye", Ashland
Collis, Elpitha George, Lexington
Combs, Marsha McNeill, Lexington
Conklin, Janet Lee ", Louisville
Conley, Rose Marie, Prestonsburg
Connell, Maureen Joeo~, Niagara Falls,
NY
Cook, Nancy Belote, Mayfield
Coyle, Beverly Sue, Stanford
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Crabtree, Daniel James", Lexington
Craig, Iraline Mcl.ean", Midway
Cramer, Alberta Thomas (!~, Lexington
Crews, Cynthia DianeH, Baskin Ridge,
NJ
Cromer, Wayne Charles, Winchester, VA
Cross, Roger Dale" ", Muldraugh
Crouse, Linda Louise", Wilmore
Crump, Carol Lee" ", Louisville
Culley, Kathleen Sue"", Lexington
Cundiff, Lawrence Bamard" ",
Elizabethtown
Cutrer, Kenneth Edward, Lexington
Daniels, Sally Cynthia, Eubank
Darby, Kathryn Ann, Flat Rock, MI
Darlano, Deborah Kay(!", Tiffin, OH
Dartt, Mary Kathrine, Harrodsburg
Dattilo, Diana Lynn, Covington.
Davis, Linda Susan, LaGrange
Davis, Nancy Carpenter (:O~,West
Memphis, AR
Dawes, Janice RayeH, Paducah
Dawson, Paul Adrian, Grand Rapids, MI
Dean, Charles Phtllp" ", Lexington
Dean, George Wolford, Nicholasville
Decker, Anne Mclvlannessf ", Findlay,
OH
Demarest, Deborah Anne, Bardstown
Derrickson, Richard Alan, Lexington
Derringer, Sara Ann, Liberty
DeWitt, James Edward, Louisville
Dick, Shirley Ann", Somerset
Donovan, Joseph Paul, [r., Norwood, MA
Donovan, Saundra Bunch't ", Lexington
Dooley, Elizabeth K. (:0, Lexington
Drury, Carolyn Ann, Owensboro
Duane, Rebecca Ann(:O(!,Lexington
Dudgeon, Patricia Osborne" 0,
Campbellsville
Duff, Melody Lynn", Middletown, OR
Duncan, Karen Dtane"", Paducah
Dunham, Candace Lou"(:O,Marlington,
WV
Durbin, Larry Pierce, Radcliff
Dyke, Mary Shearer" (:0, Ashland
Elliott, Alice Renee, Hodgenville
Elswick, Sherry Lynn, Ashland
English, Martha Coleman", Martinsville,
VA
Erlebacher, Alan Jacob, Louisville
Erlich, Judy, Louisville
Etzel, Andrew wtlltams ", Toledo, OR
Eubank, Virginia Carol"l>, Elizabethtown
Evans, Diana Lynn, Lawrenceburg
Evans, George Franklin, Lexington
Everett, James Anthony, Louisville
~
I
Fairchild, Ruth Ann, Morganfield
Fallon, Karen Klein, Versailles
Farley, Victoria Jean, Louisville
Farr, Jerri Lynn, Albion, IN
Fearneyhough, Mary Theresa, Louisville
Fellows, Marilyn Kinder" 0, Charlestown,
IN
Ferguson, Russell Louisoo, Louisville
Field, Gwendolyn Parryo-o, Lexington
Fields, Elaine S., Whitesburg
Ffnomore, Linda Rae, South Euclid, OH
Fleck, Frank Bernard, Jr. 0, Louisville
Fleeman, Deborah Leitcho-o,
Jeffersonville, IN
Fleming, Lucy Ann, Louisville
Fletcher, Kathy DaleH, Wilmore
Fossen, Frederick Wayne, Ashland
Foster, Franklin LylesH, Scottsville
Foster, Pamela Susan, Lexington
Fowler, Gill Michael f ", Lexington
Fox, Roberta Elizabeth, Charleston, WV
Friend, Gilva Ann, Lexington
Froedge, Ernie Maretta, Tompkinsville
Fugett, Sherry Sue, Dayton, OH
Gant, Karen Sue, Bricktownship, NJ
Gatewood, Gail Ann, Irvington
George, Pamela Sue" ", Louisville
Gerth, Charles Marvin, Louisville
Gilbreath, John David, Carthage, MO
Giles, H. Roo, Middlesboro
Glasford, Robert James, Louisville
Gooch, Noreen Dougherty":", West
Babylon, NY
Goodman, Herbert Wayne" 0,
Hodgenville
Goodrich, Joy Ann00, Lexington
Gourley, Ellen Marie", Lexington
Grace, Robert D., Hopkinsville
Grady, Steven Peter, Lexington
Green, Ralph Michael", Lexington
Green, Ruth Anno, Gladstone, MI
Greene, Betty Carol, Flatwoods
Greenwell, Mary Kathleen, Maysville
Grizzle, Donald StevenH, Ashland
Grubbs, Janice Elaine, Burkesville
Grubbs, Martha Hutchins?", Georgetown
Grupp, Pamela Jean, Langhorne, PA
Cunn, Roberta Ashmore"", Tallahassee,
FL
Guthrie, Gail Mitchell", Lexington
Hale, Michael Copeland, Harlan
Hall, Ewing Moody"", Versailles
Hall, Joseph Millard, Ashland
Hamilton, Mary june", Vine Grove
Hamilton, Patricia Gail, Vine Grove
Handke, Jill Anne, Hinsdale, IL
Hapak, Charlotte Havdon" ",
Indianapolis, IN
Hardesty, Charlotte LynnU, Bardstown
Harpe, Sara Elizabeth 0, Asheville, NC
Harrison, Randell Edward 04, Tollesboro
Harrod, Barbara Lynn, LaGrange
Harvey, Deborah Ann, Middletown
Hassloch, Karla Dobson, Georgetown
Hatcher, Elissa LeeH, Frankfort
Hatcher, Elizabeth LynnH, Frankfort
Hauck, Karen S.° 0-, Louisville
Hayden, Eloise Wyman, West Point, MS
Hayden, Jacquelynn Suzanne, Owensboro
Haydon, Nellie M.", Bardstown
Hayes, Darrell Ltnds ", Louisville
Hayes, Rita Ann-lJO,Nashville, TN
Heise, Eileen Joanneoo, Louisville
Hennessey, Matthew Clark, jr., Augusta
Heppler, Constance Anno-0-, Calhoun
Herdt, Deborah SueH, Pewee ValIey
Hicks, Helen Katherine, Stanford
Hiencman, Elinor Kay, Greenup
Hill, Harry Clenn"", Benham
Hillenmeyer, Margaret Jane, Lexington
Hines, LuAnn Marie, Louisville
Holmgren, Alan Marcus", Brockton, MA
Hcllttt, Peter" 0, Cumberland
Holsclaw, Dennis Scott, Louisville
Holsclaw, Teresa Louise, Louisville
Hoover, Cynthia Ann, Louisville
Howard, Debbie Gail, Harlan
Howard, James CecHu, Harlan
Hubbard, Margarette Annu, Jackson
Hudepohl, Mary Elizabeth, Ft. Thomas
Hudson, Anneta Franklin 0-, Sassafras
Humphries, Jerry Wayne, Cadiz
Hund, Kenneth Michael, Ft. Thomas
Hundley, Barbara Jeano-o, Elizabethtown
Huntress, Sharon Ann, Lexington
Ison, Mary Diarmef ", Ison
Issel, Paula Wilson, Lexington
Jaggers, Charles Edward, Elizabethtown
Jarvis, Donna Carol", Raceland
Jervis, Jeri Lynn, Dayton, OH
Jeter, Sandra Alayne, Lexington
Johnson, Annette Marie, Waynesburg
Johnson, Debra Kay, Louisville
Johnson, Sherry Lynne, Lexington
Jones, Elaine Carol, Elizabethtown
Jones, Janice Page", Bluefield, WV
Jones, Kenneth Ray, Louisville
Jones, Lisa Lou, Flemingsburg
Jones, Patricia Moore, Chagrin, Falls, OH
Jones, Seebert W., [r., Louisville
Joseph, Jayne AnnH, Lexington
Judah, Sharon Faye, Louisville
Judd, Anna Rutho-, Louisville
June, Jackie Lynne, West Bloomfield, MI
Justice, Janet Lea, Pikeville
Kays, Leslie Scott, Lexington
Kelly, Cindy FentonU, Versailles
Kelly, jo Ann, Indianapolis, IN
Kemper, Rebecca Callahan, Lexington
Kersey, Patricia Ann, Lexington
King, Karen Camille, Mayfield
Klinker, Claudia Mary, Lexington
Koenig, Patricia [o, Frankfort
Kclb, Deborah Ruth, Centerville, OH
Kotar, Douglas Allan, Muse, PA
Kozlesky, Anthony Wayne", Latrobe, PA
Kunze, Bruce Edward 0- ", Owensboro
Kwedar, Patricia AnneH, Dallas, TX
Kyle, Marsha Shipleyo-, Louisville
Laffoon, Janie Lee, Louisville
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Lally, Ann Elizabeth, Louisville
LaMaster, Kelley LynnH, Louisville
LaVeck, Diane Marie, Louisville
Lea, Vicki Tucker:", Frankfort
Leach, Willa Earlene", Louisville
Lee, Joyce Conway" 0, Frankfort
Lee, Karen Drueo-o-,Madisonville
LeMaster, Frank Preston, Lexington
Lenhart, Larry Stephen, Shively
Lessen, Elaine Jean, Louisville
Lewis, Brenda Ann, Louisville
Lewis, Lynne Ann, Valley Station
Lifer, Linda Lou, Perrysville, OR
Lindsey, Deborah jeanette", Owensboro
Little, David William, Ft. Thomas
Lockrow, Barbara [o", Grand Rapids, MI
Lohmeier, Robert Hans, Rock Island, IL
Lovelace, Homer Paulo 0-, Lexington
Lucas, Susan Carroll 0-, Lexington
Ludwig, Charles William, Louisville
Lupka, Robert Stanley", Johnson City,
NY
Luttrell, Gary Stephen !\I I\! , Louisville
Lynn, Debra Wesnero-o-,Lexington
Maguire, Michael Leo" 0-, Frankfort
Manchikes, Sue Ellen 4, Lexington
Manyik, Catherine Louise, St. Albans,
wv
Marquardt, Stephen L., Lexington
Martin, Diana Lvnn"". Barbourville
Martin, Janet Lynn, Bloomfield
Martin, Margene", Lexington
Masden, Deborah Cheryl, Paint Lick
Mason, Phyllis Mtchelle" ", Harlan
Mastrolia, Mark Francis, Stamford, CT
Mattingly, Joseph Hamilton, Lebanon
Mauck, Marilyn Sue, Louisville
Maxwell, George Lewis, [r." ", Scottsville
McCann, Arland Clay, Ashland
McCartt, Patrick Kenneth, Lexington
McCauley, Gladys Faye, Winchester
McCurley, Jane Ewalt, Lexington
McGary, Lynn I-Iatcher40-, Lexington
McGrew, Vicki Lynn, Louisville
Mckay, James K, Gulfport, MS
McKenney, Ronald Wnyne" ", Lexington
McMeans, Terry Dean~, Ashland
Medley, Frank Bonald" ", Bardstown
Merritt, Jenny Jean, Russell
Messenger, Betty May, Danville
Messinger, Dehorah Ann, Ashland
Metcalf, James Williamu, Louisville
Midden, Mary Frances, Cynthiana
Milburn, Mary Ellen, Paducah
Miller, Nancy Denise, Louisville
Miller, Virginia Roseo 0-, Leitchfield
Mingo, Elizabeth Harris", Morganfield
Mingo, James Emanuelo-o-,Lexington
Minor, Leland Ellis", Lexington
Miracle, Walter, [r., Nicholasville
Mitchell, Donna GayleH, Paducah
Mize, Cathy Pntnce'' ", Somerset
Moherley, Karen Lee, Richmond
Mohan, Kathleen Annu, Pittsburgh, PA
Montgomely, Deborah A., Louisville
Moody, Jane McAlpin, Somerset
Moore, Marla Kay, Louisville
Moore, Pamela Cropper" (I, Lexington
Moore, Stephen Albert" (I, Decatur, IL
Moore, Susan Elizabeth", Louisville
Morgan, Marie"", Jackson
Morgan, William Francis, Harlan
Morris, James Marshall" (I, Louisville
Morris, Judy B., Louisville
Mosley, Richard Kent, Louisville
Mounce, Pamela Sue, Louisville
Mudd, Margaret Patricia, Georgetown
Mulvaney, Rose Marie, Avon, NY
Myers, Sandra Jean, Lexington
Naegel, Wendy Lees ", Cincinnati, OR
Nalley, Charlene Marie, Louisville
Nalley, Patricia Anna, Louisville
Neace, Emma Lee, Hazard
Neal, Rae Inez " \), Arnold, MD
Nelson, Thomas Clarence, Monroeville,
PA
Nettles, Diane Fae'"", Louisville
Nevitt, Deborah Starr (I, Louisville
Nevitt, Patricia Blair\), Bardstown
Newberry, Virginia Webb, Lexington
Noe, Lynn Douglas't ", Russellville
Noland, Melody Powers", Lexington
Norton, Holly Rae, Rocky River, OH
O'Dea, Joy Ann\)\), Louisville
Olinger, Deborah Katina", Hazard
Olinger, Hazel Anne, Charlottesville, VA
Oliver, Sherry Lee" ", Paducah
Orlandi, Karen Marciau, Charleston,
WV
Orthmeyer, Bonnie Wise, Lexington
Osborne, Deborah Carol (I\), Paintsville
Osborne, Howard Kenneth" \), Lebanon
Parker, Anne Arnold\)(I, Bardstown
Parks, Jerry Wayne, Cincinnati, OH
Parks, Virginia Lee, Kettering, OH
Partin, Fred Toy, Ir-?", Pineville
Partin, Susan Carroll, Ft. Thomas
Patrick, Pamela Belinda, Lexington
Payton, Rose Ann, Greenville
Pearson, Mary Shuman", Paris
Pedersen, Lennea Rose, Ft. Wright
Pena, Beverly Stallons", Lexington
Ferguson, Suzann"", Radcliff
Perry, Patricia Lynn\)(I, Lexington
Petro, Teddye, Lexington
Peyton, Sharon Marie, Salvisa
Phillips, Jane Bilbrey" (I, Oneida, TN
Picon, Joyce, Freehold, NJ
Ping, Ernestine Hale" ", Royalton
Pohl, Mary Lauren, Louisville
Polsgrove, Debra Fay", Louisville
Powell, Linda Ruth, Cincinnati, OH
Powers, Wilma Jean, Lexington
Prater, Alice Diane, Ashland
Pratt, Michael Ransom, Louisville
Proffit, Lola Ann, Lexington
Quertermous, Candace Lynn, Corbin
Ramsey, Carole Cooper" (I, Touristville
Bansler, Barbara Anne, Erlanger
Ratliff, Sarah Whitley" (I, Sharpsburg
Rawlings, Laura Leigh, Louisville
Ray, Jo Ellen, Radcliff
Read, Marianna, Lexington
Reid, Linda Jean, Louisville
Reiter, Loretta Gail, Ringoes, NJ
Rettig, Julia Ann, Lakeside Park
Rhea, Glenn Arthur, Louisville
Richards, Patti Michele, Lexington
Richards, William James, Lexington
Richardson, Susan Jane(l(l, Lexington
Riddell, Grace Claire, Nashville, TN
Riffe, Vicki Lynn"", Ashland
Roberts, Ruth Ellen, Owensboro
Rogers, Alice jeanice, Jamestown
Rogers, Janet Taylorv", Greenville
Rolfes, Dianne Mary", Lookout Heights
Rooke, Mary Ellen, Louisville
Rosa, Theresa Ann, Lexington
Roseberry, Robert Mark", Hopkinsville
Rosenfield, Nancy Jane (I(I, Louisville
Ross, Nancy CarolH, Ashland
Routt, Beverly Jo, Louisville
Rowland, Dorothy Jean, Burlington
Rowland, jennie Jeanu, Pineville
Rowland, Patricia Ann, Elizabethtown
Rudd, Vicki Lynn, Lexington
Rutledge, William H. (I, Lexington
Sallee, Mark Richardu, Louisville
Sandefer, Stephanie Kay, Park Forest, IL
Schapiro, Pamela Short" \), Lexington
Schwager, Laura Elizabeth, Louisville
Searcy, Thomas Ray, Carrollton
Segnitz, Carrie Jane, Lexington
Sellers, Jill Baylor, Versailles
Shaw, Mary Ann", Bellerose, NY
Sheehy, Rose Marie, Ashland
Shemwell, Hegeno Doris, Lexington
Sherman, Mary Teresa, Lexington
Short, Jan Robin", Somerset
Shumway, Sarah Anne", Lexington
Sides, Marion Dawn"". Lancaster
Siferd, Melanie jo, Wapakoneta, OH
Simpson, Linda Carroll (I\), Cynthiana
Sims, Deborah Louise, Louisville
Singleton, Debbie Lynn", Willisburg
Skaggs, Linda Diana, Elizabethtown
Skees, Charles Clifford, Elizabethtown
Slone, Ned, Pikeville
Small, Vicki Lynn, Louisville
Smallwood, Karen Ianells ",
Elizabethtown
Smith, Charles Terrence, Versailles
Smith, Dale LaRoy II, Louisville
Smith, Ethel McCarriar(l(l, Lexington
Smith, James Robert, South Bend, IN
Smith, [ohnda Lee, Ashland
Smith, Richard Samuel", Lexington
Smith, Sharon Michele, Louisville
Snider, Ralph Dale, Henderson
Snowden, Joseph Russellu, Nicholasville
Snyder, Mary Karen, Louisville
Sparker, Nancy Susan, Atlanta, GA
Sprinkle, Gene Douglas, Lexington
Stacy, Roger Gene,' Ewing
Stanley, Pamela jo, Williamson, WV
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Stayton, Sharon Evelyn, Ashland
Steinmetz, Kathryn LaFon, Ashland
Stephan, Maryellen E.". Plymouth
Meeting, PA
Stephens, Gay Denise, Russell Spring
Stevens, Leslie Kay, Owensboro
Stewart, Annetta Burden"", Carlisle
Stewart, Jon Arthur", Louisville
Stites, Sheridan Kirstine, Lexington
Stribling, Gerald F. (I(I, Radcliff
Styles, Sylvia Fredericka (I, Bellevue
Sudduth, Melinda Susan, Frankfort
Surer, Deborah Ceorgianna" ", Hazard
Sweet, Annette Allen", Brandenburg
Sweet, Sarah McFarland, Lawrenceburg
Sweasy, Patricia Annu, Louisville
Sweitzer, Susan Ann, Louisville
Swindle, Sue Mcfronnell" ", Louisville
Sword, Harvey Phillip, Massillon, OH
Tackett, George David, Falmouth
Tandy, Janet Lucille, Louisville
Taylor, Deborah Salchli", Frankfort
Taylor, Margaret M."", Greenville
Terlau, Michele Marie, Independence
Theiss, Barbara Lynn, Greensburg
Thomas, Patricia Ann, Morganfield
Thompson, Diane Lynn, Florence
Thompson, Linda Sue, Brandenburg
Thompson, Robert Michael, Louisville
Tipton, Charles Donn, Louisville
Towler, David Harold, Ashland
Tozer, Helen Evangeline, Doylestown,
PA
Travis, Cynthia Diane, Louisville
Turner, Diane [ones", London
Turner, Lex Myers, Maysville
Turner, Robert Bav" ", Lexington
Tussey, Billy James, Lexington
Uphaus, Robert Steven", Louisville
Vail, Richard Kenr" ", Paducah
Vanaman, Kathryn Polin, Louisville
Vance, Teresa Ann(l\), Glasgow
Vandiver, Rhonda Iean"", Louisville
Vass, Mary Evelyn't'", Lexington
Vaught, Penny Mattillv ", Alexandria
Vice, Robert Bruce, Louisville
Vire, Dinah Carol, Benton
Volland, Joyce Nina, Cleveland, OH
Wade, Pamela Sue, Lexington
Waldorf, Jo Anno, Bardstown
Walker, Wayde Frankltns ", Lexington
Wallace, Jan Marie, Louisville
Walz, Katherine Dawn", Lexington
Ward, Gregory John, Lexington
Weber, Marsha Rebecca, St. Charles, MO
Webster, Ruth Gail, Louisville
Wheat, James Leslte"", Maysville
Wheatley. Sammy Wnyns" ", Springfield




Wheeler, Leslie Kay, Ashland
Whitaker, Betty Jean, Oven Fork
White, Susan Cranfill, Lexington
Whitmer, Gary Wayne, Hopkinsville
Wiley, Mary Lou, Nicholasville
Wilkins, Gale Dorothy, Lexington
Williams, Beverly DianeOf', Dunbar, WV
Williams, Malinda Daugherty" 0,
Nicholasville
Williams, Marilyn D., Radcliff
Williams, Sheila Layne" 0, Sassafras
Williams, Sherrin Jockell, Louisville
Williamson, Brian William, Lexington
Williamson, Robin Elaine, Kettering, OR
Wilson, Diana RuthOO, Midway
Wilson, Julie ScottOO, Bardstown
Wilson, Linda Carol, Ashland
Wombwell, Frances Debaun, Lexington
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Wood, Nancy Louise, Wadsworth, OR
Woodward, Janet Lynn, Lexington
Woodward, Pamela Lee, Lexington
Woosley, David Hoyt, Lexington
Wrenn, Ruby Cressoo, Paris
Wynkoop, D. Ann, Findlay, OH
Yarberry, Phyllis Wisdom", Columbia
Yates, Gwendolyn Ann, Lexington
Dean: Charles F. Haywood
College of Business and Economics
Bachelor of Science in Commerce
Sackleh, George [ames", Cincinnati, OR
Bachelor of Business Administration
Adams, John Thomas, Hopkinsville
Alberstadt, Robert Clayton, Louisville
Allen, Kathleen Sue", Louisville
Anderson, Charles Thomas, Georgetown
Anderson, Paul Frederick", Louisville
Anderson, William R. -0, Hendersonville,
TN
Anthony, John Wayne, Manor, PA
Baker, Kenneth L.", Radcliff
Begley, Linda Darlene, Kettering, OH
Behen, John Nelsonoo, Elizabethtown
Belcher, Gerald Manuel" ". Belcher
Bell, Reynolds Wait, jr.", Lexington
Bell, Ronald Keith, Louisville
Bennett, James Stauber, Jr.0, Louisville
Berry, James Pope, Lexington
Bigelow, Richard Alan, Lexington
Bizzack, Gary Lewis, Frankfort
Bodinof, Robert Alexander", Lexington
Boggs, Robert DouglasU, Lexington
Bohannon, David KeithO, Louisville
Boyle, Dwight Allen, Moreland
Brading, James David, Louisville
Brinley, Dale W., Louisville
Brown, Mark Edward", New Haven
Brown, Roderic McClainoo, Taylorsville
Brown, William David, Lexington
Brumfield, Richard Brooksoo,
Nicholasville
Bugg, Thomas -Howard, Clinton
Burns, Kevin John, Baldwin, NY
Byron, Peter Wayland, OWingsville
Campbell, Mark Stephen" ", Monroeville,
PA
Caplin, William Curtis, Somerset
Caprlni, John Matthew, Hinsdale
Carey, Bradford Dale, Lexington
Caudill, Don Whiteaker, Morehead
Cecil, Roger Charlesu, Louisville
Chapman, Gary Philip, Louisville
Clark, Christopher Dale, Vine Grove
Clark, Paul Albert", Louisville
Clarke, Bryce Anderson00, Louisville
Clay, Frank Watson, Lexington
Coffey, Timothy Owen, Louisville
Colbert, Bruce Mtcheel"", Somerset
Cole, Robert Allen, Madisonville
Colvin, John Christopheru, Louisville
Combs, Leslie Howard", Hazard
Combs, Richard Henry, Pineville
Cooper, Larry Eugene, Louisville
Cooper, Willard Paul, Louisville
Corn, Robert Ray, Columbus, OH
Cornelius, David Russell, Stanford
Cotterill, John Allen", Lexington
Cravens, Jon Marshall, Indianapolis, IN
Crissey, Stephen Ronald, Huntington,
WV
Cummings, James Thomas, Ft. Mitchell
Currans, Greggory Ford, Cynthiana
Dallenbach, Frederick Rudolph 0,
Louisville
D'Andrea, Richard Albert", Woodbridge,
CT
Dausrnan, Sara Beth, Louisville
Davis, Mary Ellen, Rush
Davis, Stuart Morrison, Lexington
Davis, William Michael, Cadiz
DeLautre, Robert Leonardo, Louisville
Denney, Frederick Allen, Monticello
Diemond, Robert Arthur", Lexington
Dixon, James Michaeloo, Pikeville
Dudley, Roger Hornsby", Louisville
Duke, Scott Gibson", Louisville
Dukeshire, Paul Wallace, [r., Fair Lawn,
Nj
Duncan, Jerry Wayne, Hartford
Dunnington, Ronald Gean, Monticello
Durbin, Richard Craig, Kettering, OH
Dykes, Charles Cliffordu, Paris
Eby, Anne Catherineu, Nashville, TN
Edwards, Robert T. 0, Lexington
Edwards, William Frank II, Lexington
Elswick, Jeffrey David", Worthington
Emington, Timothy Robert""', Louisville
Estes, Anthony Snowden, Winchester
Estes, Irene Katherine", Dayton, OR
Eubanks, Ronald L. 0, Ft. Mitchell
Ewing, Thomas McMahon, Versailles
Falkenstine, James Carlus, [r., Paris
Fanuzzi, Michael Angelo, Hasbrouck
Heights, N]
Farris, Charles William, Lexington
Faust, Christopher John""'""',Fairdale
Finley, Thomas Wayne, Hopkinsville
Fisher, James Harold II, Louisville
Fister, Hugh Kevinoo, Lexington
Fly, Stephen, Fulton
Fockele, Daniel Sherman, Lexington
Ford, Richard Allen"", Louisville
Furnish, Garnett Thomas, Cynthiana
Gallaher, John Kevin, Winchester
Giffen, Donald Walter, [r.", Louisville
Gissing, Michael Edward, Lexington
Glidden, Beverly Carol, Lexington
Goldstein, John Douglas, Middletown,
NY
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Coodaker, David Timothy, Hopkinsville
Grubbs, Carol Sue, Louisville
Rabenstein, Keith Edward"", Louisville
Haffner, Denise Ellen, Cincinnati, OR
Hale, Gerald Grant, New Albany, IN
Halvaksz, Tabitha Elizabeth, Cumberland
Hamlin, Charles Edwin, Jr.u, Covington
Hammel, Thomas Eugene, Charleston,
WV
Hampton, Malcolm William, Vine Grove
Handsford, Robert A.°0, Lexington
Harrod, Horace Rice, [r., Crestwood
Hartlage, Mark Mantle, Elizabethtown
Haupt, Bruce William, Marietta, OH
Hebbe, William Noel", Newport
Hoffert, John Emmett, Cold Spring
Holdren, John Howard, Westerville, OH
Holeman, Richard Alan, Louisville
Howard, Mark Wayne, Ft. Mitchell
Howard, Michael Davis, Lexington
Hudson, Keith G., Sassafras
Huffman, Gary Thomas, Lexington
Huffman, Kerry Lynn, Bee Spring
Hughes, Charles Cavanaugh, Decatur, IL
Hughes, Gene Quarles", Frankfort
Hughes, Hope DeLong, Franklin
Hundley, Howard Bright, Shelbyville
Hurst, Gerald Palmer, Winchester
Hutson, Elbert B., San Antonio, TX
Jackson, Joseph Ralph, Marietta, GA
Jacobs, Jeffrey Paul, Cleveland, OH
Johnson, James Henderson", Ashland
Karutz, Wallace Stanley, Jr., Brooklyn,
NY
Kelly, Charles Davidoo, Springfield
Kennedy, Robert Joseph, Louisville
Khambanonda, Veena, Thailand
King, Robert Vincent, Radchff
Kittel, Bernie Joseph, Louisville
Klausing, James Lloyd", Louisville
Lackey, James Quinn, Camden, SC
LaGrotto, Joseph V., North Babylon, NY
Lamothe, Gerard Orner, Louisville
Langford, Stephen Patrick, Ft. Wright
Larence, John Vincent, Louisville
Larkin, Clyde Fentress III, Lexington
Lawless, Elizabeth Diane, Owensboro
Lawrence, Bruce Frederick, Cincinnati,
OH
Lawson, David Lawrence"'"It , Louisville
Lentz, Richard Dean, Lexington
Lenz, Mark Frederick, Louisville
Line, Stanley David, Louisville
Livingston, Robert Blair, Louisville
Logue, Gary WayneO, Middletown
Lowry, Dwain Harrell, jr., Paducah
Luick, Douglas Lee"", St. Louis, MO
Mannel, Michael Joseph, Louisville
Martin, Herbert Lee", Winchester
Martin, William Paul, [r., Louisville
Mason, James Robert, Lexington
Mathis, Mark Hlhn"", Bardstown
McDonald, Larry Marvinl)l), Louisville
McGowan, Dennis Leev", Lexington
McGowan, Thomas Patrick III,
Owensboro
McRie, Stewart Earl, Ashland
McIntosh, Leroy, Wallins Creek
McKeown, Brian Hartley" ". Paducah
Meadows, John Hobert", Louisville
Meng, Steven Crutcher, Ghent
Mercer, Timothy Kermtt"", Louisville
Meyer, Gary J.", Covington
Middleton, Danny Rhea l)l), Lexington
Mitchell, Hugh Trigg, Hazard
Mongesku, William Francis, Chesapeake,
VA
Moore, Russell Dixon, White Plains
Morley, Joseph Stanley"", Danville
Morrison, Anne Leighton, Kalamazoo, MI
Mullennix, James Parrish ", Paducah
Neeley, David Hill, Prestonsburg
Neill, Scott Granville, Russellville
Neubauer, Eldred Louis, Owensboro
Newman, Keith Douglas", Louisville
Nixon, Anne Peacock", Louisville
O'Bryan, Stephen Larue, Owensboro
Ockerman, Charles Overall, Louisville
Oluwajuyemi, Olatunji l), Brooklyn, NY
Osborne, Paschal Henry" ", Louisville
Parr, Harold Ernest, Jr., Princeton, IL
Payne, James E. IIIu, Brandenburg
Perzel, William John, Williamstown
Phillips, Sidney Albert, Jr., Louisville
Plummer, Gale Louis, LaGrange
Plunkett, Gary Rayu, Tipp City, OR
Pohler, Bernard James, Louisville
Potts, John Floyd, Lexington
Pugh, Lex Coleman"", Beckley, WV
Pulliam, Stephen Jamesu, Frankfort
Puryear, Robert Clark, Louisville
Quam, David Franku, Lexington
Rains, Michael Oregory" l), Mayfield
Raleigh, Stephen Gregory, Henderson
Rice, Robin David, Harlan
Roman, Stephen Harris, Memphis, TN
Ross, Robert Jay, Flemingsburg
Russell, Richard Willett" ", Ashland
Rust, Jerry Donald, Vine Grove
Sallee, Gayle Coleman"", Lexington
Schink, Marilyn Ann, Crystal Lake, IL
Schoenbaechler, Stephen Carroll,
Louisville
Sears, John William IIH, Charleston,
WV
Secuskie, Stuart David, Louisville
Shaw, James Quinn, Hodgenville
Shayeghi, Rita Ann, Paducah
Shipp, Frank Legrand, Nicholasville
Shown, Ben Allen Hl'", Crestwood
Shumate, Jess Allen, Muldraugh
Silver, Mark Irwin", Louisville
Simcoe, Larry Earl, Louisville
Simms, John Patrick, Louisville
Simons, Robert A., Lockport, NY
Simpson, David Joseph, Lancaster
Simpson, Samuel Ronald IVH, Russell
Skonberg, George William", Louisville
Sloban, Charles Thomas, Painesville, OH
Smith, Thomas Allenv", Owensboro
Smith, Westeray Thomas, Barbourville
Sparks, Donna A., Lexington
Speck, Gregory Alan l)j), Ashland
Spurr, James Dudley, Louisville
Stammel, Gordon Phillip, Valley Station
Stansel, Robert Edward, Covington
Stephens, Wayne Oglev", Hawesville
Stevens, William josephv " Catlettsburg
Stewart, Anne Webster", Lexington
Stiglitz, Douglas Everad, Louisville
Sturma, Susan Jane, Lexington
Sullivan, Dan Paul IIIl), Lexington
Summay, Lee Anne,' Millersburg
Taylor, Marion Redwood, Lexington
Thomas, Herman Joseph, Owensboro
Thompson, George Mitchell, Lebanon
Thompson, John Lee"", Paris
Tims, David Michael, Farmington, MI
Toy, David Alan, Lexington
Tuttle, Dan S., Frankfort
Tuttle, John Mark, Lexington
Tye, Robert Dowellu, Lexington
Vetter, James Edward, Louisville
Vetter, Jay Augustus III, Louisville
Vogel, Jeffrey Nelson l)", Louisville
Waddell, Randall Kirk, Lexington
Warner, Donald Parrish, Lexington
Warner, Wendell Dean" ", Lexington
Watson, Raleigh Keene, Lexington
Waugh, Isaac Daniel, Jr.H, Lexington
Weber, Glenn Lawrence", Chagrin Falls,
OH
Weber, Gregory Stephen, Louisville
Weber, Margot Annette, St. Charles, MO
Welch, Damon Lee, Madison, IN
Werder, Charles Thomas, Louisville
West, Charles Edwardu, Lexington
Whalen, Stephen Leej)l), Lexington
Wheat, William A.", Lexington
Wilford, Robert, Lexington
Wilhoit, Byron Carlylej) l), Lexington
Williams, James Coke, Nicholasville
Williams, Richard Cenel)j), Covington
Wilson, Charles Henry, Lexington
Wilson, Larry Ray, Louisvlile
Wilson, Ralph Vaughn IIH, Muldraugh
Witty, John Lewis, Hopkinsville
Wolfe, Alan Glen, Ashland
Wood, Dulaney Worthington, Russell
Woolums, Billy G., Frankfort
Wrede, Samuel Paull) l), Lexington
Wright, James Webster, Lexington
Yearwood, Donald Freeman, Jr.,
Lexington
Young, William Hastings, Franklin
Zettwoch, David Earl, Louisville
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Bachelor of Science in Accounting
Ackinson, James Robert, Ashland
Allison, Beverly Jean, Owensboro
Arvin, Andrew B., Lexington
Austin, Dale Russell, Nicholasville
Barber, Jeffrey Thompson, Ashland
Bean, Roger Menefee", Lexington
Bennett, Timothy Edward", London
Bersch, Carl Richard, [r., Cold Spring
Blair, Frank Ray"", Bardstown
Blalock, William Harold II, Dayton, OH
Bohon, William Earl, jr., Lexington
Boner, Nancy Lynn, St. Joseph, MO
Brooks, Stephen Craig, Louisville
Brown, Claude Franklin't ", Ashland
Bruens, John Hannon, Sandusky, OR
Burchett, Cindra McNally, Prestonsburg
Burton, Gene Craig, Louisville
Butcher, Marvin Everett, Jr.n, Lexington
Campbell, Stephen Francis, Maysville
Carlton, Larry Mark, Louisville
Carter, Darrell Bruce, Louisville
Cherry, Timothy Patel), Lexington
Collier, Greg Charles, Ft. Thomas
Cooper, Roy L., Lexington
Coppage, Richard Edward, Louisville
Cornett, Michael L. l), Ashland
Cornett, Van Harley, Hindman
Coyle, Kenneth Wilson~l), Lexington
Cummins, Steve H., Lexington
Curtis, Brenda Joyce, Paducah
Davis, Ernest Joseph, Lexington
Donahue, Patricia Humphress,
Jeffersontown
Doyle, Kevin Michael" ", Elizabethtown
Doyle, William Edwin, Lexington
Drake, George Lee, Jr., Stanton
Duff, Brenda Sue, Jackson
Ellison, Richard Allan, Ashland
Ezell, Neil Clark, Gracey
Fike, Gwendolyn Hall, Lexington
Foltz, Frederick Carl III, Charleston,
WV
Ford, Joseph Ketth"", Louisville
Freeman, James Stephen, Owensboro
George, Doughlas Michael, Lebanon
Gieszl, June Moreland, Lexington
Golden, Thomas Ray" ", Lexington
Gott, Lynn Thomas" l), Lexington
Graves, Daryl Bussell", Lexington
Green, Steven Craig, Louisville
Griffith, Paul Davidl)j), Greenup
Grochowalski, Chrts" ", Louisville
Grow, James Benjamin'"", Franklin
Haas, Ronald B., Lexington
Hager, Elesteen", Nicholasville
Hall, Donald Stuart", Midway
Hamilton, Joseph Donald, Vine Grove
Hancock, David Lee"", Paducah
Hayes, Jesse Robert, Berea
Hayse, Frederick David, Louisville
Hennessy, Hugh Helm"", Henderson
Hoben, Margaret Helen, Louisville
Houston, Maureen Lanette, Falmouth
Humphrey, Joseph Wiley, Greenville
Hunt, Cynthia Susan, Lexington
Hunter, Richard Drew, Ashland
Hurley, Floyd Ellsworth, Paris
Jahnke, Carl Robert"", Covington
Jameson, Dennis Joseph, Bardstown
Jones, Gervis Truman, Lexington
Jones, Terry Kenton""', Elizabethtown
Joyce, Steven MallH, Louisville
Kastelhun, Charles Mtchael" ", Lexington
Kennedy, Phyllis Anne" ", London
Kimble, Dale Edward"", Louisville
Knadler, Thomas Anthony, Louisville
Kramer, Frederick J., Owensboro
Kuegel, William Martin, Jr., Owensboro
Layne, Phillip Matthew, Ashland
Lewis, Charles Robert, Greenville
Lyon, Gary Lester, Mayfield
Martin, William GregoryH, Lexington
Mauldin, Clyde Warren""o, Lexington
McAdams, Gene Michael, Pewee Valley
McCall, Raymond Dale, Versailles
McClelland, John Cory, Louisville
McDaniel, George Otto III, Findlay, OR
McGrath, John Maurice, Jr. 0<'1', Louisville
McKnight, David Lee, Russell
McRoberts, Steven Douglas", Maysville
Medley, Charles Francis, Jr., Louisville
Meeks, Ricky Alan, Paducah
Meeks, William Howard, jr., Lexington
Middleton, Joyce Lynn, Lexington
Miller, Mark Louis, Louisville
Mitsch, Louis Charles, Louisville
Monroe, Dennis Vemon" ", Louisville
Moore, Charles Robert, Jr. '""', Lexington
Morehead, Paul E.0<'1', Louisville
Mulrooney, James Michael"''', Louisville
Murphy, Michael Elam, Mt. Sterling
Neal, Raleigh Ctlbert" ", Lexington
Neel, Arthur Leason, Louisville
Ng, Alex Shiuwah"""', Hong Kong, China
Norvell, Glenn Wyatt", Lexington
O'Briant, Eric Hampton""', Logan, WV
Oliva, Frank Joseph, Louisville
Olson, Richard J., Louisville
O'Neal, Thomas Parker, Franklin, OH
Parks, Alexander GayleU, Lexington
Pate, John Hayes"""', Lexington
Peel, Ernie Lee"''''",Lexington
Pence, William EnglemanH, Stanford
Pennington, Harvey Ellis, Flatwoods
Perry, David Strother"""', Ft. Thomas
Phillips, Mark Dudley, Louisville
Porter, Kevin Lewis, Danville
Price, John Donald, Lexington
Puckett, Ricky David" "', Lawrenceburg
Ramsey, Charles Graydon, Madisonville
Reed, Daniel C."'"0, Lexington
Richards, Garry Clayton, Dunnville
Richardson, Trena Ann, Canmer
Richie, Timothy Neil ", Louisville
Riker, Walter Knapp, [r., Lexington
Ritchey, Charles Barton"", Owensboro
Ronald, Peter Webb", Louisville
Rowe, Scott Allen, Dayton, OH
Rowland, Charles Jeff, London
Ruch, William Stack, Louisville
Ruth, James Milton"'''', Owensboro
Schweitzer, Paul wtlltam" ", Highland
Heights
Scott, Randall Lee"""', Ashland
Seagraves, Ronald Lea <'1''', Cecilia
Senn, Randall Lee", Middletown
Shackleton, William Irving, Jr., Louisville
Short, Suzanne, Lexington
Simmerman, Steven Lynn, Ashland
Simms, Chris Joseph, Louisville
Simms, Elizabeth Karen, Loretto
Sims, Kenneth Gerald, Madisonville
Smith, Kenneth Carl II, Ashland
Starks, Michael Lee, Paducah
Stephens, Gary Lee, Ft. Thomas
Stone, Archie Terrell, Lexington
Storey, Stephen Franklin, Owensboro
Sullivan, Linda Gayle, Lexington
Sutton, John Alan'"", Lexington
Taylor, Brent M., Columbus, OH
Thompson, Eli Stuart""", Lebanon
Thompson, Terry Michael, Lexington
Thornton, Randall Joseph, Lexington
Tincher, Bruce Edwin, Paducah
Torstrick, Pamela Lynn" ", Louisville
Trimbath, Donald Leroy, jr., Pittsburgh,
PA
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Trimble, Donald Nelson, Ashland
Trisler, Philip Hopper, Harrodsburg
Vonderheide, Joel Keith, Catlettsburg
Vranich, George Emil, J r. "", Louisville
Wachter, Karl Darwin", Louisville
Wagner, Michael Joseph, Paducah
Ward, Susan Marie, Ashland
Watson, Ben Elwyn, Lexington
Weatherholt, Robert Myrl, Owensboro
Welding, James Patrick"", Lexington
Wells, David Lynden, Lexington
Wessel, Larry Keith, Ashland
Whelan, John Spalding, Howardstown
Wiggins, Merl Drue, Jr., Baton, Rouge,
LA
Williams, Richard Kennedy" 1;1, Louisville
Willingham, Donald Lorenzo, Richmond
Wilson, Steven Glennoo, Henderson
Wittich, Roger Scott, Ashland
Worster, Ralph Tapley, Lexington
Worth, Paul Sherman, Owensboro
Wright, Jane Elizabeth, Franklin
Yonce, David S., Corbin
)
I
Bachelor of Science in Business and
Economics
Bickel, Thomas Elva, Ft. Thomas
Dorton, Richard aka, Mt. Sterling
Gash, Dennis Neil "", Lexington
Gilliam, Susan Cramer, Wise, VA
Hodges, Dudley Brooks, Louisville
Jones, Josiah Ashurst, North Middletown
Merlin, Harry Leslieo"", Lexington
Neal, James Kelton, Elizabethtown
Parker, Jose Roberto, El Salvador
Raftery, Ralph Alan", Lexington
Remington, Larry A., Louisville
Rogers, John Chenaultoo, Frankfort
Rosenberger, Geoffrey Harold""l;1,
Rochester, NY
Sickle, Edward B. III, Dayton, OH
Stoerzer, Karl Harald, Lexington
Thaler, Mark James, Covington
Wells, Mark Alton, Fern Creek
Wilkinson, Harvie Banks, Lexington




Dean: Joseph Vincent Swintosky
Doctor of Pharmacy
Burckart, Gilbert John, Pittsburgh, FA
DiPirro, Michael, Buffalo, NY
Johnson, Curtis Allan, Lexington
Leist, Edward Robert" ", Louisville
McWhinney, Bruce David, Lexington
Moore, Richard Allen, Ft. Worth, TX
Pence, Timothy A.<'>'>,Stanford
Rapp, Doris A., Albany
Rush, David R., Lexington
Strate, Robert Dwayne, Fairborn, OR
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy
Adams, Larry N., Louisville
Anderson, Dennis Rayo"", Lexington
Beaty, Dale E.u, Albany
Beck, Harold Clayton", Princeton
Bleidt, Barry Anthony" ", Lexington
Blevins, Creed Ernest, Louisville
Bradley, David Lester", Lexington
Bray, Jackson McLean, Jr., Greenville
Brazzell, Romulus Kimbro, Clinton
Britt, Mark Alan, Louisville
Brooks, Willis Paul, [r., Whitesville
Byrd, Brenda Sebastiani)i), Covington
Byrd, Juanita Joan, Hazard
Campbell, Jimmie Begley" i), Hazard
Chandler, Coralie, Corbin
Clements, Richard Logan, Waverly
Cosby, Mary Kay, Richmond
Cowne, Stephen Michael, Columbus, OH
Crider, Kathy june?", Murray
Daugherty, Thornton Estol, Jr.u, Pine
Knot
Diebold, Alfred Lawrence°i), Louisville
Dixon, Donna A.H, West Liberty
Dooley, Charles Corbett, Campbellsville
Droz, Danna E. Crawleyi)i), Nicholasville
Ferrell, Vi~ki Rymell, Richmond
Fleck, Richard Joseph, Louisville
Godby, Dale Hayi)i), Louisville
Goeing, Michael Stephen, Louisville
Goodman, Jacob StephenU, Lexington
Gravely, William Woolfolk, Harrodsburg
Hadley, Larry Allen°i), Frankfort
Hall, Michael A.i), Louisville
Hay, Robert Grady, Albany
Hedger, Debra Lou"", Lexington
Hobbs, Stuart" ", Bardstown
Hoppes, Thomas D. -III -III, Springfield
Hsu, Ching-Chung Lawrencef ",
Cincinnati, OH
Hull, Richard T.O<),Hanover, PA
Ising, John William, Jr. ", Lexington
Kelsey, Lanv" ", Valley Station
Ledford, Jack Leei)O, Evarts
Lewis, Laura Hines", Lexington
Linger, Richard Douglas, Lexington
McCall, Bruce Benjamin, [r., Pulaski, VA
McConnell, Thomas Glenn, Kuttawa
Morris, Ralph Wayne°i), Lexington
Newcomb, Howard Wilson, [r.,
Owensboro
Niceley, David Smock", Mt. Vernon




Nichols, Thaddieus H., Louisville
Nickell, Edwin LynnH, Eddyville
Ordemann, Thomas Michael, Lexington
Palmer, Bradford Terry, Lexington
Perkins, Robert Charlesoo, Lexington
Perry, Velda Maurine", Lexington
Phelps, David Anthony, Bowling Green
Pierce, VerIon Laneolll, Greensburg
Porter, John Leslie, Owensboro
P'Pool, Steven Keith, Lexington
Rice, Mary JacquelineOo, Versailles
Richardson, Gary Joseph, Lexington
Ritchey, Debbie SueH, Highland
Heights
Rives, Gayle P.H, Pembroke
Robertson, Clarence Fredrick" 0,
Paducah
Ross, John David, Catlettsburg
Saylor, E. Howardi)O, Brodhead
Scates, Robert Stanley" (I, Fulton
Snider, George Emerson, Bloomfield
Stanley, Sherry Lynn", Melvin
Stewart, Richard Brian, Williamsburg
Stirsman, Allen WayneH, Louisville
Stuart, Gerald Lee(l<:>,Greenville
Stumph, James Dennisl'lO, Louisville
Sullivan, Patricia Lane, Louisa
Tanner, David James°<:>,Lexington
Todd, Clarence Edward", Richmond
Trotter, jennifer" (I, Murray
Wallace, Bruce Walter, Hopkinsville
Watson, Glenn LewisH, Louisville
Whitford, Cheryl Iean"", Madisonville
Williamson, Robert Earl, Princeton
College of Nursing
Dean: Marion E. McKenna
Bochelor of Science in Nursing
Adams, Patricia Ammentorp,
Middletown, OH
Alvey, Denise Yates, Elizabethtown
.Andrews, Linda Sue, Louisville
Apel, Anita Frances, Louisville
Baker, Judy Margaret, Glasgow
Barnett, Pamela Gail, Winchester
Beard, Anna Lou, Warren, OH
Bennett, Vicki Lee, Owensboro
Bentley, Hobin Lea, Ashland
Black, Mary Elizabeth, Chagrin Falls,
OR
Blodgett, Bonnie Dee, Lima, OR
Bosley, Ellen McElroy, Lebanon
Bradley, Karen Elizabeth, Ashland
Bronston, Ginger Gregg, Lexington
Brooks, Michaela Neal, Lexington
Brown, Debra Lynn, Fairfield, OR
Bruce, Peggy Dianne, Paducah
Buckmaster, Cynthia Grace, Henderson
Carosella, Arlene Louise, Kearny, NJ
Caudill, Iva Grace, Lexington
Chandler, Sara Nan, Benton
Christine, Linda Joan, Washington, NJ
Clark, Rosella Marie, Lexington
Coleman, Janet Powell, Burgin
Combs, Melissa Ann, Whitesburg
Connor, Linda Kaye, Shelbyville
Conway, Patricia Ann, Lexington
Cope, Judy Irene, Newport
Courtney, Linda Marie, Louisville
DeCourcy, Valerie, Cincinnati, OR
DeVore, Victoria Ann, Columbus, OR
Dickens, Richard L., Lexington
Dietsch, Mary Ruth, Bardwell
Dixon, Jane Hope, Lexington
Dreckman, Mary Anne, Louisville
Eckler, Janet Madeleine, Carrollton
Eilerman, Jane Mary, Ft. Mitchell
Elliott, Carolyn Lee, Russell
Feathers, Rebecca Lynn, Monroeville,
PA
Fields, Anita Lynn, Falmouth
Fields, Debra Craig, Mt. Vernon
Fischer, Jamie Cheryl, Columbus, OR
Furgerson, Patty Dean, Dawson Springs
Caebe, Laurel Patrice, Glen Burnie, MD
Gardner, Carole Land, Kettering, OH
Gaunce, Audrey Lee, Carrollton
George, Deborah Mae, Lebanon
Gildea, Lari Lynn, Louisville
Gilkey, Marian Lee, Winchester
Glick, Dorothy Loraine, Covington
Greathouse, Nancy Coleman, Owensboro
Greenwell, Sharon Ann, Lexington
Grubbs, Debbie )0, Louisville
Grupp, Linda Ellen, Langhorne, PA
Hall, Deborah Kay, Elizabethtown
Hall, Susan Beth, Pittsburgh, PA
Hanrahan, Nancy Prudence, Morehead
Harrison, Jacqueline Sue, Tollesboro
Hartzel, Marcia Lynn, Ft. Thomas
Henry, Pamela Diane, Middletown, OH
Hobbs, Jean Marie, Flaherty
Hoskins, Elaine Ann, Waverly, OR
Hovermale, Debra Lynne, Mt. Sterling
Irvin, Shearon Lee, Nashville, TN
Jackson, Ann Lyle, Lexington
Jones, Ann Louise, Lexington
Jones, Margaret Helen, Lexington
June, Betty Ann, Louisville
Keene, Katherine Hagan, Bardstown
Kelly, Kim Colleen, Lexington
King, Carol Anne, Burgin
Kirk, Kathryn D., Lexington
Krenek, Jeanne Marie, Louisville
Kurre, Martha Elizabeth, Owensboro
Larkin, Deborah Lee, Freehold, NJ
Ledington, Jane Elizabeth, Harlan
Lewis, Karen, Louisville
Lippert, Linda Ann, Wilmington, OR
Lyons, Margaret Adele, Louisville
Maner, Mary Harriet, Lexington
Manvo, Jane Marie, Ashtabula, OH
Martin, Cheryl Ruth, London
Massey, Cynthia Lynne, Ft. Mitchell
Mauk, Jane Ann, Greenup
McCartt, Sharon Lewis, Lexington
McGee, Alice Lopatt, Chagrin Falls, OH
Mcintyre, Olinda Manis, Hazard
McKenna, Paula Marie, Louisville
McNutt, Judy Kay, Maysville
Moore, Sharon Ann, Lexington
Moormann, Sharon Elaine, Cleveland,
OR
Muirhead, Jan, Memphis, TN
Myers, Judy S., Lexington
Nelson, Margaret Louise, Nashville, TN
Nelson, Sharon Lynn, Williamson, WV
Newsom, Robbie Althea, Pikeville
Noack, Susan Margaret, St. Louis, MO
Nuzum, Tamara Jean, Gahanna, OH
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O'Shea, Kathrine" Q, Lexington
Owen, Patricia Ann, Mt. Washington
Palumbo, T. Kay, Findlay, OH
Platek, Vicki Lynn, Edgewood
Poole, Carol Ruth, Anchorage
Pope, Maurcia Louise, Ashland
Prueitt, Sue Ann, Sligo
Ratterman, Frances Carolyn, Louisville
Haverty, JoAnn Mary, Florence
Rhodes, Pamela Faye, Jeffersontown
Rich, Cheryl Ann, Warren, PA
Richardson, Kathy Ann, Louisville
Roberts, Sheila Penick, Ashland
Russell, Lee Ann Delaney, Ashland
Ryan, Kathleen Marie, Louisville
Schulman, Adelaide Miller, Louisville
Scott, Sandra [ordan", Lexington
Shoptaw, Deborah Marie, Louisville
Smith, Marjorie Lynn, Hazard
Smith, Mary Margaret, Shelbyville
Snodgrass, Linda Gayle, Frankfort
Spaulding, Kathy Hamen, Newport
Speer, Sharon Lynn, Louisville
Srofe, Marcia Kay, Washington Court
House,OH
Standefer, Geraldine, Lexington
Stephens, Lisa Rae, Lexington
Stidham, Susan Ann, Bellevue
Sutterlin, Rebecca Louise, Lexington
Testerman, Sherrell Ann, West Hartford,
CT
Thiel, Linda Marie, Ft. Mitchell
Thompson, Janet Charmain, Cincinnati,
OR
Trivisonno, Patricia Lynn, Portsmouth,
OR
Tully, Sandra Jane, Lawrenceville, IL
Turner, Deloris Sue, Jackson
Visintainer, Kimberly Susan, Birmingham,
AL
Voight, Elizabeth Beasley, Harlan
Wallace, Deborah Christine, Glenview,
IL
Wallingford, Jean Ann, Maysville
Waskey, Paula Marie, Louisville
Weiner, Elizabeth Elder, Pikeville
Wells, Mary Christine, Louisville
Wendling, Martha Mary, Mt. Thomas
Whitledge, Carole Jane, Louisville
Wise, Gail Elaine, Maysville
Wuest, Deborah Ann, Covington




Abel, Stephen Boyd, Louisville
Adams, Gary Alan, Owensboro
Allgeier, James Lynn, Louisville
Bafiados, Raul Garcia 1) \), Vina Delmar
Barnette, Howard Clark", Lexington
Benjamin, Amos Samuel, Lexington
Blandford, Sharon Cail"" , Owensboro
Bowers, Laura Ann, Owensboro
Burgess, Johnnie A.-G, Louisville
Burk, John Edward, Lexington
Burns, Herbert Ince, Lexington
Buschle, David Earl, Ft. Thomas
Crouch, Joseph Edward, Glasgow
Dansby, Wade F., Jr., Lexington
Dein, Joseph Colbert, Louisville
Evans, G. Rodger, Leonia, NJ
Fitzsimons, Gregory, Louisville
Floore, Edwin Theodore, Jr., Louisville
Frodge, Jeffrey Alan, Mt. Sterling
Gast, Gerald Louis, Louisville
Gordon, Brent Helmut, Lexington
Graves, Steven Rhode" f!, Lexington
Gregory, John Phillip, Louisville
Hancock, Robert Jackson, Jr., Louisville
Hardin, Ronald Wesley, Moorefield
Heitz, Michael Joseph, Louisville
Jacobs, Michael William, Louisville
Johnson, Michael Richardu, Louisville
Jolly, Charles Adams, Owensboro
Lovell, Mark Richardson, Cape May, NJ
Lund, Thomas Paul, Cedar Falls, IA
Lynch, Richard Anthony, Frankfort
McConnick, Leslie Graham, Lexington
Merchant, Frederic Roger, Utica
Napletana, Ralph Anthony, [r.,
Cleveland, OH
Peters, Ralph Allen, Barnsboro, NJ
Pope, Gary Norton f! ", Louisville
Potts, James Wilson, Louisville
Pugh, Janet Louise, Cynthiana
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Rainey, Kerry Lynn, Louisville
Rey-Barreau, Joseph Anthony, Louisville
Richardson, Stephen Gilbert" f!,
Owensboro
Roosa, Steven Allen, Louisville
Russell, Terry W., Winchester
Schenck, Michael Louis" f!, Louisville
Segerberg, Kurt Albert, Louisville
Shafferman, David Marshall, Louisville
Smith, Michael Thomas", Alexandria
Soderman, Gary Louis, Lexington
Tate, Harold Raymond f! f!, Louisville
Thompson, Steven Ross, Henderson
Tuttle, Michael Dennis, Georgetown
Violette, Gary Dale, Elkton
Walden, John Douglasu, Winchester
Weber, Eugene Roy, Ft. Mitchell
Weber, Thomas Barry, Louisville
Wolff, Robert Edward, Louisville
Wood, Suzanne", Bowling Green
Dean: Joseph Hamburg
College of Allied Health Professions
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Archambo, Norman F."'''', Jacksonville,
FL
Archie, Eunice Delores, Lexington
Ashby, Wayne Thomas" ", Louisville
Bailey, Delpha J., Cadiz
Barnes, Ella Earlene, Monticello
Beard, Pamela Sue, Ft. Thomas
Beiraghi, Soraja", Lexington
Black, Gwendolyn Marie'"", Louisville
Blackwell, Vickie Lee, Paducah
Boeckman, Carla Jo, Owensboro
Bonfert, Carol Joyce, Ft. Mitchell
Bonhaus, Nancy Elaine, Ft. Thomas
Brown, Samuel Martin, Monticello
Campbell, joann?". Hazard
Carter, Mary [ill", Louisville
Chandler, Lynne Bryant", Lexington
Coffey, Donna Susan, Radcliff
Coghill, Pamela Ann, Carrollton
Coleman, Jennifer Lynn, Mayfield
Corea, Anna Louise", Lexington
Crabtree, Ralph Mitchell, Monticello
Cronin, Karen Esther, Louisville
Danko, David Paul"', Lexington
Davis, Marjorie Lynn, Louisville
Dawson, Mary Catherine, New Haven
Dukes, Sara Wilson, Owensboro
Edinger, Patricia Greene, Middlesboro
Eigel, Cecilia Ann, Louisville
Elston, Ann Lukins, Louisville
Foley, Benny Lynn, Lexington
Freeman, Kathlyn Jean, Mayfield
Fuhrmann, John, Lexington
Oettelflnger, jane", Louisville
Goodrich, Phyllis Jean, Signal Mountain,
TN
Graham, William Nelsont ",
Flemingsburg
Grant, Patsy Elaine, Columbia
Oray, Paul Edward, Mt. Eden
Green, Patricia Lee"", St. Clairsville, OH
Gruelle, Constance Lynn, Danville, IL
Hall, Janie Lou, Auburn
Halowski, Wendy Anne" ", Winnipeg, CD
Hanneken, Mary Judithe, Ft. Mitchell
Hayden, Thomas Stark, Jr."', Owensboro
Hayes, Ricky Keith, Ashland
Hill, Marita Goodin, Lexington
Hobbs, Rebecca Trigg, Bardstown
Hodges, David Willis, Frankfort
Holladay, Phyllis Cail? ", Louisville
Howard, Alice jane", Prestonsburg
HuH, Jo Gray""", Ashland
James, Sheila Ann, Hardinsburg
Johnides, Linda Sue, Xenia, OH
Kavanaugh, Susan Chenault, Lexington
Kefauver, Philip Joseph, Kettering, OH
Keller, Susan Kay, Shepherdsville
Kirchner, Mary Rita, Louisville
Kulesza, Mary Jo, Mammoth Cave,
National Park
Labes, Carolyn Jean, Wheaton, IL
Lay, Kathy Amanda?", Prospect
Lichtenberg, Martha [ean" ", Paducah
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Lyles, Kathie Wrenn, Paducah
Marksberry, Nancy Scott, Philpot
Maxwell, Paul Floyd", Lexington
McCarty, Margaret Lee, Englewood, OR
Medina, Janice Elaine", Louisville
Meeks, Patricia Bavbum"", Lexington
Messinger, Rebecca Jane, Ashland
Morford, Jeanette W. "', Campbellsville
Moss, Dorothy Rae, Danville
Musselman, Alice Lynn, Washington, NJ
Peebles, John Neal" ", Cynthiana
Penix, Roy Marlin, Inex
Phelps, Jacqueline Renee, Worthington
Pigmcn, Marguerita Kathleen, Louisa
Risner, Denise" ", Bypro
Roberts, Jerry wavne" ", Ashland
Roberts, Terry Layne, Lexington
Rodman, John Edward"", Greenville
Sanders, Margaret Jane, Louisville
Schlaak, Denise Louderback, Louisville
Schroder, Bobbe Ellis"', Mars, PA
Shea, Laura Jane, Houston, TX
Shear, Donald Arthur", Lexington
Shersky, Audrey Diane, Louisville
Stephens, Ginny Lee, Whitley City
Szegedi, James Frank" ", Greenup
Tucker, Debbie Edmonds, Murray
Wagner, Tommy Wayne, Manila, AR
Wathen, Elizabeth Ruth, Henderson
Wheatley, Barbara Ann, Louisville
Wilson, Deborah Anne", Pasadena, TX
Yancey, Colette Miller, Lexington
Zandona, Kathleen Mary, Ashland
College of Home Economics
Dean: Marjorie Stewart
Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics
Adams, Sharon Ruth, Lexington
Baker, Beverly Burton, Stanton
Baker, Karen Elizabeth, Paducah
Baldyga, Marcella Christine", Louisville
Baumgardner, Suzanne Marie, Louisville
Bemis, Cordelia Yatsattte"", Zuni, NM
Bennett, Nancy Dee, Anchorage
Blue, Christine Beckley, Lexington
Bond, Saundra Boatright, Lancaster
Bortis, MaryKathryn, Worthington, OH
Bowling, Frances Kay, Hyden
Bradley, Deborah Anne, Lexington
Brannon, Mary Katherine, Maysville
Breslin, Laetitta Anno. Paris
Brown, Suellen, Ashland
Bullock, Beverly Oevle"", Ludlow
Burger, Virginia McMakin", Louisville
Burke, Cera LynnOO",Ewing
Burr, Judy Beth, Franklin
Cabble, Susan Ann, Ashland
Carlton, Janice Lou, Lexington
Cavins, Susan Lynn, Elmhurst, IL
Christensen, Cheryl Ann, Cincinnati, OH
Clark, Mary AnnH, Louisville
Coleman, Charles Ramon f!",Lexington
Conn, Linda SueH, Smithfield
Considine, Mary Benita H, Lexington
Corcoran, Mary Eleanor, Louisville
Cornell, Nancy Elizabeth f!"f!",Lexington
Crace, Carla Ann, Ashland
Cracraft, Alta Charlene" f!",Mayslick
Culley, Donna M,H, Fall Creek, PA
Dainese, Kathleen Furey, Charleston, WV
Davis, Gwen Marie'f ", Radcliff
Dean, Debra Jof!"f!",Bowling Green
Dean, Mary Lynn, Pewee Valley
Deaton, Judy Elaine, Mechanicsburg, PA
DeRossett, Mary Gladys, Martin
DeWitt, Nancy Belle, Lexington
Duffy, Johanna, Woodcliff Lake, NJ
Elifritz, Kathy RhoadesH, Troy, OH
Elrod, Mary Louise, Kevil
Esterle, Marilyn Jeanne, Louisville
Eyre, Paula Susann, Ashland
Fairbanks, Vicky Lynn, Cincinnati, OH
Ferry, Donna Masters", Louisville
Fitzgerald, Donanne Renee, Louisville
Fogarty, Mary Kathleen"", Anchorage
Forbush, Susan Frances, Lexington
Ford, Linda Susan?", Hopkinsville
Foster, D. Elaine, Lexington
Foster, Jan Elizabeth, Churchville, MD
Friest, Betty Lively, Lexington
Gabbert, Susan Rebecca, Owensboro
Gelthaus, Therese Ann" ", Lexington
Gilbert, Laura Marcella ~f!",St. Louis, MO
Gill, Cheryl Elaine, Cincinnati, OH
Glowatch, Carol Crane", Shelbyville
Goldsmith, Karen Lee, Columbus, OH
Greathouse, Mary Lynnf!"f!",Owensboro
Greene, Micheleu, Louisville
Griffith, Elizabeth Todd", Frankfort
Gwin, Joy H.u, Versailles
Gwinn, Anna Roberta, Burnside
Hall, Frances Price, Lexington
Hanson, Leslie Louise, Owensboro
Hayhurst, Susan Claire" f!",Lexington
Head, Carolyn Joyce, Prospect
Head, Janet Lynn", Greensboro, NC
Helfenberger, Gaylyn, Lexington
Hetterman, Judith Ann, Crittenden
Hoehler, JoAnn Marie, Louisville
Holt, Laura Davis, Sturgis
Hornbuckle, Jeanne Carol, Louisville
Horrell, Cynthia LouH, Louisville
Ivy, Karel C."", Owensboro
Jackson, Robin Odell" ", Shelbyville
Jarman, Susan Lee, Walton
Jenkins, Deborah Frances, Lexington
Johnson, -lvtartha Gertrude, Libertyville,
IL
Kames, Julia Ann 0, Lexington
Keitz, Judith Lynn"", Columbus, OH
Kendle, Linda Marie, Louisville
Kennedy, Pamela Sue, Cincinnati, OH
Kerwin, Karen Jane, Ashland
Kirkham, Suzanne, Connersville, IN
Kunnecke, Janet Eshler"", Madisonville
Kurtz, Winnonia Hornsby" 0, Tyner





Lawson, Debra Garnett, Middletown,
OR
Lee, Mary Sandra, Lebanon
Leibee, Suzanne, Lexington
Lentz, Robin Comley", Paducah
List, Evelyn Rose~o, Erlanger
Magee, Martha Lamont, Haddon Heights,
NJ
May, Ann Cherringtonll'll', Lexington
McEuen, Doralice Harriet?", Cuyahoga
Falls, OR
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McGuire, Donna Jane, Campbellsville
Merrill, Carole Anne, Hazard
Middleton, Yolanda K., Lexington
Milliren, Wendy Patricia", Lexington
Mitchell, Sharon Kayu, Grethel
Moon, Sara Clayton, Lexington
Moore, Jane Elise, Logansport, IN
Niekamp, Wendy Mills, Louisville
Oakes, Marcia Elatne"", Fairdale
Oexmann, James Bennett, Lexington
Oldham, Teresa Gale, White Plains
Owens, Tr icia Ann f!"0, Paducah
Parks, Cathy Dee"", Owensboro
Payne, Linda Anne, Cincinnati, OH
Pope, Esther House, Lexington
Pryor, Emily Gaines, Georgetown
Renfro, Gay Weberl>'llo,Versailles
Reynolds, Mary Lynne":", South Bend,
IN
Riggins, Susan Lee, Millington, NJ
Rinehart, Donna Sue, Campbellsville
Ring, Leslie Roberto, Georgetown, OH
Roach, Pamela Deniseu, Central City
Rocap, Mary Dorothy, Indianapolis, IN
Rose, Donna Lee, Louisville
Russell, Mary LeeH, Middlesboro
Schulte, Nancy Jane, Bellevue
Shea, Janice Sue", Millersburg
Sievers, Pamela Jane, Louisville
Sine, Donna Jane", Anchorage
Sinks, Rebecca Elizabethn, Troy, OH
Smith, Donna Bose"", Shelbyville
Smith, Jacqueline, Louisville
Starr, Terry Woolf", Columbus, OH
Storm, Jennifer LynnU, Louisville
Swarm, Judith Allyn, Glen Ellyn, IL
Tackett, Jacqueline, Lexington
Taylor, Nancy Ann"", Crutchfield
Thompson, Debra Kay, Lexington
Tichenor, Susan StuartU, Taylorsville
Tierney, Nancy Hall, Louisville
Tolle, Shelley Ann", Maysville
Vaughan, Rebecca Newman, Ashland
Waford, Deborah Kay, Middletown
Wagner, Paula Schlueter, Cincinnati, OH
Walker, Theresa Ann, Cox's Creek
Walters, Janice Kay", Owensboro
Wheeler, Jane Kathrvn" ", Lexington
Wilson, Karen Lynn" , Louisville
Woodall, Linda McKinney, Princeton
Wright, Karen Holt, Owensboro
Wright, Nyla Annell'f!",Ft. Thomas
Ziegler, Nancy Jou, Louisville
College of Social Professions
Dean: Ronda S. Connaway
Bachelor of Arts in Social Work
Abaecherli, Susan [une" ", Louisville
Adler, Kathleen Louise, Kettering, OH
Aki, Juliana Dagogo, [cinkrama, Nigeria
Allard, Mary JaO<!, Lewisport
Ammerman, Margaret Smtth'' ", Cynthiana
Arenson, Kenneth [ames ", Greenwich,
CT
Arnold, Martha Claire", Henderson
Bailey, Judy Carol", Hueysville
Baker, Barbara Hale, Louisville
Baker, Harold P.04, Erlanger
Barnes, Pamela Sue, Frankfort
Biederman, Alan Wilson, Russell
Birmingham, James Frank, Louisville
Blythe, Mary Ann" ", Ashland
Bolton, Gregory Franklin", Lexington
Bourne, Elizabeth Anne", East Norwich,
NY
Brewer, Laura Si, Lexington
Bridges, June Scott, Winchester
Brock, Karen Lee", Lexington
Burkhardt, Pamela Louiseoo, Cold
Spring
Byron, George Patrick" 0, Colonia, NJ
Cameron, Rebecca Don, Cowan
Campbell, Mary Louise, Lexington
Campbell, Mary Margaret, Morganfield
Campisano, Nancy Lee", Louisville
Catinna, Cheri Lee, Louisville
Clark, Debbie Ann"", Louisville
Cohen, Beverly Ruth, Greenville
Collins, Susan Ellen, St. Albans, WV
Collins, Wilma Jean, Hazard
Combs, Sue Quisenberry", Lexington
Connell, Michael Franciso, Pittsburgh,
PA
Douglas, Judith Ann, Boston
Dudik, Linore Mary" 0, Elizabethtown
Dye, Edith Given, Frankfort
Eastburn, James Betts, Louisville
Enoch, Thomas F., Fancy Farm
Farmer, Rebecca Anneoo, Winchester
Felts, Luann wallace?", Ashland
Fernand, Rickey Anthony" 0, Lexington
Fields, Lindon Kelly, Hazard
Franklin, William M.", Thornton
Fuenfer, Allison Julia, Louisville
Gabbard, Margaret Lynne, Louisville
Gammon, Janice Lynn, Ashland
Gardner, Donald Hay", Louisville
Glenn, Kassiani Papadeas", Lexington
Gold, Dawn Allyson, Louisville
Green, Sandra Leeoo, Ashland
Hacker, Barbara TurpinH, Richmond
Hall, Candace J.°0, Midway
Hall, Michael J., Hamilton, OH
Haverkamp, Anna Marie, Bellevue
Hays, Sharon Marie, Louisville
Hedges, Richard HoustonOO, Prospect
Herzog, Patricia Gay, Lancaster
Holmquist, Gary Neil?", Pittsburgh, PA
Holt, Barbara Hastings, Louisville
Holway, Roberta Laub, Westlake, OH
Honaker, Charles William, [r., Louisville
Honick, Martha Joyce, Nashville, TN
Hoskins, Mary Ann"", Lexington
Hunt, Joseph Hilton", Bloomfield
Hunt, Layne Voorhees, Louisville
Isaacs, Maura Sue, Union
Johnson, Carol Anne, Huntington, WV
Johnson, Shelby Edith, Paducah
Johnston, Mary VirginiaOO, Louisville
Jones, Oeorgeanne K, Harrodsburg
Jones, Vickie LynnOO, Paris
Kearns, Kathleen Louise, Ashland
Kennedy, Kathleen Anno 0, Watertown,
CT
Kling, Barbara Ann, Jamestown, NY
Lance, Richard Alan, Asheville, NC
Largent, Anita Carol °0, Paducah
Leathers, Marilyn Kay, Louisville
Levy, Janet Sue, Lima, OH
Liles, Ruth Minnie, Vanlue, OH
Mahan, Rebecca Gene, Ashland
Malone, Hollis Lee" ", Louisville
Mastin, Susan Norris" 0, Lexington
McFadden, Patricia Bryant, Lexington
McHale, Sandra Louise, Ft. Mitchell
McKinney, Terry Loyd, Owensboro
Merrick, JoAnn B., Falmouth
Mobley, Cathy Oraham"", Harrodsburg
Monthie, Beverly Lynn, Lexington
Morrison, William Clark, Louisville
Mudd, Angela M., Bardstown
Mullen, Melissa Anno, Paducah
Nash, Nancy Jane, Frankfort
Nelson, Barbara Ruth, West St. Paul, MN
Newton, Deborah Carol, Campbellsville
Oddi, Patricia Ann, Ft. Benning, GA
Osborne, Susan Lynn 0, Lexington
Otto, Charlotte Sally, Ft. Thomas
Owens, Rebecca june" ", Lexington
Paynter, Connie Ntktrk" ", Danville
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Peck, Linda Beth, Owensboro
Pennington, Theresa Ann, Ironton, OR
Pesek, Deborah Leigh, Brecksville, OH
Peters, Jane LaVerne °0, Louisville
Phenneger, Diane Louise, Louisville
Picklesimer, Charles F., Lexington
Pierce, Altha Dell, Muldraugh
Ponder, Phyllis Ann, Louisville
Prendergast, Lenore Mary, Philadelphia,
PA
Price, Roberta Sweigart, Richmond, VA
Reed, Barbara Jean, Columbus, OR
Reese, Mark Allen", Lexington
Reilly, Jay A., Louisville
Ridenour, Dian M., Lexington
Robinson, Mary Fredertca" ",
Madisonville
Rosenberg, Cathy Lynn, Roanoke, VA
Hosmarin, Helen Frieda, Louisville
Rowe, Pamela JoyceOO, Lexington
Royster, Catherine Lois, Waverly
Schlafer, Marie JosephineH, Louisville
Shank, Deanna Marie", Glasgow
Sharpe, Sherry Lee, Somerset
Shepherd, Judith Marlene", Florence
Sillers, Karl Custav" 0, Hopkinsville
Smith, Brenda Joyce, Ashland
Snyder, Carolyn Joy, Owensboro
Spurgas, Mary Ann"", Springfield, PA
Stobaugh, Dorothy Schultz, Sugar Grove,
PA
Strauss, Karen, Louisville
Thomas, Darrell Elizebeth, Louisville
Tohill, Dorothy Ellen, Somerset
Troutman, Mark Edward", Lexington
Tuemler, Hope"", Falmouth
VanKirk, William Bruce, Steubenville,
OR
Vasquez, [osefina de Jesus, Barranquilla,
Colombia
Wachtel, Mary Paulette, Louisville
Wallace, Mary Brittell"", Lexington
Ware, Janet Lee, Lexington
Warman, Maureen Jean, Ft. Mitchell
Washington, Linda Francinef ", Louisville
White, Patricia Ann, St. Charles, IL
Wiley, Deborah Ann, Louisville
Williams, Barbarosia", Lexington
Wilson, Joseph Leeoo, Paris
Young, Roberta Kounsoo, Ashland
Zeiden, Laurie Lynn, Louisville
Graduates with Honors
Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three
years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either of the above honors if he attains
a standing of .2 higher than the three-year requirement.




Blagg, Joseph Dale" (I
Borchers, Karen Sue (10
Britton, Marsha Lynn"
Cohen, Ronald Alan e
Collins, Belva C.1'I0
Courtney, William Henry IIIH








Ford, Linda Susan 0 Q
Frantz, Vicki BalintH
Fuller, Charles Zachary"?
Glenn, Kassiani Papedeas "
Green, Sandra Lee" "










Lynn, Debra Wesner t "
Mastin, Susan NorrisI:'I:'
Mayne, Fred Hollis" I:'
Mobley, Cathy Oraham'""
Mullins, Earl Victorv "
Murphy, William EugeneOQ
Osborne, Deborah Carol I:'flO








Todaro, Frank R. fI'
Wallace, Jennifer J0 fI'flO
Walz, Katherine Dawn"
Wilcox, Reginald Earl I:'
Williams, Sheila Layne S "
Winkle, Stephen Alan flO
Wiseman, Susan Lynn e Q
Woodward, Donna Kaelm""
Younger, Edward F. Illu
With Distinction
Abaecherli, Susan june" Q
Ammerman, Margaret Smith <><>
Baker, Carol jean""
Bean, Roger Menefee"
Berry, James Mtchael s "
Bleidt, Barry Anthony" flO
Briggs, Deborah Ann fI'
Brown, Claude Franklin <>Q
Buemi, Joseph Michael, Jr.OQ
Bynum, Regina Culest" fI'
Cagle, Nancy Lynn"
Carman, Maureen Donovan" e
Catron, Pamela Wilkie<><'>
Clark, Debbie Ann -i> <>
Coe, Keith Edgarfl'l'>
Colgan, Michael Byrley" e
Cordon, Anna Louise" '"
Cramer, Alberta Thomas" °
Droz, Danna E. Crawley"?
Dudik, Linore Mary" I'>
Dunham, Candace Lou" Q
Dyke, Mary Shearer" #"
Ebelhar, Wayne Maurice" <>
Farmer, Larry DonflO<>
Gash, Dennis Neil e I'>
Green, Ruth Ann"
Hayes, John joseph"
Hill, Harry Clerm" flO
Horton, Robert Lon ° '"







Lowry, Linda Dianne <>I'>
....Major, Leslie'" °
McEuen, Doralice Harriet" #"
McLemore, Chris Sargent" flO
McNeeley, Howard Bensley""
Mitchell, Joseph Blancfl <>
Moore, Charles Robert, J r.OQ
Moore, Gary Dale flO fI
Mostowycz, Oksana Marta Q'"
Nolan, Timothy Francis, J r. '"
Noland, Kevin Miles" °
Owen, Nellie Hamm QQ
Paynter, Connie Nikirk ""
Rains, Michael Cregory" '"
Heilender, Paul E., Jr.0Q
Rogers, John ChenaultOQ
Roper, Robert T. Q
Rosenfield, Nancy [ane""
Scott, Randall Lee" '"
Shepherd, Raleigh, Jr. H
Smallwood, Karen Janell"''''
Sutton, John Alanu




Wehle, Michael [ames ""
Whitford, Cheryl JeanOQ

































































































































































































































































































Honors in Accounting-Bean, Roger Menefee"
Mauldin, Clyde Warren'""
Moore, Charles Robert, [r. <)<I-
Mulrooney, J ames Michael" I>-
Pence, William Engleman?"
Honors in Business Administration-Brown, Roderic McClainH
Edwards, Robert T. 0
Ford, Richard AllenOfl






Honors in Economics-Gash, Dennis NeilH
Rogers, John Chenault'["
Rosenberger, Geoffrey Heroldv"
Honors in Psychology-Lampton, Nancy Ekman"
Younger, Edward F. IIIH
Honors in Topical Major-Christensen, Nancy Jou
Cordon, Anna Louise" I)
Cotton, James DirkOfl























French, Cheryl Maureen Rose
Goodrich, Phyllis Jean
Hicks, Helen Katherine







McDaniel, George Otto III








Nolan, Timothy Francis, Jr.0
O'Malley, Andrew Marvel
Patchell, Roy Andrew









Woodward, Donna Kaellns "
THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association
established annual awards, of $500 each, to be presented annually to members of the
University teaching and research staffs who, during the preceding two-year period on
campus, had achieved distinction in writing and/or research and teaching.
THE RECIPIENTS OF 'THE 1975 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS ARE:
Professor C. Frank Buck, College of Agriculture
Professor Holman Hamilton, College of Arts and Sciences
Professor Gerald P. Sherman, College of Pharmacy
Professor Earl L. Steele, College of Engineering
Ms. Frances G. Thomas, Hopkinsville Community College
Professor Joseph W. Wilson, College of Arts and Sciences
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS
In 1968 the University of Kentucky Research Foundation established four $500
faculty research awards to University faculty members to recognize and to encourage
distinguished achievement in research and creative arts. The recipients are selected on
accomplishments made in the preceding two years.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1975 FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS ARE:
Professor John W. Hutchinson, College of Engineering
Professor Bobby C. Pass, College of Agriculture
Professor Robert Straus, College of Medicine
Professor Roger J. Wets, College of Arts and Sciences
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the
University of Kentucky each year and to ODe other person who is not a student of the
University, who need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have
some interest in, or association with or related to, the University of Kentucky, official
or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
FOR 1975 ARE:
Ms. Genevieve Murray-Citizen
Betty Jane Dollase-Graduating Woman
Joe Kinnarney-Graduating Man
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975 Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the
University of Kentucky, established a $2,000 award to recognize annually the member
of the graduate faculty who has made the most outstanding contributions to graduate
education at the University of Kentucky.
THE FlRST RECIPIENT OF THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD IS:
Professor James H. Wells, College of Arts and Sciences
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This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the
University, to the State and to Life. The University that has given
you of its store of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters.
The State now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your
part in the government, development and guidance of the Common-
wealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual
interests, and widened your powers of understanding, the University
feels a part of its duty done, and if in the doing character has become
your possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied
with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with
open minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and
affairs. It hopes that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to
strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect
of your fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual
and intellectual iuterest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and
deeds you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the Univer-
sity is measured by your character, by your deeds, by the company
you keep. It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be
true to the larger things of life, to be men and women of courage,
integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted to the
fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It
is right and fitting that you should stand and solemnly raising your
right hand repeat this pledge with me:
